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PREFACE

The Long-Range Plan (LRP) istypically a 5-year rolling document that outlines the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory's (NRAO) activities that support its Strategic Plan. This Strategic Plan was
adopted in -Fiscal Year (FY) 2009 to provide a compelling, long-term vision for NRAO and guidance for
the pursuit of future initiatives. This vision is summarized in Chapter 1.I - Strategic Goals.
The landscape on which the FY 2009 Strategic Plan was based is dramatically changing. Numerous new.
and important factors must now be considered that were not present in FY 2009, including: the
National Science Foundation's Division of Astronomical Sciences (NSF-AST) Portfolio Review, the
impending recompetition for the management of NRAO, the potential for a Federal sequestration in FY
13, a possible Continuing Resolution, the appointment of a new NRAO Director, and an unusually broad
range of possible NRAO FYI 4-16 budgets.-: NRAO plans to reevaluate its Strategic Plan in spring FYI 3 to
ensure that its.basis.-and focus appropriately evolve.
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Each of the factors listed above impact the:LRP structure and content and, in combination, they make
the formulation of a reasonable LRP very difficult. To meet the requirements of providing a Strategic
Plan and LRP to :-NSF-AST, the FY2009 Strategic Plan was adopted as the baseline document. This LRP is
based on the current Strategic Plan content, but for the remaining three years of the current
Cooperative Agreement, and within the constraints of the existing President's Level Budget (PLR)
guidance.
As recompetition for the management of NRAO begins in FY
sensitive material.

2.

13, the LRP may contain competition

OVERVIEW.

During FY14- 16, the NRAO will deliver transformational scientific capabilities and will operate a suite of
four world-class -telescopes that will enable the astronomy community to make new discoveries and
answer outstanding fundamental astrophysical questions underlying the science objectives described in
the Astro20 I10
Decadal Survey report, New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics
(NWNH).
The suite of NRAO telescopes includes: the international Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA), the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), -the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT),
and the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA). Each of these facilities is the world leader in its observing
domain. Collectively, these telescopes enable scientists to observe from sub-millimeter to meter
wavelengths with an order. of magnitude or more improvement in resolution, sensitivity, frequency
coverage, or field of view. Such a.major step, over such a wide wavelength range, has .rarely, ifever,
been taken in observational astronomy. VLA and ALMA are also the only new major, general-purpose
instruments available to the astronomical community for at least the next five years. The NRAO
facilities are revolutionizing the science being done by the U.S. and international community. Used
individually or in combination, the NRAO telescopes provide the novel capabilities required to address
many of the NWNH science themes, such as placing constraints on the nature of Dark Energy, imaging
the first galaxies in the epoch of reionization, and observing directly the formation of planets in proto-"
planetary disks.
ALMA is providing, for the first time, detailed images of stars and planets in formation, young galaxies

.-

being assembled throughout the cosmic history of star formation, opening new windows into the cold
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Universe via its tremendous increase in sensitivity and resolution at millimeter and submillimeter
wavelengths. Early science was initiated at ALMA in Sep 20 I I, and ALMA will achieve full science
operations during this planning period.
At the adjacent centimeter-wavelength range, the VLA has scientific .capabilities comparable to those of
by one to four
ALMA, but exceeding those of the Very Large Array prior to the expansion
orders of magnitude, depending on the parameter. VLA will transition to -full science operations during
this period as the world's most capable and versatile centimeter-wave imaging array.

.project

With comparable collecting area and sensitivity to ALMA and VLA, the IO0m GBT is the preeminent
filled-aperture radio telescope operating at meter to millimeter wavelengths. Its ..
2+ acre collecting area,
unblocked aperture, and excellent surface accuracy enable precision pulsar timing to detect gravitational
wave radiation, test the strong field limit of General Relativity, map the gas inflow into galaxies, detect
2 I cm HI emission at z~ I via the novel Intensity Mapping approach, reveal the merging process of
clusters, and probe the chemistry of the Universe. Based- on an affordable plan driven by key science
projects, the GBT will be augmented by new cameras that will deliver an order of magnitude increase
imaging speed and significantly enhance its science impact in the coming decade.
The VLBA is the premier -dedicated Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) array in the world.
Astrometry with the VLBA has reached the precision of a few micro-arcseconds, enabling distance andproper motion measurements .of astronomical objects in the solar neighborhood, across the Milky Way,
within the .-Local Group, and in the Hubble flow. Its scientific capabilities will continue to improve as new
receivers are installed and a major bandwidth expansion .project to improve sensitivity is completed.
When used .in
conjunction with the phased VLA and the GBT, .the resultant High Sensitivity Array
greatly enhances the sensitivity for VLB.I observations and .broadens the range of innovative scientific
research. During this plan period, NRAO will develop a new operating model that incorporates the
VLBA domestic and international partners in its operation and development.
To maximize the usage and science impact of its research facilities, NRAO is broadening their access to
all astronomers by the development of uniform and enhanced .-user support services. These services are
closely coordinated by Observatory Science Operations and are provided by the North American
ALMA Science- Center (NAASC) in.Charlottesville, the Domenici Science Operations Center (DSOC)
for the VLA and VLBA in Socorro, and the Green Bank Science Operations Center for the GBT.
At the same time, NRAO is also focusing on developing forefront technology to.continuously improve
the facilities and .to realize next generation facilities. Taking advantage of the outstanding technical
expertise across NRAO,. the Central Development Lab (CDL) oversees a science-driven research and
development program that will help realize key NWNH science goals, including: the- detection of
gravitational waves via pulsar timing and the North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational
Waves (NANOGrav); studying the early Universe via the highly redshifted 21. cm HI line with the
Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reionization (PAPER) and the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization
Array (HERA), and the development of the Frequency Agile Solar Radio-telescope (FASR).
To engage the community in an ongoing discussion and planning of long-term (10+ year horizon)
developments, NRAO will sponsor a series of workshop on future science and technology for the nextgeneration meter and centimeter-wave facilities, but in the context of a multi-wavelength and time
domain approach to addressing outstanding scientific questions. Taking a significant step following this
general approach, NRAO became an institutional member of the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
(LSST) to ensure NRAO will be operated in a way that will enable the astronomy community to fully
exploit the time domain.
NRAO-| Long-Range Plan FY 2014.-"2016

To broaden the impact on society, the NRAO will continue to engage the American public in the
adventure of radio astronomy and the wonders of the Universe through our Education and Public
Outreach (EPO) program. The education components of that program connect a diverse range of
learners and teachers to role models who are passionate about science and -engineering, give them
privileged access to the resources and milieu of professional science, and enable them to accomplish
projects of true significance (such as discover a pulsar or observe the radio emission .from -the galactic
core). Astronomy is an appealing gateway .by which learners of all ages can be drawn to science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). Our STEM education programs aim to build the skills.
and confidence of young men and women, attract them to STEM careers, enhance their appreciation of
STEM fields, and thus contribute to our national competitiveness. Internally, NRAO will continue to.
foster a multi-faceted culture and environment via initiatives designed to attract, nurture, and retain a
diverse workforce that will serve as a role model to other research facilities.

After more than five decades of continual improvement, NRAO comprises the nation's core
competency in radio astronomy, an invaluable resource for the astronomy community in the US, and
indeed the world.
With early science underway on the VLA and ALMA, and with the GBT and VLBA delivering world-.
leading capabilities, the NRAO is fulfilling its commitment to deliver transformational facilities to the US
as well as the international astronomy community. The VLA is demonstrating its order-of-magnitude
improvement in capability with numerous new scientific results, including gas excitation studies at
redshift z=6, characterization of the spectral energy distributions of nearby Ultra Luminous Infrared
Galaxies, and studies of trans-Neptunian objects. The community's engagement with ALMA is

demonstrated by the substantial observing time oversubscription during early science and the numerous
impressive science results that are already being published in the literature. With comparable collecting

area and sensitivity to ALMA and VLA, the GBT is the preeminent filled-aperture radio telescope.
Recent GBT -observations include unique, high resolution measurements of the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich
Icm -HI emission at z-I-via the Intensity
(SZE) to probe the cluster merging process, detection of 2Mapping approach, and sub--100ns timing accuracy of milli-second pulsars, as required for a successful
detection of nanoHertz gravitational waves. The VLBA is the most accurate astrometric facility in
existence, capable of sub-I0. parcsec precision. Its exquisite astrometric capability is being used to

delineate the spiral structure of the Milky Way, to determine the precise expansion of the Universe, and
to search for exoplanets, and much more.

Strategic Goals

2.1

NRAO comprises the nation's core competency in radio astronomy, an invaluable resource for

astronomy in the US, and indeed the world.
I.

-

Enhance User Support to Maximize Scientific Impact.

To ensure the astronomy community will make optimal scientific use of the remarkable capabilities of
the suite of the Observatory's four forefront facilities, the NRAO will focus on providing easier access
to all NRAO telescopes and enhanced support for astronomers from all sub-disciplines in a uniform and
coordinated interface.
The goal is to maximize the science impact, especially along the scientific directions highlighted by the
Astro2010 Decadal Survey NWNH report, and to be accessible to the broadest cross-section of the US
astronomy community.

NRAO |Long-Range Plan FY 20 14 -201I6

2.

Develop State-of-the-Art Instrumentation for Current and Future Facilities

The NRAO has a long tradition in leading the development of state-of-the-art technology and telescope
design in radio astronomy for the benefit of the astronomy community. For the future of the field, a
forward-looking, prioritized, Observatory-wide research and -development (R&D) .program that is
aligned with the recommendations of the NWNH will be carried out.
NRAO will continue developments for all the operating facilities, novel experiments and next generation
facilities, with.:the activities determined by an annual -science-driven prioritization process across the
Observatory. NRAO will continue to play an important role to .help develop and realize the mid-scale.
projects recommended by NWNH

-

such as HERA, NANOGrav, and FASR

-

in the coming decade.-

Importantly, this work will be done in collaboration with research groups at universities and- colleges
throughout the country,- leveraging NRAO staff efforts in support of the university community, .and
providing a valuable training ground for students and young scientists to become future instrument
builders..,

3. NRAO's Outstanding Scientists and Engineers-A Key Community Resource
.NRAO is more than just a collection of telescopes-it embodies a wealth of staff expertise and
experience built.up over 50+ years that is unrivalled among radio astronomy observatories or groups in

the world-.As a strategic goal, NRAO aims to deploy this invaluable resource for the benefit of the US
and international community, helping to realize major new facilities that are aimed at important scientific
objectives, especially those recommended by NWNH.

Introduction to the Plan

2.2

"

The LRP serves as NRAO's primary document for communicating the vision, mission, strategy, and
initiatives that will best serve the user community and result in the best science results achievable. By
NSF request, this LRP encompasses a three-year period rather than the traditional five-year period. The
LRP is updated annually to incorporate the latest scientific, technical and budgetary developments. By.proactively assessing which activities should be pursued in addressing the needs of the user community
in a constrained fiscal environment, NRAO develops its LRP as a guiding document against which the
annual Program Operating Plan is developed.
This three-year LRP covers FYI4-i 6. The financial basis of the projected budget and staffing levels is the
established PRL projection. NRAO has developed this plan to represent a budget-balanced program.
NRAO has multiple sources of funding incorporated into this plan: NSF-AST Cooperative Support
Agreement (CSA) funds; NSF-AST Scientific Program Order (SPO) funding for construction, grants,
contributions from other organizations; in-kind. contributions, etc. NRAO is also targeting external
sources of funds to overcome some major challenges in the NSF funding allocation during this plan
period, but only sources of funding that are established, or committed through a formal Memorandum

of Understanding (MOU), are included. Any additional funds obtained will be used in order of scientific
priority, and could include offsets to reductions in critical staff, support services, development, or to

meet various opportunities that arise.
The NRAO LRP FY-14-.6 describes the tasks and resources that will be used to accomplish the
following high-level goals:
*

Continued successful operations of telescope facilities.

NRAO Long-Range Plan FY2014-20I6

*" Focus on improving the community's optimum scientific utilization of NRAO facilities.
* Research and development to evolve the NRAO facilities based on the most scientifically.promising projects to help realize mid-scale facilities recommended by NWNH.
Although this .LRP is fiscally constrained, it is formulated to ensure the continued successful operation of

the telescope facilities, make provisions for improving the community's optimum scientific utilization of
these facilities, and continue development required to .keep the US at the forefront. of radio astronomy
and astrophysics. Fitting in the planned activities within the given budget profile will be accomplished by

a well-established Observatory-wide, science-driven prioritization review, carried out annually to ensure
an optimum and feasible Program Operations Plan is formulated.

2.3

Structure of the Long-Range Plan

Operating as ":One Observatory" with four research facilities to fulfill its vision and mission, NRAO -is
organized around four Observatory-wide functions: Science Operations, Telescope Operations,
Development Programs, and Observatory-wide Services. The LRP is structured to describe how these
functions are performed in detail in different Chapters.
Chapter 3 describes the key community-driven science goals, along the four science themes in NWNH

and how the new capabilities of NRAO facilities allow the astronomy community to address the
outstanding questions.
Chapter 4 describes Observatory Science Operations (OSO) whose goal is to facilitate the users in.-

obtaining the most scientific return from the NRAO telescopes. Through OSO, :NRAO provides access
to all its facilities, expands access to new users, enhances user services to facilitate their scientific
objectives, and optimizes --operational efficiencies across the Observatory.
Chapter 5 describes the Observatory Telescope Operations (OTO). Critical to the success of NRAO is
maintaining the facilities themselves in the best operating condition. In FY1I4, the NRAO will -be
operating a suite of forefront telescopes-ALMA, VLA, GBT, and VLBA-.observing from --meter to submillimeter wavelengths. This Chapter describes activities that ensure their prime operational

performance into the future.
Chapter 6 describes the NRAO research and development activities carried out under Observatory
Development Programs .(ODP): continually developing critical .capabilities for upgrading all the NRAO

facilities and for .next generation facilities; helping the community realize mid-scale projects
recommended by NWNH; .and identifying and pursuing collaborations that lead to new scientific
initiative, advancements in the state-of-the art technology, as well as possible additional funding
opportunities.
Chapter 7 describes the activities of NRAO Observatory-wide services: Education and Public Outreach
(EPO), Diversity, Administration, Human Resources, Computing, Program Management, and the

Director's Office.
The appendices show the resource and budget projections, and the major milestones identified for this

plan period.

2.4

Financial and Budget Considerations

NRAO

Long-Range Plan FY 20I4
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Performance of the activities described in this LRP depends on CSA and SPO funding, as well as.
additional grants and contracts. The CSAs and SPOs are .(in numeric order):
* NSF SPO-2 ALMA Construction
* NSF SPO-4 Green Bank Solar Burst Radio Spectrometer
.* NSF SPO-7 ALMA :Japan
*

NSF CSA- I Management and Operations of the NRAO

* ."NSFCSA-2 Operations and Maintenance of the ALMA
* NSF CSA-3 Interagency Agreements Associated with Base Operations
*" NSF CSA-4 Research Experience-Teachers and Undergraduates
* Non-programmatic activities

"

NRAO's -budget :plan is provided in.-Appendix A. Carryover, a variable that represents no more than a
few percent of the budget during this plan period, is typically used as reserve to .address unexpected US
dollar to Chilean Peso exchange rate fluctuations, variations in assumed inflation or benefit .rates,-or.sudden cash needs for unpredictable events such as infrastructure or other emergencies. Non-NSF
sources of funding have been used to help -reduce the magnitude and impact of NSF budget reductions
and preserve the critical capabilities that NRAO provides to the community,-.
This LRP is written to a balanced budget based on current projections and information, but can beaffected by many events, on fairly short timescales. Consequently, it will be revised annually. NRAOworks with the user community to .set priorities from a diverse set of proposed projects and service
models to.achieve maximum science impact within the confines of the budget allocations. It then
carefully controls performance to.budgets.
2.5

NRAO Telescope Facilities

Atacama Large Millimeterlsubmillimeter Array
ALMA istransformational in its scientific concept, engineering design, and organization as a global
scientific endeavor. It represents one of the largest advances in observational capabilities in groundbased astronomy ever made. At construction completion in FYi 4, it will achieve an order of magnitude
or more improvements in sensitivity, frequency coverage, resolution, imaging, and spectral capabilities. In
full science operations, ALMA will provide precise images of forming galaxies back to the epoch of "first
light" in the Universe; reveal the physical conditions and chemical composition of stars and planets
during their earliest formative stages; and provide an accurate census of the sizes and motions of the icy
fragments left over from the -formation of our own Solar System that are now orbiting beyond Neptune.
Located at 5000m altitude in northern Chile, ALMA will be an interferometric array of fifty 12m radio
telescopes in extended configurations, plus -twelve 7m and four .I2m radio telescopes in a compact.array, operating at frequencies from 30 to.950 GHz (10 to 0.3 mm wavelength). ALMA Early Science
Calls for Proposals were issued on 30 March 201 Iand 3 I May 2012, respectively. Each attracted
enormous community interest, resulting in oversubscription rates exceeding 9:1, comparable to the
typical oversubscription of the Hubble Space Telescope. Cycle 0 Early Science observations began 30
September 201 . Full science operations will begin in early FY2014.
ALMA's enormous collecting area and superb site make it a singular instrument for the exploration of
the most distant parts of the Universe, and measuring spectral lines from distant galaxies is the first of
ALMA's primary science goals. Fortuitously, at the redshifts 6 < z <15 at which the first stars created
NRAO | Long-Range Plan lFY2014 -201I6

the first metals, the strong forbidden lines of the most abundant of those first elements migrate through
the ALMA bands. Oxygen and carbon are the most abundant metals produced by these first stars andboth have lines detectable.inthis redshift range:
*
*
*

The 157pm [C II] line is among the brightest lines in the Universe, carrying ~.1% of the
luminosity of the Milky Way.
Other carbon carriers will also be detectable by ALMA, .including [C I], CO, CH and CH+.
Strong atomic oxygen lines occur at 63pm and 145pm ([0: I]), and 52pm and 881pm ([0 III]);
these lines may be detected -inseveral hour.integration times to redshifts which reach the near
edge of cosmic reionization.

Together with OH and H20 lines detectable at moderate redshift,.these lines chronicle the production
of metals over the course of the history of their creation. The metals also form dust, and thermal dust
emission provides an essentially distance-independent means of measuring galaxies to z~ I-0.
The second of ALMA's primary science goals, to image proto-stellar and proto-planetary disks,
addresses the origins of stars and planets, the fundamental .objects of our Universe. A cloud may have
many cores within it, some of which will collapse to form stars while others find collapse impeded,
perhaps by magnetic fields lacing the gas or by turbulence. High resolution, sensitivity and excellent
capability for measuring polarization endow ALMA with the capability .of distinguishing the roles of these
factors in accelerating or retarding star formation. High-resolution studies of the emission distribution of
various molecules reduce "spectral confusion" and serve to relate molecular distributions to local
physical conditions in order to elucidate molecular formation and destruction mechanisms. Images also
show how the gas temperature varies across the region, highlighting the roles of shocks.
Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
The VLA is a centimeter-wavelength telescope array of unprecedented sensitivity, frequency coverage,
and imaging capability created via a comprehensive modernization of the VLA..Located at 2140m altitude
on the Plains of San Agustin in west-central New Mexico, VLA is an interferometric telescope array of
twenty-seven .25m radio telescopes in an extended, reconfigurable array operating at frequencies of 1-50
GHz (30cm- 6mm). Full science operations will .be achieved in 2013.
The primary science goals of the VLA can be summarized as follows:
The Magnetic Universe: Magnetic fields are important in most astrophysical contexts, but are difficult to
observe. The sensitivity, frequency agility, and spectral capability of the VLA allow astronomers to trace
the magnetic fields in X-ray emitting galaxy clusters, image the polarized emission in thousands of spiral
galaxies, -and map the 3D structure of magnetic fields on the Sun.
The Obscured Universe: Phenomena such as star formation and accretion onto massive black holes occur
behind dense screens of dust and gas that render optical and infrared observations impossible. The VLA
observes through these screens to probe the atmospheres of giant planets, measure thermal jet motions
in young stellar objects, and to image the densest regions in nearby starburst galaxies.
The Evolving Universe: The formation of stars and galaxies, and the evolution of the gas content of the
Universe, are exciting topics for scientists using the VLA. Radio data can trace the evolution of neutral
hydrogen and molecular gas, and provide extinction-free measurements of synchrotron, thermal freefree, and dust emission. The VLA can distinguish dust from free-free emission in disks and jets within
local star-forming regions, and can measure the star-formation rate, irrespective of dust extinction, in
high-z galaxies.
NRAO I Long-Range Plan FY 20I4-2016
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Figure 1.2 NRAO Telescope Molecular Gas Discovery Space: The carbon monoxide (CO) molecule is an excellent tracer of
the distribution of molecular gas in the Universe. ALMA, VLA, and GBT provide complementary and comprehensive coverage
of the CO discovery space as a function of redshift. The horizontal lines indicate which CO transition (y-axis) can be observed
with these NRAO research facilities as a function of redshift (x-axis).
Very Long Baseline Array
The VLBA is the premier ultra-high resolution radio-wavelength array in the world, with applications
ranging from sub-millarcsecond resolution imaging to micro-arcsecond astrometry. The instrument
consists of ten 25m-diameter radio telescopes spread across the contiguous United States, Hawaii, and
the US Virgin Islands, and a state-of-the-art software correlator facility in Socorro, NM. The VLBA
operates at observing frequencies from 300 MHz - 90 GHz (X 1.0 m - 3.3 mm).
The VLBA will continue to evolve throughout FY 14-16 so that the strongly supportive US and
international user community can exploit its capabilities and make major contributions to high priority
science frontier discovery areas identified by NWNH, particularly astrometry and time domain
astronomy, where the VLBA will play leading roles in the coming decade and beyond.
By FY2014, the VLBA will operate at a bandwidth of at least 256 MHz per polarization, a factor of 16
over its initial capabilities, providing a factor of four in increased sensitivity. Improvements to sensitivity
will continue to be made in the future through receiver upgrades, further improvements to the digital
electronics, and eventual replacement of the analog electronics path with one similar to that used on
VLA telescopes.
Survey science at milliarcsecond resolutions is now becoming practical via advances in correlator
technology recently deployed by the NRAO. The next decade will see, for the first time, deep VLBI
imaging of tens of thousands of galaxies being studied at other wavelengths with deep exposures and will
shed new light on the origin of the radio emission.
NRAO I Long-Range Plan FY 2014 - 2016

The value of the VLBA as a collection of individual 25m radio telescopes will be increasingly exploited.
The VLBA will be used in multi-static observations of asteroids in conjunction with the Goldstone or
Arecibo radar facilities to determine asteroid spin properties via the speckle tracking technique. The

state of spin of an asteroid .is
.-otherwise difficult to determine but plays an important role in predicting
its future path and Earth-impact potential. The individual VLBA telescopes will also be used for
spectroscopic single-dish observing with applications ranging from stand-alone neutral hydrogen intensity
mapping at low redshift to total power supplementation for ALMA observations of molecular species in
:.
star-forming regions.
VLBI has long been recognized as a potent tool for tracking spacecraft, and fundamental science
questions can also be addressed with such observations. The VLBA and several other radio telescopes
tracked the path of the Huygens probe as it descended through the atmosphere of Saturn's moon Titan,
providing critical information about Titan's winds. The solar system ephemeris will continue to be
improved via VLBA observations of spacecraft in orbits around other planets; the measurement
accuracy of Saturn's orbit will be improved considerably over the next two or three years as
observations of the Cassini spacecraft start to span a larger fraction of a full solar orbit.
The VLBA will also continue to be a major contributor to the geodetic observations that construct and
maintain the fundamental reference frame used by all astronomers. This International Celestial
Reference Frame (ICRF) is a grid of quasars with positional accuracies better than I.milliarcsecond.
Maintenance of the reference frame is important given source evolution and the VLBA will continue to
contribute high quality data towards future ICRF updates. The VLBA will also continue to play a critical
role in extending this reference frame to higher radio frequencies. The relevance of the .radio reference
frame will increase at mid-decade when the Gaia satellite is expected to launch and connect the radio
and optical reference frames to high precision using many of the same sources. Geodetic observations
also greatly impact geology via measurements of the deformation of the Earth's crust that results from
Earth-Moon-Sun tidal interactions and from earthquakes.
Major science goals for the VLBA include:
A 3-D astrometric image of the entire Milky Way;
Measurement of the relative motions of the Local Group. of galaxies - determining the past and.
future locations of the Milky Way relative to its neighbors;--* Time domain astronomy of transients, including cosmic movies of jets in gamma-ray emitting
Blazars and in micro-quasars, such as SS433;.
*-Precision determination of the Hubble Constant, based on angular diameter distances of circumnuclear mega-masers in the Hubble Flow.
*
*

Green Bank Telescope
The GBT is the world's premiere single-dish radio telescope operating at meter to millimeter
wavelengths. Its enormous .Iom diameter collecting area, unblocked .aperture, and excellent surface
accuracy provide unprecedented sensitivity across the telescope's full 0.1-1 16 GHz (3.0m-2.6mm)
operating range. A unique and powerful telescope that is used by hundreds of scientists each year, the
GBT is fully steerable, and 85% of the entire celestial sphere is accessible to it. Its operation is highly
efficient, and it is used for astronomy ~.6500 hours per year.
The GBT's filled aperture has comparable collecting area and sensitivity to ALMA and the VLA, but with
the image brought to a single focal plane. This provides the GBT with extraordinary sensitivity to
extended, low surface-brightness objects such as diffuse molecular clouds or SZE distortions of the
NRAO
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cosmic microwave background (CMB), as well as high sensitivity to point-source radiators such as
pulsars. The single focal plane is ideal for rapid, wide-field imaging systems - cameras. The GBT
serves as the wide-field imaging complement to ALMA and the VLA. The single focal plane also provides
an accessible development platform and allows much of the advanced instrumentation to be provided by
university-based laboratory groups. The GBT's high sensitivity imaging and point-source capabilities
enable a large and .-varied program of key science projects. In addition, the GBT often joins the VLBA for
interferometry observations to provide a critical threshold of sensitivity fora number of important
projects, such as the megamaser cosmology experiment.

.thus

Part of the scientific strength of the GBT is its flexibility and ease of use, allowing for rapid response to
new scientific ideas. It is scheduled dynamically to match project needs to the available weather.:-The
GBT is also readily reconfigured with new and experimental hardware, adopting the best technology for
any scientific pursuit. Facilities located on the Green Bank site are also used for :other scientific research,
as well as for an extensive array of programs in education and public outreach, and for the training of
science and engineering students and teachers. The complex is a large site with laboratories, utilities and
support facilities that makes it an attractive location for staging a variety of research experiments. In
addition, because of the National Radio Quiet Zone (NRQZ) and the West Virginia Radio Astronomy
Zone (WVRAZ) it is uniquely protected from many forms of radio frequency interference.
The GBT was designed to readily allow upgrades and changes to all aspects of its hardware and
software.-A specialty or principle investigator-driven instrument can be installed on the telescope with
relative ease, making it feasible for an individual or group of researchers to outfit the telescope to meet
their particular science goals. The GBT also has a vigorous development program in collaboration with
college and university groups to take advantage of the latest technology and provide the user community
with a constantly improving facility.: In concert with the community, development projects for the GBT
will continue through the coming decade and have already led to important discoveries in a number of
areas; from discovering the most massive neutron star yet known, which has had great impact on our
understanding of physical equations of state in dense matter, through making the highest resolution,
most sensitive images of the SZE yet known, to provide a rare observational window into the formation
process of clusters of galaxies..
Primary science goals for the GBT include the following:
*
*
*
*
*

Detect nanohertz gravitational waves through precision-timing of millisecond pulsars;
Study the large-scale structure of the universe and map the Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)
using the Hi- Intensity Mapping technique;:
..
Measure galaxy cluster properties, including gas pressure and the presence of shocks, for up to
.00 clusters, with the best sensitivity and resolution to date, through surveys of the SZE;
Determine the origins. of low-mass star formation in Interstellar Dark Clouds via measurements
of-temperature, density, turbulence, etc., in a large survey of cloud cores;
Study the chemical origins of life in interstellar and cometary gas clouds through observations of
pre-biotic molecules and their precursors.

I
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3.

KEY COMMUNITY-DRIVEN SCIENCE GOALS

Radio astronomy in the coming decade is poised for revolutionary advances and exciting discoveries,
driven by the unprecedented advances in capabilities provided by new NRAO facilities. NRAO's

strength remains its flexibility and breadth to enable a remarkably wide range of groundbreaking science,
encompassing the vast majority of primary science themes identified by in NWNH. Table 3.1 displays
this remarkable breadth of delivery for NRAO facilities. Beyond our facilities, the NRAO staff and
institutions are important participants in numerous experimental programs that both realize the
immediate high-priority science goals of NWNH, while addressing the key technological challenges
facing future large-scale radio facilities.
Table 3-1: New Worlds, New Horizons Science and NRAO Research Facilities
Astro2010 Science Discovery Areas & Questions

ALMA VLA

VLBA

Radio-wavelength research foci

GBT

Discovery
Habitable exoplanets

X

Gravitational wave astronomy

X

Protoplanetary disks,planetesimal formation and gaps

X

X

Pulsar timing arrays for gravity wave detection

Time-domain astronomy

X

X

X

X

Surveys and rapid follow-up

Astrometry

X

X

X

X

Milit-to micro-arcsecond astrometry

Epoch of reonizaton

XX

X
X

X

Low frequency studies of neutral IGM; High freq studies of gas dust in galaxies

How did dtheUniverse begin? X

X

X

Cosmic Microwave Background supporting observaltons

X

X

X

Observations of gas, dust,star formation, and AGN in the first galaxies

X

X

X

Large scale structure research via surveys

X

X

X

Dynamics of galaxies from z=0 to z=10 CO, [CII, HI

Fossil record of galaxy assembly

X

X

X

Mass distribution in galaxies from molecules and HI

How do stars form?

X

X

X

Probing deep into the optically obscured earliest epochs of star formation

Orumcumstellar disks & planetary systems

X

X

X

Protoplanetary disks in dust and gas. outflows

How do baryons cyclein & out ofgalaxies? X

Origins
First light in the Universe
How do cosmic structures form & evolve?
Dark & luminous matter

X

X

Understanding the Cosmic Order
X

X

X

Largescaleflows around galaxiesin HI and CO

X

X

X

X

Wide field surveysin HI

Mass-energy-chemical
cycleswithin galaxies? X

X

X

X

Studiesof obscured star formation; molecular and atomic gas

Matter andenergyin the circumgalactic medium
Stellar rotation and magneticfields

X

X

X

Polarization studiesof stellar radio emission

Massivestars/Type la supernovae

X

X

X

Radio studies of SNe, SNe remnants, andGRBs

Planetary systems diversity

X

X

X

Protoplanetary disks and surveysof dark clouds

Habitable worlds & signsof life

X

X

X

Prebiotic molecule searches

Why is the Universe accelerating? X

X

X

Cosmological parameters via intensity mapping,megamasers, largescalefuture surveys

X

X

Imaging of gaplaxy
dynamicsusingHI

X

neutron star physics
usingpulsars

Fronuers of Knowledge

What is dark matter?

X

Compact stellar remnants

X

X

The following sections outline the many key science areas identified in NWNH in which NRAO will play
a fundamental role. These areas are arranged according to the four paramount science themes
highlighted by NWNH: Discovery (Section 3.1), Origins (Section 3.2), Understanding the Cosmic Order
(Section 3.3), and Frontiers of Knowledge (Section 3.4).

3.1

Discovery

Of the five science frontier discovery areas highlighted in NWNH, radio astronomy observations play a
crucial role in four: gravitational wave astronomy, time domain astronomy, astrometry, and the epoch of
reionization.

Gravitational Wave Astronomy
NRAO Facilities: GBT, VLA
A major goal in modern physics is to open up a new window on the Cosmos through the detection of
gravity waves. NRAO facilities have begun a search for nanohertz gravitational waves from supermassive
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black holes (SMBHs) throughout the Universe, using a network of pulsars as ultra-high precision clocks
spread across the Galaxy. This study requires the measurement at two observing frequencies, over 5 10 years, of the pulses from at least 20 millisecond pulsars spread across the sky, at <100 ns timing
accuracy. The pulsars act as the far ends of the arms of a Galactic-scale gravitational wave detector. A
direct detection of these gravitational waves is likely during the next 10 years using current facilities.
NANOGrav's objectives and technology will complement the laser interferometer searches such as
Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO) and Laser Interferometer
Space Antenna (LISA) to detect higher frequency gravitational waves.
As the world's premier telescope for pulsar observations, outside the range of Arecibo, the GBT is the
central instrument for the North American (NANOGrav) effort. NRAO played a key role in establishing
NANOGrav and will continue its long-term commitment of GBT observing time for this important
scientific goal. NRAO has also developed the stat-of-the-art timing backend (GUPPI) and will develop a
wide-band timing system essential to the eventual success of NANOGrav. NRAO will also incorporate
the VLA into the network as an ultra-sensitive element. NANOGrav was ranked by NWNH as a
compelling project for funding through the proposed Mid-Scale Innovations Program and published their
first limits to the gravity wave background in 2012. During this period, NRAO will continue applying its
scientific and technical expertise to facilitate the implementation of the future goals of NANOGrav, e.g.
to go beyond detection to using gravitational waves to probe the physics of the gravitational wave
sources. In the long term, the instrumentation and techniques developed will be key to the construction
of the next generation instrument, as envisioned in the international Pulsar Timing Array.
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Figure 2.I Gravitational Wave Radiation Discovery Space I Gravitational Strain versus Frequency: The predicted gravitational
wave strain spectrum from astrophysical sources (colored bands) and the sensitivity curves of current or future gravitational
wave detectors (colored lines) as a function of gravitational wave frequency. The three primary instruments are pulsar timing
arrays (PTAs, including NANOGrav in the nHz regime), LISA (in the mHz regime), and LIGO/Advanced LIGO (in the kHz
regime). The instruments are complementary and will see different classes of sources. The improvement of PTAs with time is
evident in the greatly improved sensitivities as the next decade progresses.

Opening the Time Domain: Cosmic Movies
NRAO Facilities: VLA, VLBA, ALMA, GBT
The dynamic sky was specifically called out in NWNH as a rich area ripe for discovery. Thanks to new
technical developments, a new generation of synoptic optical and radio imaging telescopes are working
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or under development, including Pan-Starrs, Palomar Transient Factory, LSST, Australian Square
Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP), the South African MeerKAT. The extreme sensitivity of NRAO
facilities enable ultra-deep .-time domain surveys, and generate unique, spatially resolved "movies" of
evolving objects.
Numerous radio discoveries made in the last decade underline this point: coherent emission from flaring
brown dwarfs, bursting and transient pulsed emission from magnetars, bright nanosecond timescale
bursts from pulsars, fading afterglows from short-duration gamma-ray bursts, a mysterious burster at
the Galactic Center, a new population of sub-relativistic supernova, .and transient jet production from
the tidal disruption of stars passing near supermassive black .holes. Transient processes, which sample.
the full range from the nanosecond, .hourly, daily and monthly scales, give us insight into the nuclear
equation of state, relativistic particle acceleration, accretion physics and .jet formation, the death of
massive stars, and the birth of black holes.
NRAO is adopting operational models and developing technical capabilities that will enable rapid
response
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discovery area of time domain astronomy and ispoised to provide multi-wavelength capabilities to the
exploratory and discovery potential by the entire astronomy community. Panchromatic, wide field
synoptic surveys will be a major scientific thrust in the coming .decade, and NRAO will be contributing
to these studies in a fundamental way.
Owing to its ultrafast antennas, unmatched sensitivity, excellent snapshot imaging and quick access to
frequencies spanning a decade or more, ALMA can provide high -resolution imaging of evolving events in
the sky. The first stars seeded the early Universe with the heavy elements as they died in supernovae,
some visible to us as gamma ray bursts. Faint millimeter wave emission from these bursts has been
imaged with current instruments only with long integrations, masking, for example, reverberations from
reverse shocks that might map the density structure of the evolving remnant. ALMA's sensitivity and
..flexibility will increase by orders of magnitude the number and character of stellar explosions that can
be studied, allowing users to connect variations in the host galaxies and progenitors to the energy and
characteristics of the explosions. .ALMA's .high sensitivity to low surface brightness emission should.
enable time-resolved studies of shock processes in the nearby interstellar medium. Observers will be
able to witness the chemical transformation as -cold .icy material is -transformed into warmer,
kinematically active gas as a shock is driven through it.'
Astronomical transient sources tend to be compact objects that emit synchrotron radiation from highenergy particles, .radiation best observed at radio wavelengths. The VLA is ideal for studies of variable
sources because of its high sensitivity, its ability to observe day and night under most weather
conditions, and the rapid response enabled by dynamic .scheduling. The VLA sensitivity enables
observations at higher frequencies, providing improved spatial resolution. The VLA can image novae and
relativistic jets anywhere in the Milky Way, and measure the sizes of many tens .of gamma-ray bursts-(GRBs) each year. Transient processes that sample timescales from nanoseconds to months will yield
insights into the nuclear equation of state, relativistic particle acceleration, accretion physics and jet.
formation, the death of massive stars, and the birth of black holes.
The VLBA is continuously improving as a primary instrument in the study of transient sources in two
ways. The first involves programs that monitor the source and polarization structure of compact nonthermal radio sources produced by supermassive black holes. The ultra-high angular resolution of the
VLBA shortens the relevant timescale of many distant structure evolution phenomena to time durations
of a few years. The long-term Monitoring Of Jets in Active galactic nuclei with VLBA Experiments
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(MOJAVE) project, for example, will continue to monitor a large collection of such sources at 15 GHz
(2 cm), providing new insights into the functioning of active galactic nuclei. Scientists will also continue
to use the VLBA to monitor micro-quasars, such as SS433, that vary on a daily time scale, and the radial
oscillations of the maser envelope of stars such as TX Cam. A new observing mode now allows
for the
ten VLBA telescopes to be used for commensal transient .searching in parallel with most scientific
observations.
Opening :the Time Domain: Dynamic Imaging of the Sun
Future Facility: FASR
The Sun is in some ways the ultimate in time domain astronomy, producing phenomena across the
electromagnetic spectrum on time scale of milliseconds to centuries and longer. Due to its proximity,
the Sun not only represents a touchstone against which to measure our understanding of the structure
and evolution of main sequence, it is an extraordinary laboratory for exploring fundamental
astrophysical processes from magnetic dynamos to magnetic energy release to particle acceleration. The
Sun also represents the driver of space weather phenomena that can directly.impact the interplanetary
medium as well as the Earth's magnetosphere, ionosphere, .and atmosphere. These can have a profound
impact on our technological society on the ground and in space. Powerful radio bursts of 100+ million
Janskys jammed the GPS network for an extended period of time in December 2006; a violent outburst
of activity caused a collapse of Quebec's electrical grid in 1989; a flare produced hard particle radiation
in January 2005 that would .-have ..exposed an astronaut on the Moon to 50 rem,. a dose sufficient to
cause severe radiation sickness.
-FASRwill revolutionize the study of the Sun at radio wavelengths via ultra-broadband (0.05-21 .GHz),
dynamic, imaging spectroscopy. FASR will image the Sun's entire atmosphere, from the midchromosphere to well .out into the corona, in less than one second; and it will .image the Sun's dynamic
atmosphere and the myriad processes occurring therein, in 3D, -every second. These unique
observations will enable powerful new diagnostic techniques that will .reveal previously inaccessible
phenomena, including: quantitative measurements of coronal magnetic fields; magnetic energy release;
particle acceleration and transport; shock formation and propagation; and insights into the heating of the
solar chromosphere, corona, as well as solar wind acceleration. FASR will make significant contributions
to understanding the drivers of space weather, a critical need for space weather prediction. FASR is an
apt example of next generation instrumentation that will exploit fundamentally new data types and new
analysis techniques to enable new science using large data sets.
The NRAO staff has played an important role in developing the FASR science case and instrument
concept. AUI/NRAO is a founding member of the FASR consortium, which could act as a model for
future university-facility collaborations. FASR is in a high state of technical readiness and can move
forward to construction quickly. The NRAO will lead the FASR proposal development in FY20 13 to
position

the

project

for

a

construction

start

in

mid-decade.

Ultra-high precision astrometry
NRAO

Facility:

VLBA,

GBT,

VLA,

ALMA

The VLBA is a unique instrument for precision astrometry. The VLBA astrometric accuracy of <10
-arcsec, for example, is better than what the European Space Agency (ESA) Gaia mission will achieve for
most of its catalog stars (the catalog will be released no earlier than 201I5). Precision astrometry at the
VLBA will continue to improve as new receivers are installed and its sensitivity is improved by expanding
its recording bandwidth and extending its software correlator capabilities. For reference,
nd a 3 arcsec
parallax corresponds to a distance of 1/3 Mp, and a proper motion ofparcseclyr
3
corresponds to 0.15
km/s at a distance of 10 Kpc, or 150 km/s at a distance of I Mpc. This is why NWNH noted that "Direct
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geometric measurements of distances: to the Galactic Center, to major regions of star formation in the Milky
Way, to nearby galaxies, and, most importantly to galaxies at cosmological distances are possible using precision
radio astrometry."
In the next five years, the scientists of the Bar and Spiral Structure Legacy Survey (BeSSeL) Key Science
observational program will -directly map the spiral .-structure and dynamics of the Milky Way to
unprecedented precision via VLBA measurements of the distance and proper motion of the 6.7 GHz.
methanol masers in massive star-forming regions throughout the Galaxy.
Closer to the solar neighborhood, a Key Science project to measure the parallax and proper motion of
all pre-main sequence (PMS) stars with detectable radio emission in Gould's Belt will provide accurate
distances and velocities that will place the study of PMS stars on a much firmer theoretical footing. The
VLBA will also continue searches for exoplanets around M-dwarf and PMS stars.
VLBA

astrometry

will

unlock

secrets

of

the

extreme

physics

of

pulsars

via

accurate

velocity

and

distance

measurements that will probe supernova energetics and allow absolute luminosities to be determined
across the electromagnetic spectrum.

Perhaps the most remarkable prospect lies beyond the Galaxy, where the VLBA will also directly
measure the relative motions of the Local Group galaxies, determining the past and future
configurations of the Milky Way and its neighbors, and whether the Milky Way will experience a future
merger. Determination of the 3D motions of Local Group galaxies has the potential to provide the first
direct constraints on the dark matter content of the Local Group.
Angular diameter distance determinations to galaxies in the Hubble Flow, without resort to the
extragalactic distance ladder, have been demonstrated with the VLBA and GBT observations of megamasers, and they will continue to improve the accuracy of the expansion rate of the Local Universe, theHubble Constant, .to place high precision constraints to cosmological parameters and the equation of
state

parameter

of

Dark

Energy.

Astrometric precision is directly proportion to the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. Thus, the use of the GBT
and the phased VLA together with the VLBA, which greatly increases the total collecting area, will be
critical to achieving the best possible astrometric measurements.
The VLBA has also long been a mainstay in the establishment and maintenance of the ICRF. Anchored by
dual-frequency VLBI observations at 2.3 and 8.4 GHz, the ICRF provides the angular framework for all
position measurements in the Universe, including practical applications such .as spacecraft navigation and
the understanding of the true orientation of the GPS satellite constellation. As part of a -potential
partnership with NASA for spacecraft navigation, the VLBA will enable the ICRF to begin a transition to
the higher 33 GHz frequency. This will significantly reduce the reference-frame errors caused by

propagation through the Earth's ionosphere and the intrinsic structure of the quasar radio sources.
at Ilmm) and great sensitivity endow it with the ability to do excellent astrometry at the sub-milliarcsecond level. This corresponds to the amplitude of the astrometric wobble of a Solar System analog
viewed at ten parsecs, a motion that could be measures with short observations spaced several months
apart. For example, Pollux should be easily detected and its astrometric motion measured, providing
solid constraints on the nature of its planetary system. Because of its great sensitivity at submillimeter
wavelength, ALMA can directly detect the stellar thermal radiation for astrometric studies, and
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therefore is not limited to stars with non-thermal emission. There are a number of masers in the ALMA
spectral range that will be useful for astrometric studies.

High Energy Astrophysics
NRAO

Facility:

VLBA,

GBT

The NASA Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope was launched in mid-2008, and its first gamma-ray source
catalog was released in early 2009. This catalog now includes hundreds of active galactic nuclei (AGNs).
The VLBA provides a key imaging capability lacking in gamma-ray telescopes, and is the only instrument
that can regularly image the gamma-ray emitting regions of AGNs. Several .key VLBA programs are in
progress that are aimed at relating gamma-ray and radio emission under the hypothesis that imaged
radio knots are the key particle acceleration sites that also produce gamma rays.
Fermi has been unexpectedly prolific .n aiding the discovery of millisecond pulsars through the radio
pulsar searches towards unidentified Fermi sources far off the Galactic plane. Point source detections
made by Fermi will continue to be searched for pulsations using the GBT, which has already discovered
tens of millisecond pulsars in these sources. Many of these milli-second pulsars are bright and can serve
as NANOGrav timing sources, and they will be VLBA astrometry targets to determine their distances.
First Sources of Light and the End of the Cosmic Dark Ages
NRAO Facilities:ALMA, VILA, GBT
Future Facilities: PAPER, HERA
Cosmic reionization has been called out as key area for discovery by NWNH. Reionization corresponds
to the earliest epoch of galaxy formation, when the first stars and accreting black holes ionized the
neutral Inter-Galactic Medium (IGM). Reionization represents the last frontier in the study of cosmic
structure formation. HI 21cm line emission from the neutral IGM is widely recognized as the most
direct and powerful method for probing this epoch. NRAO staff were instrumental in the development
of the HERA white paper for NWNH. HERA is a well-considered roadmap toward discovering and
studying the HI 21cm signal from cosmic reionization.
NRAO is working closely with community groups to develop the hardware and observational
techniques for the first generation pathfinder experiments as part of HERA. The NRQZ serves as a site
for initial hardware testing of PAPER, Dark Ages Radio Explore (DARE), and other major HERA
components. Senior NRAO staff continue to be scientific and technical participants in these programs.
NRAO staff are also major contributors to the PAPER project as it builds-out to at 28-element array in
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facilitating this next generation instrument via university and international partnerships.
In parallel, the GBT, ALMA, and VLA will detect and map the atomic and molecular gas and dust in the
first generation of galaxies within the epoch of reionization. A particularly exciting prospect is the use of
the atomic fine structure lines to determine redshifts for the first galaxies -(z8- 0). Measuring redshifts
Wis difficult in the near-mIR, but should be
for candidate galaxies during cosmic reionization extremely
straightforward with ALMA using the atomic fine structure lines.

3.2

Origins

Deciphering the origin of the first stars, galaxies and black holes, planetary systems, and life itself all
require understanding the mechanisms of their formation from gas and dust. Centimeter through
submillimeter wavelength observations play crucial roles in the studies of the molecular lines that probe
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the fuel for star formation .ingalaxies, the atomic fine structure lines that are the best tracers of the coolatomic gas and gas dynamics in distant galaxies, the thermal dust continuum emission that is a key star
formation rate estimator, and the radio synchrotron emission that measures star formation and signals
the presence of relativistic jets. The "inverse-K" correction due to the shape of the far-infrared (FIR)
radiation distribution and lines means that it is possible to detect the gas and dust in the first galaxies.beyond z~ I0 with the GBT and image them at sub-kpc resolution with ALMA and VLA..
The origin of the Universe itself can be probed via the detailed studies of the cosmic microwave
background and via the detection of gravitational waves from the inflationary era by pulsar timing.
NRAO provides the community with four major radio astronomy facilities with the requisite capabilities,
and continues to develop forward-looking techniques and next generation experiments and facilities to
help understand our origins.
Origin of Galaxies, Supermassive Black Holes, and Large Scale Structure
NRAO Facilities: ALMA, VLA, GBT, VLBA
ALMA, VLA,.and the GBT are already revolutionizing studies of the cool molecular and atomic gas in
distant galaxies, revealing the last major piece in the galaxy formation puzzle - the gaseous:evolution of
galaxies- in unprecedented detail. The ultra-wide bandwidths allow for blind surveys of molecular gas
over substantial cosmic volumes, as well as direct redshift determinations for dusty, star-forming
galaxies, otherwise impossible to obtain .at optical wavelengths.
ALMA's orders of magnitude improvement at submm wavelengths opens a new window on the cold
Universe, imaging the dust and cold gas from even low star formation rate galaxies back to cosmic
reionization. These capabilities have already been demonstrated during early science, with the first
imaging of the .-[CII] -158um emission from galaxies within IGyr of the Big Bang. Complementary to
ALMA, with continuous frequency coverage at I-50 GHz and a powerful new correlator, the VLA in
early science has already demonstrated its capability to image the molecular gas in forming galaxies in
unprecedented detail. In parallel, the Zpectrometer on the GBT is performing blind CO redshift
searches in significant samples of high z galaxies..
Astronomers are carrying out high-resolution spectroscopic imaging, which is only possible with VLA
and ALMA for normal galaxies at high redshift, revealing galaxy dynamics and star formation on subkiloparsec scales. Using ALMA, astronomers will image the redshifted dust continuum emission, and the
atomic gas in [CII] emission, from evolving galaxies at formation epochs as early as z~ 10. The GBT and
VLA are also critical to probe high dipole moment molecules, such as HCN, which trace the densest,.
immediately star forming gas in galaxies.
These observations will be an essential complement to the near-IR observations that probe the stars
and ionized gas, and the X-ray observations that reveal the AGN. Together, observatories- operating
from centimeter to X-ray wavelengths in the coming decade will provide the requisite panchromatic
view of the processes involved in the origin of the first generation of galaxies, SMBHs, and cosmic
reionization.
The availability of bolometer arrays on the GBT has opened a discovery window into the properties of
gas in galaxy clusters through high-resolution measurement of the SZE. The GBT provides an unequaled
combination of surface brightness sensitivity and high angular resolution for SZE measurements. The
GBT SZE measurements, combined with X-ray data, will determine the cluster gas pressure and indicate
the presence of shocks hidden from the imaging X-ray telescopes. The data will reveal evidence of past
merger activity or ongoing subcluster mergers, as has been beautifully demonstrated already using the
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current system. The GBT is the most sensitive instrument in existence for such high-resolution SZE
measurements and will provide extensive information on the merging history and processes of galaxy
clusters, not easily accessible by other means.
Origin of Stars and Planets
NRAO Facilities: ALMA, VLA, GBT, VLBA
The study of the origin of stars and planets is entering a new regime in which the stages of star and
planetary formation will be observed directly, given the outstanding sensitivity and resolution of ALMA
and the VLA. Early science results .have provided the first glimpse into the revolutionary capabilities of.
ALMA and VLA to study the dynamics of the whole collapse process in star formation, including the rate
of accretion and infall from nascent molecular- clouds, the mass distribution across such disks, and their
molecular outflow structure and the dust-obscured protostellar accretion disks,
The beautiful proplyds, showing the dusty shadows of protoplanetary disks, as seen in the optical, will be
formation. Astronomers will use ALMA to
imaged directly to observe the actual processes of planets -in
image the gas kinematics in protoplanetary disks around young solar-type stars at a.-resolution of AU
scale out to 150 pc, the distance of the Ophiuchus .and Corona Australis star-forming regions. These
ALMA images will enable detailed analyses of the physical, chemical and magnetic field structures in
protoplanetary disks and detect directly the warm dust associated with forming Jupiter-like planets..Indeed, the first ALMA images.-of the dusty disk of Fomalhaut are already demonstrating this remarkable
promise.
The VLA will be crucial for probing the most optically thick inner regions of protoplanetary disks and is
sensitive
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VLBA observations of weak continuum stellar radio emission from recently formed low-mass stars in
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as much as 40 pc. With the expansion of the VLBA bandwidth to a peak data rate of up to 4 Gbps, the
number of stars accessible in these regions will be increased by a factor of 5-10, so that each region will
have distances for 30-50 stars. These markers will provide the first 3D measurements of the distribution
of star formation in Gould's Belt, and will also provide more accurate stellar masses for use in a host of
applications. A higher sensitivity VLBA will detect exoplanets by their astrometric signatures on nearby
radio-emitting pre-main-sequence

stars.

There are many mysteries about star formation. It occurs on the scale of a solar system, but can be
triggered by events at the scale of a galaxy, through density waves, tidal encounters, AGN activity,
feedback from earlier star formation, and cloud.--collisions. Advances in our understanding of star
formation

require
.

observations

on

all

angular

scales.

The

wide-area,

high

sensitive

GBT

mapping

capability is an essential complement to the detailed high-resolution data provided by ALMA, VLA, and
other interferometers. The GBT is ideally suited for measuring physical conditions in infrared-dark

clouds (IDCs), the likely progenitors of stellar clusters. Although thousands populate our Galaxy, their
physical conditions and evolution are poorly understood. A 7-pixel GBT camera operating at 18-26 GHz
will be used to image and measure the temperature, density, turbulence, and kinematics of a large IDC
sample, providing new quantitative insights into star formation and the initial conditions (interactions,
shocks, self-gravity) that control dark cloud evolution.
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The GBT will also extend molecular observations to -nearby galaxies, providing critical information onthe large-scale evolution of galactic systems. By measuring the properties of molecular clouds in galaxies,
both nearby and distant, the GBT can also link large-scale processes with star formation in a necessary
complement to local studies.

3.3

Understanding Cosmic Order

The dynamic interplay between stars and the interstellar medium, galaxies and quasars and the

intergalactic medium, influences how stars and galaxies evolve and underlies the .complex cosmic order.
The NRAO facilities will play key roles in discerning this order in the next 3 years.
Galaxies and Black Holes
NRAO Facilities: ALMA, GBT, VLA, VLBA

"

The GBT and the VLA provide imaging of the neutral gas around nearby galaxies, and the Milky Way,:

with unprecedented resolution and surface brightness sensitivity. The GBT mapping of the Magellanic
Stream has already revealed crucial information about the recent evolution of the -Galactic
Neighborhood, and the study: of high velocity clouds in our Galaxy and nearby galaxies is a key element

in our understanding of the lifecycle of gas in and around galaxies. Particularly key is the question of latetime cold gas accretion to fuel future star formation in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies. These
telescopes also explore the critical 30-50 GHz frequency regime that is dominated by free-free emission
from star forming galaxies.

Within galaxies themselves, ALMA, VLA, and GBT, working in concert with FIR and X-ray telescopes,
will map-out the neutral atomic and molecular gas, dust, star formation, and AGN, in nearby galaxies.
These studies will unlock the complexities involved in the transition of cool gas to stars and black holes

in galaxies on scales of tens of pc, comparable to giant molecular clouds, the sites' of star formation in
the Milky Way.
In the optical deep field studies of the Universe, establishing the presence of AGN or supermassive black

holes in the distant young galaxies has been a challenge, hampering the comparative study of the epochs
of formation of black holes and galaxies. The new VLBA software correlator can now be configured to
perform searches for compact radio sources over hundreds of galaxies in such deep fields within a 0.5
deg field of view, which will make the important comparative study of the AGN and galaxy formation
possible.
A key element in late-time galaxy evolution appears to be radio-mode feedback, in which 100 kpc-scale

radio jets heat the intergalactic medium, thereby heating the gas and terminating further accretion onto
the central galaxy. Direct evidence for this feedback on cluster scales comes through the observation of
giant 'cavities' in X-ray clusters that are created .by the expanding radio jets. The VLA and GBT inthe

coming years will perform the radio observations that are critical for the detailed X-ray-radio
comparisons -required to understand the detailed energetics involved in radio-mode feedback, and -how
it terminates galaxy formation in the nearby Universe.

In parallel, GBT measurements of hot gas in galaxy clusters via the SZE presents great promise for
understanding of galaxy clusters. The GBT with a bolometer camera has the unique capability to resolve
the SZE effect in clusters, which, in concert with the X-ray studies, reveals substructures in density and
temperature indicative of cluster merging, shocks, and cooling.
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Solar System, Stars and Exoplanets
NRAO Facilities: GBT, ALMA, VLA
Future Facility: FASR
NRAO facilities play a major role in the study of the Solar System. The development of a large field GBT
camera at 90 GHz will provide a unique tool to transform cometary research. Comets .contain primitive
material from the Solar System's formation. Their study is critical to our understanding of problems
from Solar System formation to the origin of life on Earth. Observing comets requires an instrumentthat can make rapid measurements with high angular resolution over a wide field of view and have high
sensitivity to low surface-brightness lines. Researchers now depend on the occasional spectacular comet
(e.g., Comet Hale-Bopp, C/ 1995 0:1) to produce sufficient signal for the detection of numerous
molecular species. A 90 GHz GBT camera will provide such capability for several comets per year, each
detectable for ~3-4 weeks. In parallel, ALMA will greatly expand our knowledge of the Solar System by
providing unobscured, sub-arcsecond images of cometary nuclei, hundreds of asteroids, Centaurs and
Kuiper-belt objects, along with images of the planets and their satellites. The GBT is also a fundamental
component of bi-static radar studies of solar system objects including Mercury, Venus, and Europa.
ALMA will be able to detect and study stellar photospheres throughout the Hertzsprung-Russell
diagram, and it will resolve the photospheres and chromospheres of giant and supergiant stars within a
few hundred parsecs. ALMA will also provide new solar physics insights as it images active solar regions
and enables the study of particle acceleration physics on the Sun's surface.
Continuum observations at tens of gigahertz will enable dramatic new studies of stars. One exciting
possibility is imaging the photospheres of known red supergiant stars. The VLA will have the sensitivity
and resolution (~ I gJy rms at 40 mas resolution) to image the photospheres of supergiant stars such as
Betelgeuse in unprecedented detail. Such observations reveal the physical processes (quiescent thermal
brightness temperatures and active regions) in stellar photospheres on scales approaching the optical
photosphere.

The field of extrasolar planets is entering a new age with the discovery of hundreds of planets. ALMA
will make critical and .unique contributions-to the observations of extra solar planetary systems at all
evolutionary stages. Multi-wavelength imaging over wide fields will identify regions of planet formation.
These can then be investigated over broad bandwidths to identify the molecular and dust characteristics
of the natal disk. High spatial (hundredths of an arcsecond or better) and spectral (~ I km/s) resolution
can resolve kinematics of planet-forming disks. With very high spatial resolution astrometry (to tenths of
milli-arcseconds) can reveal the presence of planets about many nearby stars, through active regions on
late type stars or thermal emission from a cross-section of stars of any spectral type. Furthermore,
rotation of many disks may be directly observed.
The VLBA has initiated a long-term program to assess a nearby dwarf star sample for compact radio
emission of sufficient strength and duration to enable careful position measurements over several years.
These observations will be used to search for the reflex motions of giant planets orbiting the target
stars. More than a thousand hours are being devoted to this pilot program. It will be followed by a more
extensive long-term project once the VLBA sensitivity upgrade has been completed and a much larger
sample of stars is detectable.

Life
NRAO Facilities: GBT, ALMA, VIA

How did life arise on Earth? This question is as old as humanity, and the answer will require research
across many fields, from biology and chemistry, to physics and astronomy. The GBT has had a leading
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role in this research, detecting many new organic molecules in space through its ability to measure
weak, spatially extended spectral lines over a wide range .of frequencies. It will become an increasingly
important facility as its capabilities are extended into the lower part of the 3mm band, outside the
current ALMA coverage and in a spectral region where no large telescopes operates.
Interstellar molecular clouds are host to chemical .-reactions that occur under conditions of temperature
and density not accessible in terrestrial laboratories. Studies of chemistry in clouds give fundamental
information on the nature of the chemical bond in gases and on surfaces, over time scales not achievable
on Earth. The GBT will measure interstellar chemical processes and their variation throughout the Milky
Way, determine the characteristics of pre-biotic chemistry in star forming regions, and study the
components necessary for the formation of life. Such observations may shed light on the provocative
question of the connection, if any, between organic chemistry in space and life on Earth. With wide-field
cameras, the GBT will allow rapid imaging of cometary molecules, revealing the content of the building
'.
materials of the Solar System.
The chemistry of life on Earth most likely originated in the protosolar nebula, and analogous chemical
processes may be observable in interstellar clouds around the Galaxy. More than 160 molecules have
already been identified in interstellar and circumstellar sources. Many of these are .complex species of
ten or more atoms, -and they include biologically significant molecules such as formic acid (HCOOH),
.-acetic acid (CH 3COOH), ethylene glycol (HOCH 2CH2OH), and the simplest member of the sugar
family, glycolaldehyde:(CH 2OHCHO). The complexity of interstellar chemistry and the existence of
plausible delivery .-mechanisms such as comets and meteorites suggest that some part of pre-biotic.
chemistry on the early Earth and similar planets occur in interstellar and proto-solar gas clouds.
NRAO has the perfect suite of telescopes to pursue this fundamental area of research, the first step of
astrobiology. The GBT has sensitivity both to molecular cores and extended emission fields, and the
frequency agility to cover the rich molecular bands from centimeter through 3 millimeter wavelength. It
is the most capable instrument for initial identification and characterization of sources and species in
these wavebands. The high-resolution imaging of the VLA and ALMA allow detailed astrochemical
studies of the emission distribution of various molecules, while lowering
the "spectral confusion." Such
images show how the gas temperature varies across a proto-planetary region. Ices containing complex
molecules survive the throes of planetary formation in cold distant reaches of proto-planetary systems,
and are delivered to formed planets via orbital disruption and planetary impact. Large-scale variations in
chemistry may lend different characters in proto-planetary systems in diverse parts of the parent
molecular cloud. Such differences may lead, in turn, to different chemistry on the surface layers of inner
planets. This fosters planetary diversity as well as variation in general proto-planetary disk properties.
and evolution, in the environment and in the dynamics of the new planetary systems.
Collectively, NRAO's new generation of instruments is poised to unlock key processes of this earliest
phase of astrobiology. The GBT-VLA-ALMA synergy is essential for this science, with the
interferometers providing spatial resolution and -the GBT wide-field imaging and added sensitivity to
diffuse emission.

3.4

Frontiers of Knowledge

NWNH describes several high priority science questions under the broad theme "Frontiers of
Knowledge." This theme addresses how new, fundamental physics, chemistry and biology can be
revealed by astronomical measurements, experiments, and theory and advance the frontiers of human
knowledge. Key science relevant to this theme includes the accelerating Universe, the nature of dark
matter, the nature of compact objects and probes of relativity, and the chemistry of the Universe. The
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astronomy community will probe and make progress on these frontiers of knowledge using modern,
multi-wavelength research programs that will include state-of-the-art radio wavelength observations
acquired at NRAO telescopes. The following sections provide a detailed description of the scientific
impact of the NRAO facilities on two of these science questions: the accelerating (expansion of the)..
Universe, and the nature of compact objects and probes of relativity.
The Accelerating (Expansion of the) Universe
NRAO Facilities: GBT, VLBA, VLA
A precise determination of the Hubble Constant, H0, allows for a new, robust and independent
constraint on :the equation of state of dark energy and other cosmological parameters, complementihg
other precision cosmology programs, such as Planck and the joint Dark Energy.- Mission. Such a
measurement is possible using H2 0 mega-maser disks around SMBHs in galactic nuclei at distances
where the Hubble flow dominates the peculiar motions. Reaching the 1%goal entails a search for H20
masers in >
galaxies out to z~0.06 using large single-dish centimeter-wavelength telescopes,
principally the GBT. A resulting sample of order 100 sources is expected with properties adequate for
follow-up with VLBI and time-series spectroscopy to measure centripetal accelerations, from which theangular diameter distances to the host galaxy can be derived to obtain an accurate Ho determination.
This study requires intercontinental
GHz VLBI arrays with sensitive telescopes (VLBA, GBT, VLA,
Effelsberg, Large Millimeter Telescope, and the new Shanghai Astronomical Observatory 65m
telescope).

I04

.22

Because of its collecting area and appropriate resolution, the GBT is being used to study the large scale
structure of the Universe at z~ I via the novel "intensity mapping" technique, which entails observing the
integrated HI 21:cm -emission from distant galaxies on Mpc scales, thereby bypassing the need to detect:
individual galaxies (which is currently impossible at z~.I). The initial results ..demonstrate the viability of
the technique, measure the mean HI mass in optically selected galaxies at z~ I, and point the way to
performing large scale structure studies using this technique. A larger array receiver is being designed todramatically improve this capability. A key goal will be to map the Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations (BAO),
echoes of sound waves from the Big Bang, at intermediate redshifts, thereby constraining the
acceleration rate of the Universe, and the equation of state of Dark Energy. An important practical
advantage of the intensity mapping approach to BAO is it avoids the great cost involved in detecting HI
from galaxies at high redshift.:
-The.Nature of Compact Objects and Probes of .Relativity
NRAO Facility: GBT, VLA, VLBA

.

and their radio .incarnations as pulsars, have been laboratories for testing strong gravity
Neutron stars, .and other exotic physics since their initial discovery 40+ years ago. The GBT -is
widely considered the
world's best pulsar telescope due to its ability to see 85% of the sky and its impressive instantaneous
sensitivity. Over the next decade, the GBT has the potential to measure for the first time higher order
relativistic effects from the double pulsar, leading to a determination of the neutron star moment of
inertia.. In addition, .ultra-high-precision timing observations .of previously known .millisecond pulsarssuch as resulted in the recent measurement of a tw:o solar mass neutron star-as well as of a fraction of
the dozens of new systems the GBT has uncovered over the past five years, will reveal exotic systems
whose masses challenge nuclear physics or whose orbital characteristics allow tests of gravity in much
stronger gravitational regimes than are possible here in the Solar System.
In the coming years, GBT's sensitivity will also be exploited to make the most sensitive search yet for
pulsars around the black hole at the Galactic Center. The periodic signals from any detected pulsars will
provide unique probes of the space-time, plasma, and dark matter around the central black hole. Precise
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timing of radio pulsars by the GBT can be used as well to derive information on the nature of matter at
the highest densities, densities that exceed those of atomic nuclei and which cannot be studied in any
other fashion. Finally, measurements of atomic and molecular lines at high redshift will continue to place
stringent limits on possible temporal variation of fundamental physical constants inearly epochs ofthe
Universe.

4.

OPTIMIZING SCIENCE IMPACT: OBSERVATORY SCIENCE
OPERATIONS

4.1

Science Support and Research

Enabling astronomers to conduct forefront research by using the NRAO telescopes effectively and
efficiently is central to the Observatory mission. The NRAO is supporting its users with an increasingly
unified and integrated suite of services that enables them to more effectively prepare and submit
observing proposals, to prepare for their observations, and to access and process their data, thereby

enabling them to fulfill.their scientific objectives. A critical element to ensuring optimum support of both
NRAO users and NRAO instruments isthe scientific staff. The NRAO has a world-leading staff of
astronomers, research engineers, and computational scientists. The scientific staff also plays a.key role in

broadening the impact of the NRAO through student training, postdoc mentoring, -and visitor
interaction.
Science Support and Research (SSR) represents the end point of a realignment and reorganization that
will be completed in FY2013. SSR integrates the Office of Science and Academic Affairs (SAA) into OSO,
and formalizes a Data Management (DM) department (see Section 3.2). SSR coordinates, aligns, and

manages the collective efforts of the three NRAO sites - Charlottesville, Virginia; Socorro, New
Mexico; and Green Bank, West Virginia - in support of observatory time allocation, support of scientific
users, and broadening observatory impact. SSR also oversees the research activities of the scientific staff
and staff development activities as well as Observatory reference resources, statistics, and metrics.
During the course of this LRP, the VLA and ALMA will transition to full science operations. While the
futures of the GBT and VLBA are uncertain due to recommendations made by the NSF-AST Portfolio
Review, plans are in place to continue exciting science programs on these powerful instruments;

programs that exploit unique new capabilities. Every effort will be made to ensure that the user
community has the opportunity to use the full suite of NRAO facilities.

Observatory Time Allocation
The current proposal review and time allocation process was implemented in early CYI I for proposals

requesting time on the GBT, VLA, and VLBA. There is now a call for proposals twice a year, with
proposals due by February I and August I annually. The new process employs a panel-based review.Eight Science Review Panels (SRPs), each composed of members of the scientific community, conduct
proposal reviews. The Chairs of each SRP comprise the Time Allocation Committee (TAC), which
makes recommendations for proposal time allocation and scheduling priorities to the NRAO Director.
In addition, the TAC makes recommendations for large proposals (those requesting 200+ hours of
telescope time) and Key Science Projects. The ALMA proposal evaluation process, while closely aligned
with the proposal evaluation process used for the North American facilities, is led by the Joint ALMA
Observatory (JAO) in concert with our international partners. SSR will work with the JAO on
implementing plans to ensure that users will be able to apply for joint observations between facilities by
the time ALMA reaches full science operations at the beginning of FY2014.
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The proposal evaluation "and time allocation process requires substantial support in the form of proposal
submission and management tools. The Proposal Submission Tool (PST) enables users to prepare and to
submit proposals for the GBT, VLA, and VLBA; the PST.is
also used to manage and to support the
proposal review and time allocation process. The PST was :developed by Opensky Software, under
contract to the .NRAO, from 2007 to Q3 FY2012. A second suite of tools, developed by NRAO, is
referred to jointly as Proposal .Handling Tools (PHT) and is used to support TAC meetings. During the
time period covered by this LRP, both the PST and PHT will be fully managed by NRAO and will be in
routine use throughout the time allocation process. The proposal review and time allocation process,
and the tools that support them,. will be relatively mature- over -the period covered by the LRP and are
not expected to undergo significant new development beyond minor enhancements and routine
maintenance.
Scientific User Support
In this section we describe those services that the NRAO provides to our .users and the efforts planned
to train the community on the use of these tools and services.
Community Support: The activities under community support now managed under SSR broadly include
Helpdesk operations, :-face-to-face .-(f2f) visitor support, contact scientist support, and data delivery;
education & training which includes community day
(CDEs), tutorials, -schools, training
workshops, user documentation & web material (e.g. casaguides) and online training material; and
scientific workshops & conferences. In the sections below, .we.
highlight the main deliverables for each
effort in the period covered by the LRP..

.events

User Assistance: Helpdesk Operations: Although the NRAO has effectively maintained two independent
helpdesks, one supporting NRAO's .North American facilities and the other supporting the international:
ALMA project, the goal has been to integrate .them into a.single helpdesk. The groundwork was done in
FYI 2: a process was developed to transfer .tickets between helpdesks for common issues that may
require expertise across the observatory and the use of "single sign-on" capabilities between the ALMA
Science Portal and NRAO User Portal user registries was developed. In FY I.
3 all NRAO facilities will be
integrated into a single helpdesk. Hence, for the period covered by the LRP, NRAO's North American
facilities and ALMA will be supported by a single helpdesk.. -

.-

User Assistance: f2f visitor support, contact scientists: Historically, NRAO has always provided expert staff
support to visiting scientists and, budget permitting, the practice will be continued at the North
American facilities. In addition; as with ALMA Cycles. 0 and I, each successful. P1 of an ALMA proposal
will be assigned a NAASC "contact scientist" that will work in reviewing the ALMA Observing Tool
Phase 2 scheduling block materials with PIs.
All data analysts will be continue to be cross-trained to assist in user support services more effectively
and flexibly, including face-to-face support in observation preparation and data reduction and in helpdesk
triage duties. Each data analyst already .-specializes in one site's activity but share common functional .
duties across sites...
Education and Training: CDEs, tutorials, schools, and training workshops: NRAO has hosted a series of highly
successfully community training events. Originally developed by the NAASC, NRAO has built upon and
expanded the Community Day Events. These events, through presentations and tutorials, introduced
the community to new observing capabilities, observing techniques, hands-on support for the Observing
Tool and CASA. Staff from across the NRAO participated in these training events and provided
introductions to observing with the ALMA, GBT, VLBA, and VLA. NRAO also developed a webinar in
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FY 12; based on community response to the CDEs and plans are underway to develop "quick response"
mini-CDEs that institutions.can request via web interface. These can focus on one or more NRAO
instruments. The NRAO will plan to .-have comprehensive mini-CDEs and webinars available as education
and training resources in place during the FY1I4- 16 period.
Education and Training: user documentation, web material, and online training material: NRAO web content is
managed by PLONE as a means of achieving uniformity across all NRAO facilities and to keep web

content under revision control. A significant revision of NRAO web content and organization is planned
for FYI 3 to ensure that it was uniformly accessible, navigable, and up-to-date under the PLONE- content
management system. NRAO web content will then be regularly updated and checked for accuracy under

stable telescope operations.
The documentation for ALMA is delivered .by the JAO before the next call for proposals. During that
time, NAASC staff reviews the relevant documentation off the ALMA Science Portal including the
Proposers Guide, Technical Handbook, "Observing with ALMA: A Primer (Early Science Edition)".
Similarly, documentation associated with each NRAO call for-proposals .(GBT Users Guide, VLA
Observational Status Summary, PST documentation, etc.) will be updated for each call for proposals.
During each CASA release cycle, updates to all the online documentation and web-based "recipes" for
data calibration and imaging (i.e. the "casaguides"- http://casaguides.nrao.edu) must take place to ensure
the

reduction

and

routines

tasks

as

function

advertised.

Finally, emphasis will be placed on providing more online documentation and training material especially
targeted

at

the

NRAO

novice

user.

As

such

will

there

be

a

coordinated

effort

to

develop

web-based

materials including presentations, video tutorials, and simple online applications that help teach the
basics of interferometry, radio to millimeter wave science and how to use NRAO's suite of tools to
prepare proposals and reduce data. Over FY14-16, NRAO will develop more basic resources to
introduce

radio

techniques

to

the

broader

astronomical

community.

Scientific workshops & conferences: NRAO will continue to host, assist with the organization, or support
several scientific workshops and conferences during the FYI4- 16 period.
NRAO Scientific Staff
A productive and scientifically active staff is fundamental to the successful operation of cutting-edge
observational facilities. The scientific staff is key to telescope operations, user support, and long-range
development and planning. NRAO currently has a world-class staff of about 90 astronomers, computer
aresearch
engineers, recognized :internationally for their excellence in telescope design and
scientists, and

support, as well as their technical and scientific knowledge and leadership.
In the FY1I4-16 timeframe, the responsibility for the scientific productivity and research environment at
the NRAO, and professional development and mentoring, will be managed from the SSR. The .SSR will
oversee

and

review

the

research

aspects

of

all

astronomers,

computer

scientists,

and

research

engineers

at all sites.
Scientific Staff A productive, active, and diverse scientific staff is fundamental to the successful design,

development, and operation of cutting-edge observational facilities. The scientific staff will remain a
critical part of telescope commissioning, operations, user support, and long-range development and

planning. NRAO will maintain a world-class staff of astronomers, computer scientists, and research
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engineers, selected by their internationally recognized excellence in telescope design and support, as
well .as their technical and scientific knowledge and production.
All staff members have clear functional duties relating to the major mission and facilities. Staff members
lead efforts in education of the professional community, as well as public outreach, fostering a
scientifically literate society..
The duties and responsibilities of SSR will include: postdoctoral ..programs, annual scientific performance
appraisals, scientific staff hiring and -academic promotions, staff research travel .budget, and scientificsabbaticals and leave. It will oversee adjunct and emeritus appoints at NRAO, scientific meetings
supported by the NRAO, .colloquia, and the Jansky lectureship.
The scientific staff is.fully integrated into Observatory operations. The scientific staff will also continue
to be leaders in scientific and technical endeavors on a global scale. NRAO staff will lead large. observing
programs at NRAO facilities, as well as.-multi-wavelength programs using other space and ground-based
telescopes. NRAO staff will play key roles in planning for the future of radio astronomy, fostering
implementation of the high priority recommendations of NWNH. NRAO staff will work with the
community to plan and implement future radio .programs in key discovery areas, including leadership
roles in gravitational wave detection with NANOGrav, studies of cosmic reionization with HERA, and
heliophysics with the FASR. The NRAO staff will.continue to be an important resource for the
astronomical .community in a broad range of technical and scientific areas,.inparticular moving forward
into the development of the next generation major radio astronomical facilities embodied by the SKA
program.
NRAO .-staff will be encouraged to lecture at graduate summer schools in radio astronomy and related
science and technical areas, including the NRAO aperture synthesis and single dish summer schools that
are recognized as -the definitive. courses in radio astronomy. During FY14-16, .NRAO staff will design and
provide a short course in millimeter astronomy, and a longer lecture course in general radio astronomy.
NRAO scientific staff will be actively engaged .in
educational and mentoring activities through the NRAO
Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) program, a pre-doctoral . fellows program, and a
graduate internship program. Scientific staff will also be involved with a range of public outreach
programs.

.

Postdoctoral Fellows: SSR oversees the postdoctoral fellowship programs at .the NRAO, including the
Jansky fellows and project postdoctoral appointments. The Jansky fellowship program is NRAO's longstanding prize research fellowship program. Jansky Fellows can be in residence at an NRAO site, or be
located at external institutions in the USA. The program comes with no formal duties to the NRAO,:
although Jansky Fellows are highly encouraged to participate in site activities, including telescope
commissioning and technology development. NRAO project postdoctoral appointments entail typically
50% functional time. The total number of Jansky fellows is normally 12, with a comparable number of
project or other postdoctoral appointments.
NRAO has numerous programs .in
place that foster the professional development of postdocs at the Observatory, such as the annual postdoc symposium a forum for all NRAO postdocs (including external
Jansky Fellows) to present their latest work, and to establish collaborations with their colleagues. The
symposium rotates between NRAO sites. Science activities at all the sites include lunch talks, colloquia,
and science teas. The postdocs are asked to organize some of these activities. NRAO hosts numerous
summer schools on radio astronomy techniques and science topics. The postdocs are encouraged to
participate, and help organize in some cases. NRAO runs one of the longest-standing and most
successful NSF REU programs, and the postdocs are encouraged to supervise undergraduate students in
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summer research. They also are asked to give summer student lectures in areas of their expertise. Each
site has a weekly informal postdoc lunch. Lectures have been presented on career development, and
professional development is a key aspect of the mentoring duties of the NRAO staff primarily
responsible for the postdoc programs. Each site has various lectures and formal instruction on key skill
areas, such as python programming or training in.the use of astronomical tools. NRAO provides
substantial research support, including travel, page charge support, and computing resources.
In the period of this LRP, the mechanisms that are being implemented for postdoc monitoring include
the biannual submittal of progress reports and annual interviews for Jansky Fellows. For external
Fellows, NRAO requires an annual progress report from the host institution. The site supervisor, or
delegated individual, .for.project postdocs performs a biannual review of the postdoc performance, with
input from the postdoc (scientific and functional), and communicates the report to OSO. Starting inQ I
FYI 3, project postdocs are required to participate in the annual NRAO Performance Evaluation Process
as per standard scientific staff policy. This includes a functional review by the immediate supervisor, and
a scientific review by OSO. -Asummary. of postdoc mentoring and monitoring is given in the NRAO
quarterly and annual reports.
Student Programs: Fostering a strong scientific community of researchers and helping to train the next
generation of scientists and engineers remain important parts. of the NRAO mission. The NRAO.
supports a broad -range of student opportunities .including undergraduate,; graduate, and post-graduate
programs; instrument and visitor programs to enhance university-NRAO collaborations; and workshops,
schools, and conferences. Despite budgetary pressures, these high priority programs continued in FYI 3.
However, they will be reviewed again as we look forward to the FY14-16 .-period.
Undergraduate Programs: The- long-running (since 1959) NRAO summer student program continues to.be
very successful. This 10-12 week program allows ~25 students to work under the supervision of NRAO
staff members in New Mexico, West Virginia, and Virginia, to carry out original research in astronomy,
computing, and engineering. Most of these students are funded through the REU program, a program
that will be up for renewal in FY14.
Outstanding students that are otherwise ineligible for support by the REU program (graduating seniors,
foreign students, and early-career graduate students) are supported by NRAO operating funds, budget
permitting. In addition, as a means of diversity outreach, the Observatory has established a partnership
with Howard University enabling talented Howard students to participate in the Observatory's summer
student program. This is expected to continue.
The NRAO runs a co-op program that enables undergraduate engineering students to gain practical,
career-based experience as part of their formal .academic education. Students from participating
institutions work at NRAO sites for two non-consecutive semesters. Under the supervision of NRAO"
technical staff, co-op students are engaged in problems on the technological frontier. Historically, three
students per semester have been funded through the NRAO operating funds although the program has
been curtailed for FY13 and may be curtailed further in FYI4-16.
Modest funds support undergraduate internships, where promising undergraduate students participate in
scientific or engineering activities, supervised by NRAO staff, over a period of weeks to a semester.
Graduate Programs: The NRAO is committed to training the next generation of scientists in radio
astronomical science, techniques, and technology. Several NRAO programs exist for this purpose.

Graduating seniors and firstgand second-year graduate students are able to participate in the NRAO
summer student program described above. This gives students experience in radio astronomy research
NRAO |Long-Range Plan FY 2014-20I 6

early intheir graduate careers, allowing them to incorporate these skills into their thesis research. The
NRAO also awards Grote Reber Doctoral Fellowships to students who have completed institutional
requirements for doctoral.candidacy so that only their thesis .research remains for them to -complete
one of the NRAO sites, typically for two years, while they
their PhDs. Such fellows take up residence :.at
complete their research and thesis under the supervision of an NRAO staff member.
The NRAO also supports many of the 100+ PhD students making use of NRAO telescopes each year..
Travel reimbursement, low-cost accommodations, and computing facilities are provided on-site to .assist
these students. The Observatory also supports stays lasting several weeks to months by students who
wish to.collaborate with NRAO staff scientists as part of their PhD research. These student internships.
help forge valuable long-term links between the NRAO and the university community..
Student Observing Support:.Financial support is available on a competitive basis for students performing
thesis observations with ALMA, GBT, VLBA, and VLA. Students at US universities are eligible for the
Student Observing Support (SOS) program, which is designed to cover stipends and miscellaneous
expenses such as computers and travel to conferences to a maximum of $35,000. The program is
supported through NRAO and NAASC operations funds. Every effort will be made to -ensure
continuation of the program during FYI4-16.
Visitor Support: Inaddition to its commitment to educating and training future generations of
undergraduate,. graduate, and post-graduate students, the NRAO works to assist and support an active
US radio astronomy community. .This is accomplished in a variety of ways including staff community
service, a visitor program, organizing and hosting scientific--meetings, and providing funding assistance to
university-led hardware and software projects. These interactions .enable NRAO scientists and engineers
to engage with the wider astronomical community, and they serve as important links through which the
community can maintain a fruitful relationship with the Observatory. A key benefit of these programs is
that they allow for community-wide input into Observatory priorities for science, instrumentation, and
software development.
The NRAO has supported a number of university-based instrumentation development programs, such
as those currently taking place on the GBT and at the CDL. These programs create training
opportunities for students and postdocs, as well as the opportunity to develop science and technology
pathfinder instruments. The NRAO facilities sections of this Plan include examples of.university-led
software .and hardware projects. These programs will continue to be fostered in FYI 3 using available
operations funds and through collaborative efforts funded by external -means.
NRAO Reference
NRAO Library: With over one-third of the astronomy libraries in the world :either closing or downsizing
in just the last year, the NRAO .-Library collections and library support functions are increasingly key
assets for the astronomical community as well as the NRAO scientific, computing, and engineering staff.
The NRAO Library has the most extensive collection of radio astronomy materials in the world while
now being one of fewer than eight astronomy. libraries world-wide with extensive historical collections
and one of the few that not only lends to external institutions, but lends more than it borrows.
To date, the NRAO has provided, and the Library has administered, page charge support to its users as
detailed at http://www.nrao.edu/library/pagecharges.shtml. It isthe only major ground based observatory
to do so.
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We anticipate that the level of Library usage (almost 50,000 articles or book chapters downloaded, over
4,000 NRAO staff requests filled, and over 1500 non-NRAO inquiries filled in 201I0) will continue to
increase, especially with ALMA and VLA going online. This will challenge the NRAO Library and staff to
continue to fill requests while also adhering to our allocated budget during the period of this plan.
Historical Archives: The Archives actively seek out, collect, organize, and preserve institutional records,
personal papers, and oral histories of enduring value that document NRAO development, institutional
history, and instrument construction. As the national facility for radio astronomy, the Archives also
include materials on the history and development of US radio astronomy. The Archives has been
successful in securing external funds in partial support for its activities. The Archives will continue an
ongoing long-term project of processing NRAO records as well as extensive materials on radio
astronomy history. In the period of this LRP, the Archives will strive to make key materials from all
collections available digitally via the archives web pages and other web resources. The Archives also plan
to collaborate with EPO in developing an indexing and access system for historical images.

4.2

Data Management & Software

The Data Management Department (DM) will manage areas such as data archiving across NRAO,
including access, distribution, provisioning, and operation; reduction pipeline infrastructure
implementation and technical operation; high-performance computing platform definition, acquisition,

and operation; network provisioning to the external community and between sites; primary
responsibility for all user facing software (e.g., CASA, AIPS, PST) and telescope software (e.g., Monitor
and Control) in collaboration with the telescope science centers who will provide priorities, testing, and

validation.
Science Data Processing.
The activities under science data processing comprise data processing operations, including pipeline

operations, staff data reduction, quality assurance of user produced data products, and assistance to
users of Special/Large/Key Projects; and data analysis tools, including enhanced science software tools
(e.g. visualization applets, pipeline scripts).
Data processing operations- pipeline operations: Automated calibration of s tandard VLA observations will
be completed and quality assurance metrics for VLA pipeline products established well before FY14, as
will be the mechanism for archiving pipeline-derived products for both VLA and ALMA. The computer

cluster scheduling system for pipeline processing and pipeline-reprocessing will be in place for the
NAASC and ASC. The GBT spectral line pipeline will: likewise be in place. All pipeline processing
heuristics will continue to be optimized, .as will core CASA pipeline infrastructure.
Data processing operations - staff data reduction, quality assurance of user produced products: The NAASC
will transition from supporting the JAO data processing operations activities by FY14 as the data
processing pipeline assumes full operation. By the period covered by this LRP, data reduction activities
will be supported by the JAO. At the DSOC, the data processing pipeline will be likewise fully deployed
through FY13 and supported through SSR science data processing during FYI4-16.

Science Software
The activities under science software managed under SSR broadly include defining science software
requirements and priorities for CASA, AIPS, and GBTIDL and corresponding pipelines; obsprep
software including software engineering and implementation for observing preparation software (e.g.
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for
OPT, SCHED, ALMA OT); data access software including software engineering and implementation .(e.g.
AAT,
methods
(VAO)
Observatory
Astronomical
Virtual
including
-access
archive
science data
ASA); applications software including software engineering support for applications/tools for .users (e.g.
Helpdesk, user portal, PLONE, Splatalogue, user DB/registry); software testing including scientific
oversight, validation, requirements tracking, subsystem scientist work for ..science software (e.g. data
reduction, pipeline, ObsPrep, applications, archive queries, VAO protocols); and finally software
research and development, including algorithm R&D and data visualization and analysis.
Post-processing software (CASA): CASA development will remain focused on optimizing the science outputof VLA and ALMA with additional development planned to include support for VLBI and GBT data.
ObsPrep software (OPT, SCHED, ALMA OT): Enhancements to the OPT and the ALMA OT will continue
into FY14-as both the VLA and ALMA complete their transition to full science operations.
and GBT are all available via the AAT as of
Data access software (AAT, ASA): Data from the VLA, VLBA, .FYI3. Also in FYI3, the ALMA data proprietary period ends with the year and the ASA should then be
open for public access. NRAO will also continue to support the VAO retrieval of NRAO data. ..Finally,
the support of other instrument data within the AAT will be investigated. Plans for accessing ALMA"
archive data via the existing NRAO AAT will be developed in FYI3 and implemented in FY14.
Applications software: NRAO supports the development and maintenance of Splatalogue: Database for
Astronomical .Spectroscopy as well as the simulation routines inside CASA. Continuing enhancements to
Splatalogue will improve the usefulness of CASA and the ALMA OT to the community. A new spectral
line visualization and modeling tool will be released by FY14.
as well as data visualization and
Software research and development Algorithm research and development, .analysis techniques are key to exploiting NRAOs world-leading instruments. Some of the key
development activity for algorithm research and development will be in resolving the outstanding
numerical issues in the combined MS-MFS and Wide-band A-Projection algorithm. Other .examples
include support of full.-polarimetry and robust support of low frequency calibration and imaging with the
VL A.
4.3

Long-term Computing Development

Over the timescale of this plan, NRAO will develop and implement data processing, storage, and
communications architectures that will enable our user community to handle.raw and post-processed
products in the PetaByte/year range. These capabilities will also inform the design of next generation
radio instruments through increased and improved data acquisition and processing capabilities. Petascale
'
will be required for storage, compute
architectures (computing capability. on the order of 01 -5)
cycles/second and, most challenging, communications throughput; Exascale (10"18) architectures will be
required for instruments envisioned for the 2020 -decade.

The critical focus of FY14-.16 for IT and Data Management will be to ensure timely delivery of science
data analysis software and the related data management infrastructure to the community in a broadly
accessible manner. These solutions must lower the barrier to access and re-use of radio astronomy
observations and leverage technologies from VAO and National Cyber Infrastructure centers as well as
other observatories.
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Parallel Processing
For 40+ years, Moore's Law has been the bellwether for the exponential scaling in performance with.
time, yet it .only tracks the increase in component density and not communications throughput or data
storage, which have been lagging,.-and thereby present key boundary conditions for data driven
observational astronomy. As such, understanding the data management and information transfer needs
for a.-given science research priority is essential to minimize data movement, improve signal extraction,
and avoid unnecessary data replication.
NRAO will continue to invest heavily in parallel processing techniques, and the increasing availability and
usability of High Performance Computing technologies - multi-core clusters, parallel file systems, nonblocking system area networks - and diverse programming practices will guide our future community
support strategies.
NRAO computing research will necessarily be focused on the two complementary areas of data
generation (telescope) and data analysis (pipeline and user facing analysis tools). The former is naturally
driven by the real-time requirements of the observation, spectrometers, correlators, etc.,.-while the
latter is more general, since.-meaningful analysis of complex data requires the union of numerical
manipulation, visualization, and iterative comparison to other data, both from simulation and other
observations. .Our ability to automate and standardize key activities such .as data flagging and -editing,
calibration, and the excision of radio frequency interference in real time for streaming data, present
fundamental challenges which must be overcome, predominantly in software.
The Power Wall
Beyond ALMA, power will limit scientific computing, with multi-Megawatt facilities being increasingly.
expensive and impractical to co-locate with the observational instruments in geographically remote
locations.--These challenges will mandate the movement of data to the location of cheap power and
shared computational resources for the most challenging observations. The co-location of the data
repository (archive and user storage) and the computational resources to re-process and visualize.
massive datasets will become prevalent, facilitated by transparent access through remote rendering
engines accessible through web-based clients. This will require a major break with the traditional model
of a user being provided with a copy of observed data, source. code -for data analysis, and then relying on
them to provide computer systems.
A researcher can effectively interact with and - analyze: Megabyte and Gigabyte datasets on their own.
computer by retrieving the data over a moderate .latency (>30 millisecond) shared link. This model fails,
however, for Terabyte or- larger.datasets because the cost (in time and resources) of replicating, then
manipulating, the data is prohibitive and wasteful in the era of maturing Grid and Cloud technologies.Software Challenge
The challenge of supporting and :extending 1,000,000+ lines of interferometry analysis software (e.g.
CASA) for the community, on a diverse set of architectures and operating systems, willc require
substantial resources. In addition, to scale this code efficiently to highly parallel systems (>1,000 CPU
cores) is a challenge. It would be prudent to embrace the insights gained from research into Open Grid
(and even commercial Cloud Services) that allow for the rapid deployment of software to large numbers
of virtual hosts. This facilitates code portability by hiding system dependencies, but is still constrained by
the overhead of efficiently accessing data. Research and commercial grid and cloud solutions are
beginning to offer an attractive price-point for storage or computer cycles, and offer mature APIs and
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Cyber Infrastructure (e.g. Globus, Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center's DataSupercell, Amazon Giacier,
DataDirect Networks MOS).

Internally, excellent traction has been realized with software developed for commodity hardware such"
as the DiFX correlator and signal .processing solutions, such as pulsar de-dispersion using Graphic
Processing Units (GPUs). Continued work will be needed to enable semi-automated. processing pipelines
for the ever-increasing volumes of data in a consistent and reproducible way so that reference images
and other data products can be delivered to the community via VAO defined protocols. Access to.
standard data analysis and visualization tools over web portals .will also be aggressively pursued.
Hardware Opportunities
NRAO will continue to.lead where appropriate and follow where prudent. Opportunities for digitizing
and optically encoding receiver signals earlier and more efficiently will simplify and improve
instrumentation, while the use of low power, mass produced, components can dramatically reduce
development time and .operational costs.

NRAO baseline strategy will ensure there are sufficient in-house computing resources to support the
community during any data proprietary period. Thereafter,. the NRAO will enable researchers to
leverage. external resources; such as the high .-performance computing capabilities offered via systems
such as the NSF-funded XSEDE, with data being replicated on demand over high speed backbone
networks to science gateway systems..The NRAO will work with the community to determine how
best to preserve user generated products, and how to re-ingest them into persistent archives for future
citation and re-analysis.
.The Observatory will shift to I0Gigabit/s.-connections for key servers and on-site networks, while
leveraging infiniband (~40Gigabit/s) for parallel file system access and low latency (-microsecond) internode communications. Likewise, over the next 3 years, all three major NRAO sites in the US will
increase their long-haul network to support I0+Gigabit/second over the national research networks by
partnering with regional educational institutions.
.
The fundamental question remains as to how NRAO should invest in Cyber Infrastructure beyond that
needed for the initial data capture and validation. It is already clear that the continued use .ofcommodity
disk drives will continue to strike the best price/performance balance for frequently used data. It is
expected that the current trend in drive capacity will continue through the mid-decade withO+TeraByte units being readily available, though access speeds per disk spindle are unlikely to keep
0I
pace with capacity. Disruptive technologies.such as Solid-State drives will bridge the performance gap
between RAM and disk as a large cache or application accelerator.
The use of parallel file and archive systems to allow for both capacity and throughput scalability will
continue to be employed together with cluster computing and fine-grained parallel systems for both.
CPU .cores and .co-processors (e.g. nVidia GPUs and Intel MIC) made accessible
from standard
programming libraries. The push towards centralized storage, grid computing and remote renderingsystems, accessible through lightweight web interface visualization gateways, will also continue.
User Support
The opportunity to build on existing helpdesk/knowledgebase systems (e.g. help.nrao.edu), collaboration
solutions (science.nrao.edu/forums), data access systems (my.nrao.edu) as well as community
information sites (science.nrao.edu and casaguides.nrao.edu) will continue to evolve. The degree to
NRAO I Long-Range Plan FY 2014-2016

which these can be closely integrated and used to enhance shared information exchange and online
collaboration will be informed by close cooperation with other organizations (e.g. CyberSKA,
VAO LLC). NRAO will continue to inform and advise users on appropriate systems and software to
best enable their research through technical memos, online tutorials and community workshops.

5.

ENGINES OF EXPLORATION: OBSERVATORY TELESCOPE
OPERATIONS

5.1

Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array

Overview
The NRAO ALMA Operations includes: (I) the North American (NA) share of the array operations
in Chile, which is the primary responsibility of the JAO; (2) t h e NA ALMA Science Center
(NAASC) that is the portal to ALMA, coordinated across the three partner regions by the JAO, for
the NA astronomy community to which the NAASC also provides enhanced services; (3) ALMA offsite repair and maintenance; and (4) oversight of ALMA hardware and software development.
The Assistant Director for NRAO ALMA Operations is responsible for the activities listed above,
except for item-I, and works closely with the JAO, as well as counterparts in the other Executives,
to ensure ALMA functions smoothly as a joint facility. Furthermore, the Assistant Director is
responsible for the entire NA ALMA community.
During the transition to operations, some staff employed in the construction phase in Chile,
Charlottesville, and Socorro transitionedto similar operations duties, while others moved on to
different responsibilities at the NRAO or elsewhere.

Operations
The ALMA array in Chile is operated on behalf of the international partnership by the JAO. The
four departments of the JAO are Science Operations, Engineering, Computing and
Administration. NRAO has an international obligation to maintain and repair the hardware and
software delivered by North America during the construction project and used in ALMA
operations.
The Department of Science Operations at the JAO is responsible for operating the array, managing
the international science program including running the proposal, allocation, and scheduling
processes, and handling the pipelining and archiving of the data. The interface between the user-facing
aspects of JAO Science Operations and the NRAO OSO is the NAASC. The interface between the
NRAO
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telescope-facing aspects of JAO Science Operations and NRAO is the North American ALMA
Regional Center (ARC), a sub-division within the NAASC.
The North American ARC carries out many tasks directly supporting the JAO in its day-to-day
operations by sending staff to Chile to participate as members of the JAO operations team. Duties in
Chile include astronomer-on-duty shifts, data quality assurance, support for data processing and
pipelining of user data, and commissioning and science verification of new capabilities and modes.
The NA ARC also supports telescope operations in Chile via participation inthe international
management team: the Science Operations International Project Team. These activities are
coordinated by the NRAO for the North American community through OSO.
The JAO Department of Engineering provides system engineering and manages engineering
of the buildings, telescopes, instruments, and other general maintenance engineering needs.

The interface between the JAO Engineering and NRAO Observatory Development Programs
isthe NRAO Central Development Lab (see Section 6.1).
The JAO Department of Computing manages software engineering, networks, database administration
and general information technology (IT) support for .the JAO. The interface between the ]AO

Computing and NRAO isthrough both NRAO Computing and Information Systems (Section 7.5) and
the Offsite Maintenance element of the North American ALMA Operations.
Offsite Hardware and Software Maintenance and Development: Software support will be carried out by

personnel who wrote the software systems and transferred to the North American ALMA Operations
from the construction phase NA Computing Integrated Product Team (IPT). The maintenance areas

include:
*

Monitor and .Control, including Correlator

*

Dynamic Scheduling infrastructure

* Scheduling software
"* ALMA Common Software
* Integration and Testing & Software Engineering
Personnel who transferred from the construction project Front End and Back End IPTs will
carry out hardware support. Front End and Local Oscillator (LO) deliverables will be supported
by staff at the NRAO Central Development Laboratory (CDL) in Charlottesville. Support for
Back End deliverables will be provided by a group in Socorro. Band-3 cartridge maintenance will
be contracted to the Canadian developers. The maintenance areas include the following.
S*
*

*
*
*

Cold cartridges: replacing superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) mixers, lownoise amplifiers (LNAs), frequency multipliers; reassembling and re-testing.
Warm cartridge LO assemblies: replacing warm multiplier assemblies with monolithic
microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) upon failure, phase-lock-loop components,
power amplifiers; reassembling and re-testing.
Board-level troubleshooting and repair of all types: power distribution, monitor & control, etc.
All photonic LO system parts.
All digitization and digital data transmission system parts.

The ALMA full array specifications are shown in the following table.
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Table 5-I: ALMA Performance Summary
RECEIVER BANDS
3

4

5

6

7

Frequency Range (GHz)

84 - 16

125 - 163

163 -211

21I1- 275

275 - 373

385 - 500

602 - 720

787 - 950

WavelengthRange(mm)

357-259

240-184

184- 142

142-109

109-080

0.78-0.60

050-042

038-032

Band #

Early Science (Cycle I)
Antennas

32x 12m;

>6x7m;

I x 12 mTotal Power

Bands 3,6 7,9

Bands
Maximum Bandwidth
Correlator Configurations

Array Completion
54x 12 m & 12x7m
Bands 3,4,6,7,8,9 & 10

16 GHz (2 pol x 8 GHz)

16 GHz (2 pol x 8 GHz)

Subset of Array Completion

71 configs (0.01-40 km/s)

0.02" (k1 mm)(I0 kmlmax baseline)

Maximum Angular Resoluton

10
08

9

Maximum Baseline

0.02" ( /I mm)(10 km/max baseline)

I km

15 km

Continuum Sensitivity (60 sec. Bands
3 - 9)

- 0.I - 2.5mJy/beam

- 0.05 - I mjy/beam

Spectral Li
Une Sensitivity 60 s3cI k

-

ec. arnds
3 -9,

16 - 150 mJy!beam

7 - 62 mJy!beam

ALMA Off-site Maintenance
The transition to ALMA operations will be completed in FYI 3. A significant part of ALMA maintenance
during operations will reside with the Executives at their respective institutions. This maintenance
activity is designated "offsite maintenance" since it does not occur at the ALMA site in Chile. The offsite
maintenance activities performed in NA are described below by functional area.
Antenna: Beginning in FYI 3, the efforts of NA antenna staff will shift to supporting antenna corrective
maintenance issues as part of construction and support of the Antenna Group (AG) of the JAO with the
goal of ensuring a high level of operational capability for the complete ALMA array. In FYI 3,
construction will provide for a reduced on-site NA Antenna IPT staff that will concentrate on
responding to Antenna Integration and Verification (AIV) and AG JIRA project and issue tracking
software tickets that identify operational problems with the NA antennas. Continuing with a process
that has already been established, the NA antenna staff will first troubleshoot the identified maintenance
issue and when possible recommend corrective action to AIV or the AG. In Charlottesville, efforts will
be continued to track and categorize each reported NA antenna maintenance item to identify recurring
items that may require special attention.
Front End (FE): As the ALMA project transitions from construction to operations, servicing the installed
hardware and keeping it functional will require maintenance activities to be performed. The ALMA-NA
offsite FE maintenance work includes:
*

*
*

*

Band 6 mixer-preamplifier subassemblies and orthomode transducers (OMTs). This work
includes building and testing one new SIS mixer-preamplifier set per repair. Allowance has been
made to replace OMTs if needed.
Active multiplier chains, power amplifiers, and cold multipliers for Bands 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.
This work includes diagnose and repair of faulty units.
Maintenance of test systems to include the Band 6 SIS mixer test set, Band 6 Cold Cartridge
Assembly test set, FE LO Warm Cartridge Assembly test set, multiplier test set, and bench test
systems. This work is needed to maintain the proper functioning of the necessary test systems
to be able to carry out repair and requalification of components and modules.
Software support, management support, product assurance, and other administrative activities
(e.g. export/import functions). Software support for the FE Monitor and Control (M&C)
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firmware as well as the FE Test and Measurement Systems.installed at the Operations Support
Facility (OSF) will be required in addition to the other administrative and management support
activities to assist the off-site repair tasks.
Back End: The ALMA-NA Back End Group is located in Socorro, NM, and is responsible for offsite
maintenance of the Antenna Article (AA), Data Receiver Article (DRXA), and support of some Line
Replaceable Units (LRUs) in the Central LO Article (CLOA). The maintenance activities for the Back
End Group include:

S* High-level maintenance consisting of advanced diagnosis, repair, and return of the LRUs within
the articles mentioned above.

* "Liaison between the JAO operations group and vendor maintenance, repair, and calibration.
facilities for the IF Processor (IFP) and Power Supply Assemblies.
* Assistance to JAO operations by offering remote assistance during maintenance activities.
...
* Continued work with JAO operations staff to refine and improve existing onsite maintenance
procedures.
Photonics:
offsite

The
maintenance

ALMA-NA

Photonics
of

the

CLOA

is

Group
and

the

LO

located
Photonic

at

the

CDL

Receiver

in

Charlottesville.

(LPR).

The

maintenance

It

is

for

responsible
activities

for

the Photonics Group include:
*

.

*
*

*

High level maintenance consisting of the diagnosis, repair, and return of the LRUs inthe CLOA,
to include the Line Length Corrector (LLC), Subarray Switch (SAS), and Fiber Distribution
Monitor and Control Module (FDMC)
High-level maintenance consisting of diagnosis, repair, and return of LPR modules.
Liaison between the JAO operations group and vendor maintenance, repair, and calibration
facilities for the Laser Synthesizer (LS), Master Laser (ML), Central Variable .Reference (CVR),
Master Frequency Standard (MFS), and Photonic Reference Distribution (PRD).
Assistance to JAO operations by offering remote assistance during maintenance activities.

"* Continued work with JAO operations staff to refine and improve existing onsite maintenance

procedures.
Correlator: Most routine maintenance of the correlator will be handled in Chile. If particularly difficult
problems arise, correlator staff in NA may be called upon to provide assistance. This isgenerally true,
except for cases involving interfaces with the ICT. Some advanced features of the correlator were not
within the scope of the construction project and .have not been implemented by the ICT. During the
implementation and test phases of these advanced features, the NA correlator staff will need to assist in
troubleshooting any problems that may occur. This effort may require firmware modifications if bugs or
performance issues are uncovered.
Computing: NRAO will continue to play an important role inthe ICT as part of operations. ICT
management activities will include participation in internal planning activities with the NAASC, ALMA
Observatory software (DSO) and Telescope software (CSV), and participation in reviews, notably the
operational readiness review that scheduled for late FYi3 or early FY14.
NRAO is essentially responsible for the control/correlator software that is used for ALMA data taking.
The work in these areas consists of bug fixes driven by JIRA tickets, as well as implementing modest
functionality that is agreed as part of the overall ICT planning process. Maintenance activities for the
ICT's scheduling software include bug fixes from JIRA system tickets, as well as improvements to the
dynamic scheduling algorithm that are requested by DSO as ALMA gets more experience with dynamic
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scheduling. NRAO is also responsible for the ALMA Pipeline delivered to Chile and for CASA, as
delivered to the worldwide community.
NRAO computing personnel provide some support to the ALMA Common Software (ACS), particularly
the Python language portions, and a graphical user interface (GUI) and infrastructure that supports the
Telescope Monitor and Control Database.

5.2

Very Large Array

Overview
The Assistant Director for NRAO New Mexico is responsible for the VLA and the VLBA, as well as
the Domenici Science Operations Center (DSOC) in Socorro.
Additional VLA development and scientific commissioning throughout FY I4 will concentrate on enabling
advanced correlator modes that lie beyond the capabilities delivered under the EVLA construction
project, such as pulsar gating, as driven by the science of the user community. It is expected that such
development will continue at least through FYI 5. NRAO plans on continuing the highly successful
Resident Shared Risk Observing (RSRO) program, engaging experts from the astronomical community
to assist with the delivery of specialized capabilities.
The performance of the VLA is summarized in the following table.
Table 5-2: VLA Performance Summary
---

Parameter
Point source continuum sensitivity (I u, 12 hr)
Max. bandwidth per polarization
Number of frequency channels at max. bandwidth
Max. number of frequency channels
Coarsest frequency resolution
Finest frequency resolution
Number of full polarization spectral windows
Log(fractional frequency coverage, I - 50 GHz)

I Value
I gJy beam-'
8 GHz
16384
4194304
2 MHz
0.12 Hz
64
100%
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The dataset sizes delivered by the VLA exceed those of the original VLA by three orders of magnitude,
and the way in which the community interacts with their VLA data will be considerably different from
the past.: By the end of the period covered by this Plan, the goal is for the VLA to provide end-to-end
data products comprising raw and pipeline-calibrated visibilities, and reference images for each spectral
window, for data acquired in standard observing modes. Data reduction and analysis software, and a.
post-processing computer cluster, will be available for users for the re-processing of data at the
beginning of full VLA operations.
Operations
Most activities relating to.the operation, maintenance, and repair of the VLA and VLBA will be carried
out by groups responsible for both telescopes. The locally managed operation of these two instruments
in tandem results in economies of scale and increased efficiency. The reductions in FY I 3 telescope
operations funding at the VLA is impacting operations and maintenance, with fewer staff available to
carry out the programs, affecting telescope reliability and resultant science throughput. Efforts will be
made to minimize any downtime increases through efficiencies to the extent possible.
Mitigation of radio frequency interference (RFI): RFI is a particular problem for the VLA, with interference
generated both internally and externally. NRAO strives to minimize internally generated interference by
shielding electronics. Externally-generated interference, mostly from satellite communications, satellite
radio, cell phones, aircraft radar, military bases, weather balloons, and other transitory sources, limit the
available ranges of frequency space in which the VLA can operate for astronomy. The development of
algorithms and tools for identification and excision of such signals from astronomical data is a high
priority for the VLA and post-processing software. On the timescale of this plan, the goal is for the
excision or flagging of RFI-affected data to be automated and incorporated into the VLA's online system.
Maintenance Plans and Schedules
The VLA maintenance plan is based on 30+ years of operations and maintenance experience, and
wherever possible, is closely interwoven with the comparable service cycles for the VLBA to minimize
costs and maximize efficiency. The expected lifetime of the VLA telescopes and electronic systems is20+ years, and the current age of its predominant components-the telescopes are 30+ years oldmeans that effective preventive maintenance isvital for protecting this investment. The facility Assistant
Director maintains a full list of infrastructure and operations requirements that is prioritized by site and
Observatory-wide to ensure that the highest priority activities are funded.
Telescopes: Traditionally NRAO has conducted periodic inspection and overhaul :cycles in which
telescopes are individually cycled in and out of the array every ~6-7 weeks. Thus, every 3.5 years, each
of the 28 telescopes is thoroughly- overhauled as part of a continuously repeating cycle. Each overhaul

includes structural inspections, mechanical, electrical, and electronic systems upgrades, touch-up
structural painting, and the repair and replacement of parts as needed. In FYI 4 and beyond, the time
between overhauls will increase due to the projected reduction in Engineering Services Division .-staffing.Maintenance and repair of the VLA receivers will also be slowed down by the projected reduction in
Electronics Division staffing.
Track: The VLA railroad tracks must be inspected continuously to assure safe travel by the maintenance
vehicles (used daily by technicians to service the telescopes) and the transporters that carry the
telescopes during reconfiguration periods (-60 individual moves per year). Supporting track
maintenance requires specialized railroad repair vehicles and equipment, as well as ballast, rails, and
track sections. The deterioration of the old rail ties used to construct the VLA rail system became
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critical in the last decade, and a plan was developed, with the assistance of a railroad maintenance
consultant, to replace -5000 ties per year through 2022. VLA maintenance specialists believe that the
overall condition of the track is fair, and does not pose a safety hazard to telescopes or equipment.
Execution of the VLA track maintenance plan has varied over the years with available funding. However,
in FYI0, funding for -3-5 years of rail ties, ballast and hardware was obtained from NSF under the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). This made it possible to stabilize the raw material
acquisition and replacement processes at least through FYI 3, but funding for this item will have to
return to the NRAO Operations budget during the period of this Plan.
Correlator: The new VLA correlator will require routine yearly maintenance on its heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning (HVAC), fire suppression, and dedicated UPS systems. The level of maintenance and
repair for the correlator boards, racks, fans, power supplies, and other parts will be carefully assessed
and quantified through FYI 5; it is expected to exceed the maintenance and servicing required for the
original VLA correlator.

5.3

Very Long Baseline Array

Overview
The Assistant Director for NRAO New Mexico is responsible for the VLA and the VLBA, as well as
the Domenici Science Operations Center in Socorro.
The time available for astronomy on the VLBA will be substantially devoted to large, Key Science
projects that will employ the array's unique, high-resolution capabilities. Several of these highly
significant scientific programs will be carried out in conjunction with partners who will contribute to
VLBA operations and upgrades funding.
The performance of the VLBA is summarized in the following table.
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Table 5-3: VLBA Performance Summary
Receiver band
designation
90- n
50 cm

10as1.35

Nominal frequency
range [GHz]
12-034291b
0.596 - 0.626
.

753

Baseline sensitivity'
[mJy]

Image sensitivity2
[jjy/beam]

81

553

19
10

2.15 - 2.35

1.1

3.9-7.

I.3

4 cm

8.0 - 8.8

0.7

7

2cm

12.0-15.4

1.8

17

13 cm

6 cm

I cm

21.7 - 24.1

1.5

14

70mm

1.045.0

7

45

3 mm

80.0- 96.0

26

224

I Baseline sensitivity: rms noise on a single VLBA baseline, 2 minute integration, 2 Gbps
(except for the 90 and 50 cm receivers, whose intrinsic bandwidths are too narrow to
support 2 Gbps)
2Image sensitivity: sensitivity for an 8 hr integration, 2 Gbps (except for the 90 and 50 cm
receivers)

Operations
Since the 2006 NSF Senior Review, the NRAO has worked diligently to secure non-NSF funding
partners for VLBA operations. Several agreements on providing non-NSF funding of the VLBA
operations have been signed. The USNO is providing $1M/year for 5 years, starting in FYI2, towards
operating costs in exchange for daily 1.5 hour observations using the Mauna Kea and Pie Town
telescopes for rapid determination of (UT I-UTC), a parameter describing the spin phase of the Earth
required for maintenance of the GPS reference frame. An agreement recently signed with the Shanghai
Astronomical Observatory will initially yield $100K/yr with the intention of increasing to at least
$200K/yr. Another 5-year agreement that will cover the planning period is with the Max Planck Institut
fur Radioastronomie (MPIfR), for $200kKyr. The contributing institutions are "subscriber" institutions
and will be accorded top priority in the VLBA operations.
The VLBA is now operating with minimal staff, reflecting the necessities of a limited budget. NRAO is
maximizing scientific potential at the expense of ease of use: the VLBA is primarily an expert facility and
gives first priority to the subscriber institutions. Thus, daily USNO observations preempt astronomical
observing. However, the impact on the traditional user community is expected to be minor, but NRAO
will work with our affected users to minimize the impact of such operations on their science. In
addition, the NRAO is developing staff exchanges with the subscriber institutions as an effective way to
augment the scientific staffing needed to optimize the operation of the VLBA, and has introduced a
Resident Shared Risk Observing program similar to that of the VLA.
Mitigation of radio frequency interference: RFI is less of an issue for the VLBA compared with other NRAO
facilities because the RFI environment is typically local to the individual stations, and does not correlate
from one telescope to another. Thus the main effect of interference is to increase the noise at the
frequencies of the interference, unless the RFI is particularly strong and makes the receiver amplifiers
become non-linear in their responses.
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Maintenance Plans and Schedules
VLBA maintenance plans and schedules are based on 15+ years of NRAO experience in operating the
instrument. Wherever possible, maintenance activities will continue to be closely interwoven with
comparable VLA service cycles to minimize costs and maximize efficiency.
Traditionally, three VLBA telescopes have been scheduled for a major maintenance overhaul each year,
usually between April and September. This will be reduced to two per year in FYI 3 due to budget
reductions, probably resulting in decreased reliability and increased telescope downtime. An expert
team of 2-3 telescope mechanics, a servo technician, an engineer, the VLBA site technical supervisor,
and the two resident site technicians conduct each major maintenance visit. The cycle will repeat every
four years in FYI 3 and following, with the Pie Town, NM station serviced as time and resources become
available outside of the schedule. These maintenance visits include azimuth wheel assembly and elevation
bearing replacement when needed, upgrades to mechanical and electronic equipment, repair to azimuth
tracks, and other key maintenance. Routine preventive maintenance and repairs to each site's
mechanical, electrical, HVAC, servo, cryogenic, and Local Oscillator and Intermediate Frequency (LO/IF)
systems are conducted daily by the two site techs.
The Saint Croix, Hancock, and North Liberty stations require additional maintenance owing to their
exposure to corrosive and/or severe weather environments. These stations require more frequent
structural painting, azimuth track repair, replacement of deteriorating subreflectors and dichroic panels,
and the replacement of rusting stairways and ramps.

5.4

Green Bank Telescope

"'~

Overview
The Assistant Director for NRAO Green Bank is responsible for the GBT, as well as the Green
Bank facility.
The GBT's high sensitivity imaging and point-source capabilities enable a large and varied program of
Key Science projects. The GBT also has a vigorous development program in collaboration with college
and university groups to take advantage of the latest technology and provide the user community with a
constantly improving facility.
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The performance of the GBT is summarized in the table below.
Table 5-4: GBT Performance Summary
Value

Parameter

100meter d
Track

at

all

oft

tl%

decinations

State of the art receivers

cletalsher

From 0.3-1 16GHz in atmospheric windows

4$5%a90 Gfz<

prtureef0%-tikI5G
Ability to change rapidly between receivers

9 receivers

7-pixelheterodynecameracoves8.-27
64-pixel bolometer camera

ntire

GHzrag

Covers 80-98 GHz range

Operations
A wide variety of activities fall within general operations all of which are necessary to maintain the safety
and integrity of the site's telescopes, buildings, and visitor facilities. Maintenance within these areas
include all site buildings, roads, vehicles, wells and the site septic system, maintenance and inspection of
the site water tank, regular monitoring of all site water systems, monitoring and inspection of site
wastewater systems, repair and maintenance of all HVAC systems, within both the buildings and the site
telescopes, and field cutback and mowing on site for fire protection. Green Bank operations are also
responsible for maintaining the radio frequency integrity of the site and for administering the NRQZ.
Mitigation of radio frequency interference: Cosmic radio signals are easily masked or confused by man-made
interference. For example a cell phone on Mars would produce a signal on Earth stronger than most
astronomical sources studied with the GBT. The GBT is located within two RFI protection zones: the
NRQZ and the WVRAZ. These provide protection against sources of terrestrial interference, a
protection that is administered by staff at the Green Bank site.
The NRQZ was established in 1958 to minimize possible harmful interference to NRAO's Green Bank
telescopes and the radio receiving facilities at the Navy Information Operations Command in Sugar
Grove, WV. The NRQZ encloses a land area of -13,000 square miles near the state border between
Virginia and West Virginia and protects both sites from all fixed radio transmitters licensed by the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The WVRAZ is a 10-mile radius region around the GBT
within which the telescope is protected from harmful man-made radio transmissions. These two zones
provide the GBT and other site telescope with an unprecedented view into the radio spectrum. These
radio quiet zones allow scientists to make the new and often unexpected discoveries that provide the
most fundamental understanding of the Universe.
Working with our colleagues at the Navy Information and Operations Command in Sugar Grove, WV,
NRAO staff in Green Bank administers all FCC applications within the radio quiet zone, working with
transmitting applicants to find a solution for their needs which does not interfere with our ability to
obtain excellent, unpolluted, radio astronomy data. Similarly, NRAO staff monitor the WVRAZ around
the GBT, looking for potentially harmful interference and working with the community to find solutions
for their needs that do not interfere with GBT observations.

Maintenance Plans and Schedules
The GBT is a large and complex structure, with over 2000 actuated surface panels and 16 million
pounds of moving weight. Structural painting is performed annually, structural inspections on a two-to-
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three year cycle, and preventive maintenance is performed weekly. NRAO expects that the budget
reductions planned for FYI14-16 will impact operational uptime for electronics and maintenance. Tasks
take longer to complete with fewer staff, and there are fewer staff to respond to unexpected faults.
Efforts will be made to minimize any downtime increases through efficiencies and dynamic scheduling to
the extent possible.
Operations Upgrades: The majority of the work in GBT operations across FY 14-16 will be routine and
preventive maintenance of the GBT. However there will be a small number of improvements made to
ensure the telescope performance remains optimal throughout this period.

6.

TOWARDS FUTURE DISCOVERIES: OBSERVATORY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

6.1

Central Development Laboratory

The CDL mission is to support the evolution of NRAO's existing facilities and to provide the technology
and expertise needed to build the next generation of radio astronomy instruments. This is accomplished
through development of the enabling technologies: low noise amplifiers, millimeter and sub-millimeter
detectors, optics and electromagnetic components including feeds and phased arrays, digital signal
processing, and new receiver architectures. The CDL has a long history as a world leader in each of
these areas. For many years CDL staff have developed and produced these critical components and
subsystems not only for NRAO telescopes, but also for the worldwide astronomical community.
In support of the wider U.S. astronomy community, the CDL is collaborating with several organizations
on forefront scientific experiments to address fundamental NWNH questions: HERA-PAPER for probing
the epoch of reionization, and DARE to look even further back in time to the formation of the very first
stars at the end of the Dark Ages. The CDL enables, through advances in instrumentation, these
experiments and next generation facility pathfinders.
The anticipated activities of the CDL over the next three years separate into core technology
development and exploratory research and development. Core technology development directly
supports the NRAO mission, providing critical technologies and components for NRAO receiver
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maintenance and upgrades. Exploratory activities are looking at the technologies needed to enable the
next generation of receivers and.facilities.

Phased Array Feeds
To
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more fully populate and sample the focal plane of large radio telescopes. To see if this can be done
without sacrificing raw sensitivity, is the long-term goal of this CDL research effort. A successful NSFfunded

collaboration

with

Brigham

Young

University

ended

in

201.2,

during

which

a

world

record

low

noise for a PAF (phased array feed) of 35K was obtained at L-band (1.4 GHz) using a cryogenic PAF on

the Green Bank 20m telescope. While informal collaboration will continue, the NRAO will assume the
tasks of array simulations and testing, signal processing development, and test data processing, as the
cryogenic PAF testing moves from the 20m to the GBT. The long-term goal is to determine the
technical and cost viability of a 37-beam, 1.4 GHz cryogenic PAF on the GBT with 25K noise
temperature per beam. Such a multi-beam receiver would dramatically increase the GBT survey speed.
Advanced

Integrated

Receivers

The CDL is a world-leader in high-performance integrated receiver technology, and contributes greatly

to its development in the academic community by sharing intellectual property (i.e. chip and module
layouts) and consulting on integrated system design when requested. The core activity of the CDL
Integrated Receiver Development Division is to sustain, nurture, and leverage this capability for the

betterment of NRAO facilities. Typically, this occurs by establishing close working relationships with
vendors and academic partners that have similar interests, by developing new MMIC chipsets that have
broad application to our scientific goals, and by upgrading our telescopes with new, better integrated
instrumentation.

In the next three years, CDL will fabricate and test new and useful MMIC components, such as power
amplifiers for driving sub-millimeter local oscillators, and broadband, balanced I/Q mixers for millimeterwave receivers. It will also :prototype high-performance multi-chip modules such as W-Band downconverters and balanced 4-12 GHz amplifiers with integrated superconducting hybrids for sideband
separation in SIS receivers. These modules will be immediately applicable to array instruments on the
GBT and new ALMA receiver bands. They will also serve as models for future designs of similar
function. Furthermore, the process of implementing these developments will expand this critical
capability at CDL by providing experience and training in integrated module design and micro-assembly
to existing staff members that did not previously have it.

Similar to integration, the field of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) has enjoyed a massive investment from
commercial industry and has grown substantially in popularity and importance. Essentially all new
instrumentation development: requires advanced DSP and, in many cases, DSP development is a
dominant part of the project. NRAO has a long tradition of providing complex DSP instrumentation for
its telescopes. Recent examples include the 64-antenna correlator for ALMA, the GBT VEGAS backend,
the Green Bank GUPPI pulsar searching/timing backend that is essential to reaching the NANOGrav
goals, and the VLBA Digital Backend. The Integrated Receiver Development R&D program aims to
maximize the potential of both techniques by digitizing as close as possible to the feed point of the radio
telescope and by breaking down the barriers between analog, digital, and photonic subsystems.
Over the next three years, NRAO will continue its collaboration with the CASPER community to
develop fully reconfigurable computing that uses FPGAs, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and multicore, clustered Central Processing Units (CPUs) to provide signal processing capability in the most
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flexible and cost-effective way. On-going projects to be completed in this time span include a newspectrometer for GBT (VEGAS) and an upgrade to the ALMA Correlator that will permit phasing ALMA
to enable its participation in the Event Horizon Telescope, a VLBI collaboration to -study black holes.
Collaboration with the DSP effort for PAPER is also planned.
More research-oriented projects in this time span include wide-bandwidth beamformers for phased
array feeds; high-speed digital .:links that will enable large numbers of data channels to be efficiently
transmitted from the telescope focus to central processing stations; new firmware and GPU algorithms
for science-specific applications, such as pulsar search strategies and more accurate pulsar timing; and
greater use of distributed, real-time, signal processing through the use of new commercial signal routing
hardware. This technology will also be a vital component of PAPER and FASR. As these projects
develop, they will spawn new ideas for signal processing in the LRP time frame.--This work has broad
application across nearly all fields of astrophysics.
Additional development efforts in the Integrated Receivers program are aimed at reducing cost and

power consumption while enhancing modularity enabling factors in large format focal plane arrays.
These include concepts. like flexible
thermal transitions that are highly.parallelizable and
strike a more optimum balance between loss and heat conduction than either stainless steel coax or
thin-wall stainless steel waveguide. We are also pursuing a novel approach to unformatted digital serial
links that could eliminate much of the front-end overhead involved in the transport of high bit-rate data
away from the individual receiver elements. Finally, we are investigating the limits of a cascade localoscillator distribution scheme which would significantly reduce the complexity of the cabling to an array
in the focal plane, improving both its reliability and maintainability. The scientific benefits of these
developments are clear, since reducing the cost and complexity per pixel on the sky will speed
observations through focal plane arrays.

.printed-circuit

Low Noise Amplifiers
For 30+ years, CDL has provided NRAO and the astronomical community with the world's lowestnoise amplifiers from 0.1-1 15 GHz. These low-noise amplifiers have been responsible for the high
-sensitivityand success of the VLA, GBT, VLBA, and ALMA, and have also been used by nearly every
other astronomical instrument requiring cm-wave low-noise amplifiers built in the last 30 years,
including the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe, Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave
Astronomy, Degree Angular Scale Interferometer, Cosmic Background Imager, Planck, and many others.
The HFET has been the workhorse for cryogenic receivers and will continue to-offer :the lowest
receiver noise up to about 100 GHz, with the very best noise performance coming from a limited set of
80nm gate length InP wafers. As part of its core mission, the CDL will continue to produce amplifiers
using these devices, both current and new designs, for the astronomical community, as well as to repair
the 1.-,000 of these amplifiers in use around the world.'

Millimeter and Sub-Millimeter Receivers
The current generation of NRAO millimeter and sub-millimeter SIS receivers, as used on ALMA, was
the result of a long period of CDL development in collaboration with the University of Virginia
Microfabrication Laboratory (UVML). This includes the introduction of niobium-based superconducting
circuits for radio astronomy, development of wideband SIS mixer MMICs, and the use of sidebandseparating SIS mixers which were pioneered at the CDL. As part of its core mission, the CDL will
continue to support and supply SIS mixers of the current generation to ALMA and to other submillimeter facilities, including those participating in the VLBI Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) program.
Also as part of its core development program, the CDL will develop the next generation of band 6 SIS
NRAO
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mixers. These will be balanced, sideband-separating mixers with a 4-12 GHz IF in each sideband. They
will use AIN tunnel barriers, which can have substantially higher critical current density than is practical
for an Al-oxide barrier and are therefore better suited for wideband operation in the sub-millimeter
bands. This will provide lower noise operation at the edges of Band 6 than is currently achievable.
NRAO and UVML have an established record of successful instrument development. The SIS mixers -for
ALMA Bands 3 and 6 were developed by NRAO and UVML. Recently, UVML has acquired major new
fabrication equipment that puts them in an excellent position to undertake the proposed fabrication
work. With the suspension. of SIS mixer fabrication at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NRAO/UVML is
the only research facility in the U.S. capable of producing such superconducting devices.
Electromagnetic .:Components and Optics
Crucial to the sensitivity, beam quality, and polarization purity of .NRAO's instruments has been the
design of the receiver optics and electromagnetic components, including the feeds, orthomode
transducers (OMTs), and phase shifters. For example, almost every one of these components that went
into the VLA upgraded receivers could not be commercially purchased, but were developed, measured
and mostly manufactured by the CDL. This is true also for some bands of ALMA and all GBT, VLA and.
VLBA receivers. This core development work will continue at a steady pace through the next few years,
as new receivers are required. Prime examples of such activity include the Ku wideband (I I-18 GHz)
pulsar receiver on the GBT and the C-band (4-8 GHz) receiver on the VLBA. Fabrication will be done in
by outside contractors. Test of production
NRAO shops or depending on workload and size of parts,..
or by receiver production staff at the telescope sites. For
units will be performed either by CDL
parts that must be electro-formed, the mandrels will be manufactured like other parts, and the electroforms will be grown in the NRAO chemistry laboratory.

.staff

6.2

ALMA Development

Having invested $1.3B to build ALMA, the biggest advance ever in ground-based astronomy, it is
vital to plan to keep the facility upgraded to maintain and expand its capabilities so that it remains
state-of- the-art over its projected 30+ year lifetime. The ALMA Operations Plan envisaged an
ongoing program of development and upgrades, a program endorsed by external review
committees. NWNH highlighted support .for an ALMA Development program. The RadioMillimeter-Submillimeter panel noted that .although six of ten bands are included in the first light
complement, adding additional receiver bands is "important for obtaining complete wavelength coverage
within atmospheric windows, which isespecially needed for line studies of galaxies over the full range of
redshifts." The panel also highlighted the importance of providing VLBI-capability to ALMA.
Both the science advisory committees of the ALMA .Board and those of the Executives have endorsed
taking advantage of the rapid progress of electronic technology to provide new hardware and software
components and subsystems .-offering improved performance and higher reliability. The Executives are
issuing calls to their communities for studies of projects to be completed -over the next years. These
are expected to provide a suite of projects from which to select particularly compelling ones for
incorporation into the development program. In North America, a Call for Study Proposals was issued
on November 21, 20I I. The call generated 32 responses in the form of Notices of Intent (Nol) to
submit a proposal. 21 submissions were received. Seventy-seven investigators associated with twenty-six
institutions responded to the call. The review panel consisted of highly qualified members of the
astronomical community who were proposed by the ALMA North American Science Advisory
Committee membership. Proposals were then ranked after the review and a discussion of the results.
The eight most highly ranked proposals were funded and are under way, with 62% of the funded studies

Sstudies
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placed within the ALMA/NA user community. Development projects will commence. The cycle will
repeat approximately biannually,. with new study calls coordinated by the ALMA Development Steering
Committee generating new proposals from the community for consideration. The aim of the process is
to ensure that ALMA development mirrors the scientific priorities of the user community and equips
the instrument with the most scientifically and technically ready instrumentation.
The ALMA Operations Plan provides for development funds to add new capabilities to the instrument
and to enhance the millimeter-astronomy community inthe Executive regions. Development occurs in
then
two phases, beginning with development studies that pursue seminal ideas for future projects,

.and

the full development projects themselves.

ALMA Development Projects
The ALMA development projects to be carried out over the period of this LRP are listed below.
collaborating with the European Southern Observatory (ESO) to
Band 5 .Local Oscillator: The NRAO is-

develop and deliver 75 LOs for the ALMA Band 5 receiver (163-21 I GHz). The project will proceed in
two phases. Phase I is the design, fabrication, assembly and testing of one pre-production Band 5 Warm
Cartridge Assembly (WCA) local oscillator. Phase 2 is the production scale up and delivery of 75 Band 5

WCAs. A Critical Design and Manufacturing Readiness Review (CDMR) will be conducted at the
conclusion of Phase I activities in early 20I3. Two of the initial production WCAs will be delivered to
ESO for integration into their Band 5SCold Cartridge Test Measurement System. This multi-year project
started in Q4 FY 12 and concludes in Q3 FY I4.
OSF-Calama Optical Fiber: The installation of a fiber optic cable between
the OSF and Calama will allow

higher data transmission rates and decrease operational costs when compared to the microwave link
currently used to transmit astronomical .data. .:Theproject commenced in QI FYI 3 and will -finish in.Q I
FYI 4.
ALMA Phasing: The purpose of the ALMA Phasing project is to make the ALMA fit for VLBIn.The project
is led by principal investigators at MIT/Haystack who have secured NSF MRI funding for most of the
work. As the ALMA-NA Executive, NRAO will facilitate its implementation within ALMA. The main

technical focus of the project is to upgrade the correlator so that it accurately sums data outputs of all
antennas and packetizes them into standard VLBI format. The NRAO group that designed and built the
64-antenna correlator will perform this work under the MRI funding. Other facets of the program
include modifying the local oscillator system and providing high-speed recorders.
A proposal to perform this work within the ALMA-NA development program has been written with the
intention of securing its approval by the ALMA Board in November 20.12. The project schedule calls for
a preliminary design review in Q I FYI3, a critical design review in Q2 ..FYI3, and the completion of its
implementation phase in Q4 FY15.

SIS Mixer Fabricationat UVML: ALMA and other millimeter telescopes in North America, such as

CARMA, ARO, and SMA, require access to a US superconducting device foundry for instrument
upgrades and new or second-generation suites of instrumentation. To that end, a development proposal
has been written to provide operational support for the only US SIS mixer foundry at UVML. The focus
of the operational effort will be to maintain current generation SIS mixer capability to enable design and
prototyping of balanced and balanced sideband-separating mixers for ALMA receivers below 500 GHz,
development of high current density AIN barriers to enable lower noise over a broader tuning
bandwidth and to enable deposition of NbTiN for higher frequency operation, and development of SIS
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processes for truly quantum-limited SIS mixers for ALMA Bands 9, 10, and beyond. The operational.support is being proposed for June 2013 to June 2015.:
ALMA Development Studies
The ALMA Operations Plan provides funding for targeted exploratory research or feasibility studies
aimed at facilitating or assessing the viability of possible development projects, including assessments of
collaboration opportunities. This Hardware Small
and Upgrades (OFF-003) budget- line is
equivalent to 10% of the ALMA Development Program funds. Eight development studies were initiated
in FY12, and all are scheduled for completion in.-FY13. Future calls for additional development studies
will be made on an annual basis and in coordination with the ALMA partners..

.Projects

6.3

VLA

.Developments

Most of the development work for the VLA within this Plan focuses on ensuring the most effective
delivery of VLA science, and in particular, the new algorithms and software needed to provide thermal
noise limited;, full polarization, full primary beam imaging at all VLA operating frequencies. Note that in
many cases the algorithms and data processing platforms needed for the VLA are similar to those
required by other radio interferometers around the world (e.g., ALMA and the Netherlands
astronomical foundation ASTRON's Low Frequency Array (LOFAR)), and that many of these
instruments are working closely with, and relying on, NRAO staff to solve many of the computing
challenges that lie ahead in this area.

6.4

VLBA Developments

The continued prominence of the VLBA will require ongoing upgrades to offer enhanced and new
capabilities and to ensure maintainability and longevity. The philosophy used in.planning VLBA upgrades
is to lean .heavily on .-commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) computing hardware and to make extensive use of
VLA hardware and infrastructure. These will have the .combined effect of minimizing operating and
maintenance costs and providing future upgrade paths with minimal engineering overhead.
The VLBA is adopting the VLA monitor and control software. The ongoing bandwidth and receiver
upgrade projects are funding the initial deployment of this new software system. The legacy monitor and
control system And the aging computers on which it runs will be completely replaced within the
timeframe of this Plan. This combined VLA and VLBA infrastructure reduces maintenance costs and
provides an ideal base from which to pursue development work for future arrays.

.-

The increase in recording bandwidth has challenged some- other parts of the VLBA electronics, in
particular, the ability to fine-tune the receivers with the existing local :oscillators to optimize the output
bandwidth. To address this problem the design of a novel new synthesizer began during FYI 2,. which will
produce very pure output between.- 2:-and 16 GHz in 10 kHz steps, a considerable improvement over the
current 200.'- 300 MHz steps. Two aspects .of the synthesizer design (digital frequency dithering and
variable frequency comb) are currently being considered for patents. The new tuning capabilities will
allow simultaneous access to a larger portion of the heavily used 20 cm (I .2-1.9 GHz) receiver and will
simplify compatibility with the non-VLBA antennas used in the High Sensitivity Array and global VLBI
observations. The synthesizers will be deployed at all VLBA sites through FY14.
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6.5

GBT Developments

Based on an affordable plan driven by key science projects, by FY14 the GBT will be augmented by new
cameras that can deliver an order of magnitude increase imaging speed and significantly enhance the
telescope's science impact in the coming decade.
The single focal plane also provides an accessible development platform and allows much of the

advanced instrumentation to be provided by university-based laboratory groups. The GBT's high
sensitivity imaging and point-source capabilities enable a large and varied program of Key Science
projects. In addition, the -GBT often joins the VLBA for interferometry observations to provide a critical
threshold of sensitivity for a number of important projects, including,:for example, the megamaser
cosmology experiment.
The GBT was designed to..readily allow upgrades and changes to all aspects of its hardware and
software. A specialty or principle investigator-driven instrument can be installed on the telescope with
relative ease, making it feasible for an individual or.group of researchers to outfit the telescope to meet
their particular science goals. The GBT also collaborates with college and university groups to develop
the telescope by taking advantage of the latest technology and providing our user community with a
constantly improving facility..-

7.

OBSERVATORY-WIDE SERVICES

Observatory-wide services include headquarters, as well as dispersed activities housed at each NRAO
site, that support the overall Observatory. Included in this categoryare Education and Public Outreach

(EPO), Diversity, Administration (ADMIN), Human Resources (HR), Computing & Information Services
(CIS), Program -Management (PMD), and Director's Office (DO).
The Office. of Chile Affairs (OCA) in Santiago provides the Administrative Services for ALMA as
required by NRAO, carrying out primarily the NA share of the procurement and business activities as
well as budget tracking during ALMA construction and operations. :it
also deals with matters of policy as
well as HR, Fiscal, and legal issues in Chile. OCA acts on behalf of and reports directly to AUI and was
transferred to and established as a division- of AUI effective in 201 3.

7.1

Education and Public Outreach-

The public provides money for professional science on a vast scale. They expect benefits, both tangible
and intangible, such as interesting insights into .-nature (interpreted so that they can understand them),
opportunities to leverage today's scientific and technical expertise for the educational advancement of
the rising generation, and, as is practical, direct improvements to other aspects of their lives.
NRAO's EPO mission is to engage the American public, including students, in the adventure and fruits of
radio astronomy, the wonders of the natural phenomena that it reveals, and the roles that .radiomillimeter-submillimeter astronomy play in the larger multi-wavelength context: We strive to:

*

Make radio astronomy accessible to everyone, serving as a dependable, authoritative source of
interesting, accurate, informative, and educational resources about the science for the interested

*

American public and students
Lead efforts nationwide to promote public awareness and understanding of important science
results achieved by NRAO users
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*

Promote STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math).learning and careers-among

students* -Contribute

to the sustaining of public support for continued American participation and.

leadership in radio -astronomy, with particular emphasis on.-communities where we operate

telescopes.

We endeavor to reach and involve diverse participants inmany of these activities.
As the period covered by this plan- opens, scientists using the renovated VLA will be producing new
science, ALMA will be settling into full science operations, specialized instruments on the GBT will be
generating unique results, and VLBA key science projects will be.bearing fruit.
A new public website will be up and running, and we will be actively promoting it. Our social media
networks will have continued to expand. Our educational offerings will be becoming available to more,
and more widely located, .students than ever before.
We will.work to achieve the public recognition and understanding that NRAO's new facilities, and the
resulting science conducted by our users, deserve, and continue to work to engage students in our
evolving educational opportunities.
NRAO's EPO program contributes to the fulfillment of the NSF mandate for the achievement of
Broader Impacts via work that is arranged in two broad categories: Science News Dissemination and.
Publicity,.and STEM Education.
Science News Dissemination & Publicity
The ongoing revolution in media and communications will -affect how we get our message out to the
world, with the traditional, .relatively unadorned "press release" :yielding to the reality of an ever-

declining traditional press. As the number of science reporters and media personnel continues to shrink
with consolidations, we will, it is likely, increasingly become the :primary source of information to the
public about our science. We will adapt to new information infrastructures -as they develop, staying
abreast of technology and trends in its use;, and making necessary upgrades to our own hardware,
software, and training. Our text, in this age of the brief tweet, will have to get tighter and punchier.
Graphics will continue to rise in importance. Intensive collaboration between our text creators and
visualizers will become the norm, with the resulting integrated media products aimed directly at the
public, rather than at :the few journalists who remain.
Social media networks will grow in importance as means of alerting interested parties to our users'
science results, and to the availability of online resources and opportunities related to the news. Such
opportunities will .include virtual interactions with (willing) science users who have made newsworthy
discoveries.

We will strive to make the new NRAO public website a locus of well-interpreted information about
radio astronomy, the amazing telescopes that NRAO operates, the scientists who use them, the
engineers and technicians who enable them, and the wide range of natural phenomena they explore.

Extensive, richly visualized articles and media modules will delight our online visitors, and we will
undertake significant efforts to promote the availability of these resources. The unique characteristics
and scientific contributions of each of NRAO's telescopes will be presented.
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STEM Education
Inspiring and teaching learners of all ages and backgrounds about radio astronomy and the science,
technology, education, and math disciplines employed in the enterprise. Within each of the
aforementioned categories, we undertake in a given year a carefully chosen mix of activities of two
types.
On-going core activities having no specified beginning or end dates, but that evolve to adapt to changing
conditions and opportunities. Example: As long as NRAO telescopes remain scientifically best-of-breed,
we will operate a news program driven by the discoveries made by our users. How that news is
conveyed to the public, however, is continually changing.
Fixed period efforts to achieve particular goals. Once that goal is attained, resources are freed for other
projects. Example: An online virtual tour of an NRAO facility. Once it is completed, it can successfully
"reach out" without needing to be revised for a number of years.
Experience has taught us that we need to expect unexpected opportunities. The way we plan for these
is simply to make sure we are equipped with the necessary skills, tools, and materials to take advantage
.
of them as they appear..
The NRAO offers unique opportunities for students to enjoy hands-on use of research-grade radio
telescopes. Students by the thousands each year avail themselves of these opportunities by visiting our
education facilities in Green Bank. These opportunities will continue to be offered, but as the period of
this plan opens, the NRAO, in cooperation with the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, The
University of Chicago Yerkes Observatory, and 4H Clubs, will be, courtesy of NSF grant funding that
begins in FYI 3, in the midst of developing an educational program called Skynet Jr. Scholars, which will
offer geographically diverse students "mouse-on" remote-control of our the recently renovated 20meter radio telescope. This program will engage students and informal educators around the country
into desktop-controlled scientific research. We will also, subject to funding, pursue continued
development and diversification of the successful Pulsar Search Collaboratory program, which provides
students with opportunities to discover pulsars using GBT drift scan data.
We will continue to offer educational classes, special events, and school visits in both West Virginia and
New Mexico, and to seek opportunities to participate in community events and science expositions.
Visitor Centers and Tour Programs: NRAO's facilities in New Mexico and West Virginia are bona fide
tourist destinations, attracting ~20,000 and 45,000 annual visitors, respectively. These facilities are highly
accessible to visitors, inspirational simply to see, and there is no need to worry about treacherous
mountain switchbacks, or about waking up sleeping astronomers in the daytime! At each of these
facilities, we operate a visitor center with exhibits and other amenities (the Green Bank Science Center
and the VLA Visitor Center), an introductory film, a gift shop, and a tour program. The Green Bank
facility also offers a quality food service. We will continue to provide these high-impact experiences to
visitors who venture out to our locations, and will undertake to secure funds to increase our
effectiveness in promoting them, in repairing and upgrading the exhibits at both, and improving the
richness and meaningfulness of the interpretive programs offered to visitors. We will strive for increased
numbers of visitors, and for ways to enable special events at each location to be enjoyed by virtual
visitors online.
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With the modest success of the recent implementation of a tour fee in Green Bank, we will endeavor to
find similar ways to generate revenue from tourists who visit the VLA. We will also pursue planning and
funding for a new visitor center at the VLA.

7.2

Diversity

The goal at NRAO is to enable diversity to thrive in all areas of the Observatory in a seamless manner,
wherein diversity becomes a natural part of the way we think about work, in the decisions we make, and
in our behavior towards others. We fully commit to creating a work environment rich in diversity,
inclusion with diligent focus on respecting and valuing our peers. Through the long-range goals reference
below, we intend to effectively attract, employ and retain a diverse workforce that will serve as a role
model to other research facilities. In addition, we intend to expand our broader impact initiatives
throughout the community. The NRAO's challenge to improve diversity statistics in regards to minority
and females remains high in the upcoming years due to reduced budgets and the reduction in force for
ALMA Construction. We remain encouraged that our efforts in building a pipeline through our well
established student programs as well as the Post Doctoral and Fellowship programs will enable us to
continue the upward trend in our female and minority demographics. We will continue to build upon
the strong collaboration established with institutions that provide us access to the next generation of
scientist and engineers.

We will appropriately align the diversity goals into the strategic goals of the NRAO long-range
objectives by following a "bottom up" approach as referenced in the AUI Broadening Participation Plan.
This includes continuing to build the Diversity Advocate model where each NRAO site has an Advocate
to promote the advancement of diversity within their respective sites. Employee Diversity Groups have
also been established, and we will support these groups by providing training and motivating members to
be the eyes and ears at their sites. The Diversity Advocates and the Employee Diversity Group
members will enthusiastically promote diversity and inclusion activities and assist in creating a safe
environment for diversity discussions and awareness. The Employee Diversity Groups are comprised of
a highly representative mix of employees at varying levels across NRAO.
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Diversity Training
in FY I2, Diversity Training was conducted across the Observatory and was customized to each site's
local culture and goals. The training was the first step:in bringing awareness to the staff. In.FYI 3 and.
throughout the period of this. Plan, .sessions will build on the diversity training and will include .topics
from employee suggestions as well as topics that are relevant to the NRAO workforce. Invited .speakers
will also present diversity topics. The Employee Diversity Group sessions are brown bag. lunch events
where there are opportunities to engage in interactive, informal discussions with a dedicated topic.
Future Group meetings will consist of speakers on a dedicated diversity topic, informal discussions on
topics of interest within the group and amongst employees, as well as quarterly sessions that the entire
workforce will be invited to attend.
Community Outreach
Partnerships have been established with several non-profit, local organizations that have positively
impacted NRAO. Each of the sites maintains on-going collaborations with neighboring universities (New
Mexico Tech, University of Virginia, Piedmont Virginia Community College, and West Virginia
University). We will continue to partner with the African American .Teaching Fellows and The Boys &
Girls Club of Central Virginia. Each of the sites has close affiliations with the school and other
organizations and has direct access and opportunities to engage with the communities in multiple ways.
NRAO will continue to actively seek colloquium speakers and lecturers from diverse engineering and
scientific staff at other institutions, and craft opportunities for staff to .visit and collaborate with minority
serving institutions, their faculties and students.
Diversity Communications Strategy

A new web site has been designed that will be the primary communication vehicle for diversity activities.
The site includes a bio for the -diversity advocates with contact information. A page has been dedicated
to broader impact initiatives across the Observatory, as well as a page that spotlights staff that were
featured in
Diversity Careers publication and other employee achievements. The Diversity Plan, AUI
Broadening Participation Plan, and other diversity-related documents are available on .the site. As
mentioned :above, the networking of the employee diversity group will be instrumental in communicating
the diversity activities.

.the

The enhancement of the recent web site will .ensure effective and timely communication of our broader
impact and diversity activities. The site also will .provide access to training -sessions.and an interactive
polling mechanism where employees can submit suggestions and comments. Diversity announcements
are also communicated via NRAO's weekly e-mail communications to all staff.
Diversity Partnerships
The collaboration with Howard University has resulted in an increase of summer interns. Aaron Evans
(NRAO/UVA) and Kartik Sheth (NAASC) are key leaders in this collaboration and will continue their
work with Howard in future years. HR will continue to support the Howard University partnership,
working with AUI to secure funding to this program and the Building Bridges to Africa initiative. The
existing collaboration with Howard has expanded from two summer interns to five in FYI 2. Our goal is
to increase the number of summer interns to seven. Evans and Sheth have presented colloquia talks at
Howard and will continue to provide future talks. Richard Bradley (CDL) has been invited to lecture to
the Engineering students in order to promote future internships at the Technology Center.
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Sheth, Adam Leroy and Scott Ransom are co-investigators in more than one of the key Legacy projects
with the MeerKAT telescope. South Africa is a very young but fast growing astronomical community.
NRAO has a unique opportunity to help build a radio astronomy community from the ground up in
Africa. Not only does .this effort align within our broadening participation goal, there .is
also a huge
benefit towards our work on improving .the -participation of minorities in STEM fields in the US. The
success- of African students and a vibrant exchange of students between Africa and the US are believed
to be one of the best models for improving participation of minorities in STEM in the US. Thus, this
and students from
initiative will allow the NRAO to engage with and build relationships with
the faculty is a necessary first step
South Africa (though primarily faculty at first). Building the bridges to ..
in the ultimate goal of sharing and mentoring Master's and PhD students from the African continent and
from under-represented groups in the US starting in the next 2-3 years.

.faculty

NRAO's partnership continues with the Chemistry of the Universe (CCU) VA-NC Louis Stokes Alliance
for Minority Participation (LSAMP) Summer Research Program with the dedicated involvement of
Anthony Remijan (OSO). The LSAMP program is comprised of four institutions in Virginia and four
Historically Black Colleges and Universities in North Carolina. Our continued involvement in the LSAMP
program is contingent upon the availability :of funds. Each summer, the City of Socorro partners with
area employers .to provide work experience for high school age children in the community. AUI
provided matching funds to increases the number. of participants. The minority youth who are employed
are dependents of Socorro .employees. The youth participate in work experiences that expose them to"
the NRAO workforce. This initiative aligns very well with building the pipeline for the future.
Diversity Recruitment & Hiring
HR will continue to enhance recruitment policies and ensure that search committees and candidate
pools for all vacancies include a cross section of available talent. The implementation of a comprehensive
recruitment guide outlines the criteria for search committee makeup and processes that ensure that
diverse

sourcing

and

review

of

the

pool

has

been

completed.

The

diverse

sourcing

matrix

will

continue

to be updated, maintained and recommendations will be communicated to hiring managers during the
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process.
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have
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that

wide
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communication

vacancies is announced with an emphasis on notifying staff that were hired on term appointments.
Employees with term appointments will be given preferential consideration for vacancies prior to
posting

vacancies

.externally.

HR
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resume

reviews
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HR will continue to work with hiring managers to ensure that sufficient diverse candidates are included
in the applicant pool. HR will continue to work with feeder organizations and institutions to market
opportunities at all levels within in NRAO. We continue to be encouraged with the upward trends of
increased hires for female Post Does and Fellows. There will be some challenges in increasing
demographics during the reduction in force for ALMA Construction; however, we will continue to
strive for targeting for applicants in a cost effective manner.

7.3

Administration

Administration encompasses these NRAO groups: Business Services (OBS), Budget (BUD),
Environmental Safety & Security (ES&S), Contracts & Procurement (CAP), and Management Information
Systems (MIS). The Fiscal Division provides strategic financial support for business and operational
planning for the major financial functions of NRAO and AUI in all aspects of financial reporting, payroll
processing, accounts payable, cash management and meeting external and internal auditing and reporting
requirements. As the fiscal division also supports non-N RAO programs of AUI, it was transferred to and
established as an AUI division effective October I, 2013.
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Business Services
The Observatory Business Services (OBS) division provides facilities planning and general .-business
administration for Charlottesville operations and Observatory-wide requirements. OBS will continue in
FY14- 16 to support these functions.
General Business and Administration: The business and administration duties include: approval of the

Observatory Commitment Authority list (prepared by CAP), and preparation and approval of Blanket
Travel lists; procurement and management of non-medical insurance; invoice processing for

Charlottesville; cash receipts of non-NSF monies (grants and other funding sources); petty cash; credit
card processing; employee relocation; and general- clerical support.

Charlottesville Facilities: The Charlottesville facilities activities include managing all :operational aspects of
the facilities,.-lease management and landlord relations, office assignments, and assuring the safety,
security, and usability of the site. With the growth of the NAASC and the reduction of ALMA activity at
the Central Development Lab on Boxwood Lane, space utilization between the two facilities will beadjusted and rebalanced over the duration of this plan. Efforts will be undertaken at with the University
of Virginia, landlord of the Edgemont Road facility, to decrease energy
in that building and improve
sustainability.

-usage

Sustainability: NRAO is committed to sustainability efforts to benefit its workplace, the environment, and
the communities in which it operates. Each facility and location provides unique challenges - suburban
industrial, academic campus, desert, and Appalachian valley. NRAO's goal to assure that its carbonfootprint is minimized through viable approaches that combine social, ecological, and economic benefits.
At present the approach to sustainability varies at each site. Basic efforts are in place at all locations for
the recycling of paper, cardboard, plastic, and batteries. The observatory location in New Mexico has a
sustainability committee and Green Bank has a person responsible for the program. Committees will be
established in Green Bank and for the two locations in Charlottesville. Efforts at all locations will be
coordinated through the Observatory's Associate Director for Administration.
Initiatives that will be-researched during the FY 14-16 .planning cycle will include: diminishing energy use
in NRAO buildings for lights, computing, and HVAC; research regarding the use of solar power at the
VLA; and examination of telecommuting policies to determine if the program can be expanded.Budget
In FY.i 2 the Observatory created a separate Budget Division from within Business Services and hired a

Head of Observatory Budgets. A department structure was established with a Senior Budget Manager•
for each location, and a new Senior Budget Manager position was created for ALMA Operations. A.coordinated effort to establish a four-level -Observatory-wide Work Breakdown Structure was
completed, and it will be used for reporting the NRAO and ALMA budgets beginning in FYI 3. Additional
focus will be directed to improving reporting by creating timely and transparent financial reporting tools
and processes. The Budget Division will remain actively involved with plans and budgets surrounding
potential -changes in federal funding and the outcomes of the NSF Portfolio Review Committee.

Environmental Safety & Security (ES&S)
The ES&S division ensures the Observatory meets the requirements of the Occupational Safety & Health
Act to provide a "safe workplace" at all NRAO locations. ES&S will meet this responsibility in FY 14-16
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by ensuring that the division staff remain competent and capable of delivering a world-class safety
to and supportive of the Observatory's mission will continue to be made
program. Training essential .available to all employees and will be.delivered,- documented, and tracked by ES&S. Routine and
unscheduled audits/inspections/visits will be conducted to ensure this function is being met effectively.
ES&S tracks and charts lagging metrics as performance indicators and thoroughly investigates any
incidents that occur and recommends appropriate preventative measures. ..
The ES&S group is responsible for ensuring that the Observatory has clarity and detail in its emergency
response plan. Routine and unannounced drills will continue to be conducted to ensure that ES&S may
identify and address any weak spots in plans or procedures. ES&S will continue to mitigate operating
risks in the NRAO facilities by identifying and examining risks presented by the work performed in our
facilities and implementing mitigations where necessary.
Contracts and Procurement
CAP commits AUI funds through the procurement of goods and services to meet corporate and

customer needs in a timely, cost effective manner, in accordance with our .policies, the NSF Cooperate
Agreement, and Federal Regulations. CAP ensures that asset tags are placed on capital equipment and
reviews invoices to .ensure they are in accordance with Purchase Order Terms. & Conditions. An
internal client approves for payment, which is then submitted to Fiscal. CAP supports the numerous
internal/external-audits, ensures contracts administration is performed in accordance with contract
terms and conditions and pricing, and ensures compliance with change order procedures. It interfaces
and acquires approval from AUI/NSF for all procurements exceeding $250K or major change orders,
and non-AST NSF funding opportunities exceeding $25K.
In addition, CAP provides these services:..-"
Authorizations/Approvals: Responsible for NRAO's commitment list and approval routes,
ensuring they are current and complied with based on levels and authorities. Ensure the updates
are published- and communicated to NRAO.
* Proposals: Provide contractual support to AUI and NRAO for all new funding sources.
* Sponsored Programs: Manage grants from multiple funding sources and -ensure that .NSF grants
reports and updates are submitted through .FastLane.
* Website: Update the Peer-to-Peer information and online training. Update the Procurement
Website.
*. Manuals: Update Import/Export.Compliance Manual and CAP Manual as needed.
*. Training: Create or update training modules for internal users. Ensure contracts and
procurement personnel continue with their individual training and/or certification programs.
*. Import/Export and Export Compliance: Perform import/export transactions in an economic and
expedient manner. Ensure Import/Export actions are in compliance to US and international
*

governmental regulations. Monitor the regulations for impacts and/or required changes

performed by Contracts and Procurement. Ensure that all procurements, contracts, and grants
follow requirements of Contracts and Procurement Manual, the Cooperative Agreement, and

other regulations. By early FYI 3, CAP will have implemented an export compliance program
across the Observatory. The program will include a technology transfer plan, export procedures
manual, and awareness training at all NRAO sites.
In the coming years, special projects with new institutions will increase, which will involve additional
contracting complexity.
NRAO
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Management Information Systems (MIS)
The MIS Division provides the Observatory-wide business systems support to all aspects of Observatory
operations including general ledger, electronic timekeeping, payroll, human resources, accounts payable,
business computers (Windows-based and SQL), and supportive computer hardware. MIS is also
responsible for providing financial reporting via business systems, user support, and enhancements along
with upgrades for business computer systems. MIS utilizes the J.D. Edwards EnterpriseOne 9.0 product
as the NRAO Enterprise Resource Planning business software.
MIS has the following projects scheduled for FY I4-16.
. *.-.
Business Software Upgrades: MIS will perform major upgrades to the
Oracle J.D. Edwards
EnterpriseOne software with .version upgrades and tools releases.
* Audits, Revisions to .Electronic Timekeeping, Enhancing Reporting, and.Expansion of Human
Resources capabilities within the Oracle J.D. Edwards software.
7.4

Human Resources (HR)

The HR Division's primary mission is to enable NRAO to be America's premier astronomical
observatory by employing and developing people with the critical skills required to continually
conceptualize, design, develop, construct, and operate the world's most sophisticated radio astronomy
instruments. Developing the next generation of astronomers, scientists and engineers, while embracing
diversity and capturing the interest: of top students from around the globe, are critical elements of the
HR long-term strategic plan. NRAO scientific staff pushes the envelope of science and technology,
ensuring that the Observatory continues to be an exciting and dynamic organization for its workforce.
NRAO HR responsibilities include diversity, employee relations, recruitment, employment,
compensation, benefits communication, training and development, regulatory and policy compliance, -and
HR oversight of NRAO International Staff supporting the Joint ALMA Observatory in Chile.
In the period covered by this LRP, NRAO's transition to full operations for ALMA presents unique
workforce challenges and opportunities, which the strategic, success-driven. objectives and actions below
address. These objectives and actions are consistent with the NRAO Workforce Management Plan,-;
Diversity Plan, and the AUI Broadening Participation Plan.
Total Rewards Strategy: The changing demographics of the workforce .require a strategic and planned.approach in pay and benefits to attract, develop, and retain a highly skilled staff. HR implemented a Total
Rewards Strategy.-(TRS) that values all rewards (compensation, benefits, etc.) employees receive and
enables NRAO to make informed benefit and compensation decisions. Understanding NRAO's.

competition .for talent is a critical TRS component, so a comprehensive review was conducted to
identify benchmark peer and competing organizations that.NRAO will use in assessing its compensation
and benefits programs. Supplementing this information are periodic employee surveys that measure and
benchmark employee engagement and satisfaction. Two critical -TRS initiatives are underway that span
FY14-16. First is ensuring that NRAO is paying its employees appropriately, which is critical in attracting
and retaining top talent, especially considering the Observatory's expanding.international hires for.
ALMA. The most critical initiative is compensation, and HR conducted a thorough review of NRAO's
compensation program, including a compensation policy update, career paths (job families), and updated
job descriptions for all NRAO jobs (reviewed annually by employee and supervisor.) Much of the credit
for NRAO's increasing success in attracting top talent to ALMA in Chile is a direct result of this
initiative. In this case, HR's ability to assess and effectively communicate a candidate's total compensation
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package relieved the pressure on past demands for high base salaries. Finally, tying compensation to .the
successful achievement of NRAO goals and objectives will be enhanced through the use of an electronic

performance evaluation process scheduled for implementation in FY'I 3.
Benefits: Medical coverage is the second and most complex critical initiative. NRAO's mature workforce
will be retiring in increasing numbers over the next decade. This will. open opportunities for a new
generation of diverse employees that have different needs. Maintaining compliance with the myriad of
regulations mandated by Health Care Reform vastly increases the complexity of major modifications to
NRAO's medical plans over the next 5-7 years. Limited financial resources, increasing medical costs, and
the looming increase in retirees has prompted the need for NRAO to more away from traditional .heath

care programs to ones that accommodate the future needs of the workforce and Observatory. NRAO
implemented a Heath Savings Account/High Deductible Heath Care Plan in FYI 3 for all active
employees. Future medical costs were also mitigated by restructuring the Retiree Medical Plan to only
.
include employees who were age 40 or above in 20 Iior had 15 years of service by December 31. 201 1..
The Plan was closed for all. other current and future employees.
NRAO International Staff: HR will work in conjunction with JAO HR to maintain the successful integration
of all ALMA staff in Chile and to enhance International Staff experience. As NRAO International .Staff
return home from their assignments, HR will ensure they are fully supported in integrating back into
.-NRAO's US workforce.
Employee Recreation Associations
NRAO supports employee activates through its site-based Employee Recreation Associations. Each
association has its own -set of by-laws and elects volunteer officers and board members from its staff to
develop and execute an annual plan of employee activities. Most activities are open to family and friends.
Funding is derived from the respective site director's budget.
The objective of an association is to encourage, promote, .budget, and carry out recreational activities

for NRAO employees. The governing body of an association will consist of employees at each site. It is
also the objective of an association to promote mutual acquaintance and cooperative spirit among the
entire NRAO employee body.
Each recreation committee determines what activities are of interest to the staff, which may vary from
site to .site. Activities that are of common interest at all sites are summer picnics, winter holiday parties,
children's Christmas parties, and monthly employee birthday celebrations. Examples of popular sitespecific activities are a bowling night and a chili cook-off.
NRAO is committed in its support of these committees and over the course of the LRP will ensure that
sufficient resources are devoted to each association so that each can fulfill its mission. .During these
challenging times it is critical for NRAO to support programs that directly promote employee morale.

Ombuds Program
The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is committed to providing employees fair and balanced
representation when issues arise. The NRAO Ombuds program allows employees an additional option
for resolving problems. Employees may seek assistance from HR, their immediate supervisor, their site

management, or their Ombuds Representative. Employees may seek assistance to find an unbiased ear
to help solve problems and work towards a successful outcome.
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There are Ombuds Representatives at each of the sites. Each is an advocate for fairness. The Ombuds
Representative is a confidential resource available to assist -employees, visitors, contractors, and
students who are affiliated with NRAO in resolving problems, complaints, conflicts, and other issues
when normal processes or procedures have not worked satisfactorily, or when .someone wants to
discuss issues. The primary duties of the Ombuds Representatives is to work with individuals and groups
to explore and assist them in determining options to help resolve conflicts, problematic issues of
concerns, and to bring systematic concerns to the attention of HR and/or Management.
The Ombuds Representatives were selected via a nomination process and will serve a two-year term.
Representatives will participate in training and will be required to attend training sessions on varying
topics at least once per year. Training topics .will be -based on the types of issues/concerns that are being
presented to the Representatives. The training specifically addresses the types of issues that must be
reported to HR. The Representatives will be asked to document and communicate issues to HR. Issues
can be submitted excluding employee names.

7.5

Computing & Information Services

Overview

-needs

Computing and Information Services (CIS) oversees operational computing support
for the
Observatory sites. This includes planning, policy, standards - software, hardware, and system
administration - computer security, allocation of the shared central budget, web services, computer staff
training, inter-site computing related travel, procurements, and software/hardware maintenance
contracts. CIS also manages the telecommunications infrastructure - voice, video, data and mobilecommunications

-

for the systems managed within the- observatory. In addition, CIS covers the cost of.-

upgrading computing infrastructure for desktop and servers, as well as printers and the storage systems
required to provide archived observation data to the community.

In the next 1-3 years, unprecedented staff and infrastructure demands will be met by a close partnership
with Observatory Data Management for provisioning critical services such as Archive, High Performance
Computing, next generation networks, and web content management solutions (see Sections 4.2-4.3).
The following sections outline the activities coordinated by CIS Management and Administration, to
ensure an optimum computing, storage, and communications environment for Observatory staff and
users of NRAO telescopes as well as supporting an active development program.

Computing Standards and Policy: To provide a uniform structure to carry out our mission, CIS has the
responsibility to develop, evolve, and enforce standards, policies, and conventions designed to maximize
consistency between sites, while enabling the diversity and agility needed in an active research
environment.

Policies

address

computer

use,

information

security,

major

software

procurements,

computer hardware purchasing, etc. Standards include supported computer hardware configurations and
application software suites. The evolution of web-based applications, Software as a Service, mobile
access, and distributed computing will require constant CIS vigilance and leadership in the coming years
to inform, and be informed by, the user community. A major long-term commitment is seen in ensuring
observatory-wide alignment for data access with particular reference to data processing driven by OSO
in collaboration with the VAO.
CIS supervises the maintenance of all computer equipment and software observatory-wide and
maintains a budget to provide these services. This role must shift to integrate the NRAO portion of
ALMA via the NAASC and be cognizant of the challenges imposed by the close collaboration with the
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JAO with divergent standards, policies, and support expectations.; for example in licensing and
maintaining .software at a.site. outside the US.

To anticipate the changing nature of the computer and communications industries, CIS will adapt to
exploit those advances. Within the horizon of this LRP, the increased data flow from the VLA, ALMA,
GBT, and VLBA will mandate that NRAO substantially enhance its computational and data management

resources. Partnership with national data centers and telecommunications providers is essential to
ensure appropriate sharing of knowledge and infrastructure to support a distributed user-base.
The sites and associated major projects (Green Bank, New Mexico, ALMA) each have a computing
division charged with providing local user support and reporting to the site director. Operational
funding for these staff is provided through the sites, with CIS coordinating the activities of the computing
divisions through the Common Computing Environment.

Common Computing Environments (CCE): CCE is a major facilitator in minimizing and- leveraging the
differences between site-specific computing environments within NRAO. Historically, such differences
risked unnecessary incompatibilities, duplication of effort, and valuable time lost for staff and user
interacting with divergent systems at each of the ~ 5 sites (10 VLBA, VLA, DSOC, GB, CV, AUI).. It is
important to.-ensure that NRAO-wide cooperation continues to expand from network, to hardware,
as software development
Operating Systems .and on up thorough code libraries and applications, as well .tools. Computing environments are never static: new operating systems emerge, new versions are
released, new tools and work habits become prevalent, and emerging technologies are folded into the
existing operation, while others are retired. -Early within the LRP timeline, NRAO will adopt System
Center (Microsoft) and the Munki (Apple Mac) application support tools to better coordinate the
centralized management and administration of our key platforms. The CCE operational phase will
continue indefinitely, but the key areas of mobile access, distributed computing, and web-based

applications will .beileveraged heavily over the next 3-5 years, especially with the selective alignment of
NRAO computing elements with the ALMA triumvirate through the JAO.
Contracts: It is clearly advantageous that widely used software such as Office productivity suites, .
computer-aided design software, and operatingsystems be kept at the same revision throughout the
Observatory. This greatly simplifies document interchange, package management, security.risk response,

and system installation. A major CIS activity isto maintain contracts and support for such software to
ensure they remain current. CIS also maintains contracts for key hardware components - computers,
printers, routers, video systems etc. - and for the .intranet service on which they rely. By consolidating
licenses or equipment from multiple sites under a single budget, CIS reduces the overhead of managing
these contracts, simplifies the process of obtaining software upgrades, and consistently .-negotiates better
institutional volume discounts with vendors. This amounts to 100+ contracts annually and continues to
grow as hosted and floating license software solutions gain popularity.
web services working
Information Infrastructure (Web Services): The Observatory continues to improve .:its
.community and
the
astronomical
face
to
result
in
a
new
This
will
closely with Communications and EPO.
and
user portal
web-based
development
goal
will
be
to
grow
our
at
large.
Technically,
the
to the public

applications environments to provide reliable information with high availability to a diverse audience
with integrated workflows and content version control. The successful implementation of our science
website will be leveraged to enable seamless observer support, discussion forums and documentation as

well as access to data re-processing pipeline, data archive and analysis tools.
Several instances of web-based collaboration software have been initiated within NRAO. This software
has already helped individuals, groups, and projects to perform collaborative tasks including project
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management, reporting, documentation, and software development. We are committed to improving
the interactive nature of these.tools to include presence, video, and real-time information sharing
between NRAO users and systems but need to strike a balance between .accessibility and security.
A major initiative of the coming years will be the close integration of the NRAO Helpdesk and User
Portal to improve the quality and transparency of access to observation support as we push to broaden
the audience and access to key services and data repositories, as well as analysis tools developed in
conjunction with the VAO and other institutions..
CIS provides web and mail-client interfaces enabling staff to access their e-mail in a safe and secure
manner, but the increasing ubiquity of mobile devices presents an opportunity of enhanced
communication and inter-personal interactions better suited to modern life.
Networking and Telecommunications: CIS has consolidated many of our long-distance phone services
under a single contract through the General Services Administration (GSA) Federal Telecommunication
Service Networx contract that will be in place through the majority of this LRP. We also .provide web
meetings, audio conferencing, international and domestic toll-free service, and calling cards to key
employees under this program.- In addition to providing the lowest service rates available, this
consolidation has resulted in easier account management with consequent lower overhead. CIS will
migrate other services, such as cell phones and mobile data access, as.appropriate. The Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (MPLS) wide area network will be improved to support real-time data replication, to
better support the prioritization of critical data-flows between the sites, and to enable the expansion of
High-Definition video conferencing in the next few years.

.--

The NRAO is a sponsored participant in the Internet2 from all major locations;,with access to National
Lambda Rail as needed. We must ensure that planned network connectivity will be adequate to support
future operations, and we are committed to increase bandwidth from the current IO~10s
of Megabits/s to
Gigabit/s speeds to enable access to the TeraScale data sets expected from the new instruments. -In
addition, the core network at each site must be moved to 10 Gigabit/s between routers and key servers.to enable support for Gigabit to the desktop. In the FYI 3 timeframe, the provisioning of a
10+Gigabit/sec backbone network in West Virginia will dramatically improve the access to the Green
Bank site for .both data acquisition and analysis. The VLA link will likewise be increased (from I .to
OGigabit/sec) to keep pace with the data rates expected .from VLA full science. The opportunity to
increase the real-time interferometry access to more VLBA sites will. be pursued as justified by
improved capability and reduced operating costs.

.I10

During FYI 3, the archive synchronization from the ALMA Santiago Central Offices (SCO) to the
multiple regional centers will be optimized. It is envisioned that observed data will be replicated to the
NAASC from Santiago in real-time over a Gigabit data connection shared with the National Optical
Astronomy Observatory.
CIS supports ~20 videoconference systems, providing video communication between the conference.
rooms and .auditoria at the major sites, leveraging the intranet infrastructure. The video systems are also
widely used to relay scientific and technical colloquia throughout the Observatory and beyond. This
equipment will be upgraded to enhance collaborations with high definition video and high-resolution
data presentation, and integrated with video streaming solutions to improve support for training and
collaboration events.
Charlottesville/NAASC Computing: The mission of Charlottesville Headquarters Computing is to provide
computing-related services to the local CV staff and scientific visitors. The local groups served by the
NRAO Long-Range Plan FY 2014.-2016

CV Computing Division include the Director's Office, Education and Public Outreach, Communications,
scientific staff, Observatory Business Services, the Central Development Lab, Human Resources, the
NAASC, and the CV-based software development team. The CV Computing Division also supports the
AUI office in Washington D.C., and NRAO staff in Chile as needed. This support includes e-mail,
printers, central servers, business data storage, backups, software installation and support, computer
configuration and procurement, remote-access capabilities, web services, directory services, network
management, telephone service, video and collaboration services, as well as desktop system and
application support.
With the initiation of ALMA observation support within the NAASC, the responsibilities for observer
support will increase dramatically through services such as Helpdesk and ALMA Regional Center

Archive, and a shift in focus for .the Computing team will be required to appropriately support the Data
Management needs of external users as on-site visitors and via remote access. The key performance.

metrics relate to meeting established Service Level Objectives for helpdesk ticket resolution and
availability are essential as we host the ALMA-wide .-helpdesk instance.:

Computing Security: Adopting a solid computer-security policy is a prerequisite in securing any enterprise
from

on-line

threats.

Since

1999

the

NRAO

has

had

a

policy

that

provides

a

framework

to

balance

the

conflicting requirements of accessibility for the wider community with the continuing need for
appropriate security in an increasingly hostile yet access-enabled environment. This policy has been
augmented by well-defined data sensitivity ratings and annual all-employee training sessions that ensure
awareness is sustained. This will be updated with regard to mobile data access especially for financial,
health, and sensitive data.
All NRAO operational sites are networked together. It is thus essential that security be maintained
consistently and aggressively; lack of diligence at one site will compromise security at all sites. This is
achieved through the security policy by a Computing Security Committee (CSC) composed of
representatives from each major observatory activity, including MIS due to their responsibility for
NRAO financial systems, and the astronomers, due to their need for open collaboration.
The CSC has specified and implemented detailed practices to minimize security exposure. Since their
implementation, there have been no serious computer-security incidents impacting science observations.
However, intrusion attempts, probes, viruses, malware, spyware, and similar assaults continue to come
from the Internet with a sustained frequency and with increasing scope and sophistication with a focus
shifting to socially engineered and web-based attacks. The growing risk from increased use of mobile and
wireless equipment is also widely acknowledged in the industry, and is being addressed in the context of
the CSC and the security policy to ensure stewardship of sensitive data is not compromised.
NRAO will continue to improve and refresh security education and documentation for its computer
users. It will maintain and enhance the security measures in place, and improve the quality and relevance
of the NRAO Computing Guide web service. In addition, the NRAO will maintain Virtual Private
Networking, which allows travelers and telecommuters to securely access internal services, and enable
secure communications channels to remote institutions, as appropriate, with particular attention to
supporting ALMA.

Observatory-wide Computing Infrastructure Coordination
Digital Infrastructure: Observatory-wide Digital Infrastructure (Dl) covers larger enhancements to
computing infrastructure, as well as enhancements for individual science requirements. Such large-ticket
items as servers, wide-bed printers, central disk arrays, backup libraries, and central network routers fall
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into this category. The on-going expense of growing the VLA/VLBA/GBT and ALMA-NAASC archive
and HPC resources will be a key challenge in the coming years. With the commitment to preserve
validated observation data, we have to plan not only for the cost of maintaining historical data, but also
the imminent order of magnitude growth in data rate over the next few years.Recurring Costs: The Recurring Cost budget line items ensure that our scientists and staff computer
systems are refreshed on a regular cycle. The standard refresh cycle isa maximum of ~5 years for
desktops and laptops with the upgrade of mission critical servers migrating to virtual hosts as

appropriate. The current total NRAO computer system count is 1,500+, an ever-present challenge,especially with the increased popularity of more expensive laptops. Smartphones and Tablets will be
embraced insofar as they are aligned with the NRAO mission and reduce overall cost while improving
access and communications. A clear opportunity exists to reduce the cost and complexity of end-point
systems by simplifying the access to central data and resources through web-enabled user portals.
Operations: The majority of the CIS budget and headcount is dedicated to operations support. This
includes desktop management, telephony, video, and infrastructure maintenance, as well as core services

such as perimeter security, e-mail, web administration, file store and disaster recovery backups. Better
value and reduced cost will be driven by our on-going service consolidation, system virtualization, and
reduced consolidated service contract support. In addition, the continued reduction in cost of generic
desktop computers and standardization of system images will lower expense, while improving
supportability. Improved process management, documentation, and task automation will allow more
junior staff to release senior contributor time to project tasks,-thereby further reducing operational
costs to meet NSF funding guidance. Budget risk is identified with increased storage, computer
processing, and data center facilities requirements will result in increased burden on Digital
Infrastructure and Recurrent Costs within the timeframe of this Plan.
Research and Development: A fraction of the Digital Infrastructure fund is reserved for small research and

development projects. Inthe past, this has been used to investigate new technologies, operating systems,
and collaborative tools. Inthe future, the investigation of scalable computers, co-processors,
interconnects and storage systems will be needed, but these must be aligned with NRAO strategic
objectives and closely linked to software development efforts. Support funding for travel and training is
requested for enabling the use of NSF computer resources within the OCI XSEDE initiative, It is
important that we evaluate the scalability of our code at the national computing centers and partner
with them to allow observers to analyze data via VAO enabled science gateways without the overhead
of shipping data and compiling code. An on-going partnership with the NSF Office of

Cyberinfrastructure's XSEDE program to host NanoGrav data will inform this effort.

7.6

Program Management

The Program Management Department (PMD) was established in FYI 3 to provide program and project
management support and systems engineering services to NRAO project leaders (PL) and Principle
Investigators (PI). Over the past decade NRAO has gained significant skills/experience in project
management (PM) and systems engineering (SE), and retaining those abilities and applying them to other
areas of the Observatory is critical as we enter a new era where budgets are low, expectations are high,
and process is important. Key PMD GOALS are to:
*

Provide program and PM, and SE services to NRAO project leaders and PIs via existing staff.

*

Provide visibility,transparency, and consistency in reporting within NRAO and externally to
NSF and outside partners or customers.
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*. Identify and provide resources for PM/SE needs across all NRAO projects, regardless of funding
SOURCE.
* S
Review.new projects for alignment in supporting the long-range-strategic goals
of the
. .Observatory...
* Provide compilation, development, and editing for the NRAO Strategic Plan;, LRP, Program
Operating Plan, Quarterly Reports, and Annual Reports.
By end FYI 3, PMD will have completed the implementation of a flexible and adaptive program
management framework at NRAO that complements the scientific and technical nature of the
organization. This adaptive approach
that projects are managed with the appropriate level of
project management structure to ensure success. SE processes will be in place to address specifications,
design reviews, testing, acceptance reviews, ..interface controls, risk management, verification
management, quality, performance and testing management.

.ensures

Alignment of innovation at :NRAO to the evolving business strategy will be an essential FYI 3 task and
will form the basis for choices that will be made in internal development and external work
opportunities going forward. Consistent implementation of risk and change management will also have
been instituted, creating a solid knowledge base from which to base decisions. PMD's goal in FYI 3 is to
achieve Level 2 Program Management Capability Maturity and Systems Engineering Capability Maturity
Levels. At Level 2, processes are practiced, documented, and measured, and a consistent, basic approach
to project execution and systems engineering is demonstrated.
In FY1 4, the focus will shift from process development and implementation, to .evolution of PM/SE
capabilities at NRAO. Level 3 PM/SE-CMM Maturity Level will be achieved demonstrating a
comprehensive approach to PM/SE, a knowledge warehouse, appropriately trained PM/SE staff, and the
consistent use of tools and techniques.
.
.
All new proposals, internal and external, will receive a strategic assessment. There .:will be a proven
project portfolio management and selection process that will assess impact across existing projects and
allow allocation of resources among projects in the most effective way. This is vital when dealing with
declining resources and critical skill dependencies. .-Lifecycle roadmaps will be completed on key.
Observatory capabilities to assist in the visualization of alignment of projects supporting the strategy,
and to facilitate portfolio analysis. The capability -roadmaps will help build discipline into the project
selection and prioritization process across a common set of criteria.
PM/SE processes to reduce the uncertainty.-of early R&D projects and help guide the innovative
development projects toward a viable end result will be put in place in FY14. PMD will assist PI/PLs in
first iterating a project plan that meets basic PM requirements. Then PMD will assist in identifying, for
each respective project, the theories/approaches/experiments that they plan to test. The result will be a
portfolio of planned experiments grouped under working theories devised to meet the project's
objectives. :Documenting the list of experiments to characterize the various process steps, and
identifying the number and type of experiments that will be required to gain process maturity, will help
bound the project. PMD will also implement affective risk management for these projects to help rankorder and prioritize their experiments to best achieve their desired outcomes, and mitigate these to
help speed up the rate-of-learning and ensure resources are applied to the most valuable activities. PMD
will assist the PL/PI in developing rough progress thresholds for critical work packages/experiments, and
contingency plans for innovation projects that are not developing as anticipated. PMD will facilitate
external design reviews as appropriate. Finally, PMD will assist the PI/PL in working with the NRAO
Technology Transfer Office to capture any intellectual property that might come from the project.
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All new projects will be PM/SE resourced. All PM/SE staff will .be trained and/or certified in the PM and
SE disciplines. The development of career paths will be complete. A PM/SE learning culture will .be
promoted.
FY 5-plans include further evolving PM/SE at NRAO and achieving Level 4 PM/SE-CMM .Maturity, with
the PM/SE processes, tools, and techniques clearly institutionalized and integrated into the organization's
business.

7.7

Director's Office

The Director's Office provides executive management for all aspects of the Observatory, leadership forscientific research, and community relations. It houses the Director, Chief Scientist, Communications

(COM), New Initiatives (NIO), and Spectrum Management.

Chief Scientist
The Observatory Chief Scientist isresponsible for extensive scientific documentation and reporting,
Observatory scientific representation in numerous venues, leading scientific prioritization within the
annual budget cycle, and serving as a consultant for EPO.

Communications
The

Communications

Office

(COM)

is

responsible

for

the

effective

communication

of

NRAO

science,

vision, accomplishments, and plans to the science community, NRAO/AUI staff, and key external
stakeholders,

COM

including

will

continue

NRAO

to

advisory

collaborate

with

committees

and

scientific

staff

to

the

NSF.

communicate

NRAO

science

results

and

opportunities to astronomers and the broader science community. To better serve and grow our user
community,

COM

will

continue

to

improve,

edit,

and

publish

our

monthly

electronic

newsletter,

NRAO

eNews and periodic electronic announcements series, NRAO Announcements, which currently have
5,300+

subscribers.

COM will collaborate with scientific staff to organize an effective Observatory presence at major FY1416 science

meetings,

including:

the

semi-annual

American

Astronomical

Society

meetings,

the

American

Association for the Advancement of Science Annual Meeting, the annual American Geophysical Union

meetings, and the tri-annual International Astronomical Union General Assembly. COM and CIS will
jointly organize an NRAO exhibition and technical presence at the International Conference for High
Performance

Computer

Networking,

Storage,

and

Analysis.

COM will design and publish an NRAO Annual Report. This Report will feature science highlights from
the community and NRAO scientific staff for the year; major accomplishments at NRAO operational
facilities; construction
-project
status; R&D progress for next-generation facilities; community support
activities; and public outreach and diversity highlights. This Report will be widely distributed to
observatories and universities in the US and abroad, as well as NSF and the US Congress.
Improving internal communication will continue to be a priority. COM will continue to work with the
management team to develop and implement more effective communication across the Observatory.

The re-designed NRAO Intranet will be further developed as a tool for improving internal
communication.
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New Initiatives
The New Initiatives Office (NIO) pursues, develops, and manages strategic partnerships and
collaborations with academic, government, and non-profit. organizations. Among the essential NIO
activities envisioned for the period covered by this Plan are managing and expanding the partnerships to
sustain the scientific operations and unique technical capabilities of the VLBA and GBT. These
partnerships already include the US Naval Observatory (USNO), the Max-Planck Institut.fur
Radioastronomie (MPIfR), and several observatories in China. NIO will also play a central role in
managing the technical aspects of NRAO's self-assessment process for Department of Defense
International -Traffic in Arms (ITAR) compliance.

The NIO was specifically charged with establishing collaborations with community groups to respond to
the Astro20 I0 .-Decadal .Survey Report recommendations (New Worlds,.New Horizons in Astronomy and
Astrophysics). Helping to fulfill the science-driven and evolving Astro2010 recommendations for the
coming decade in partnership with the community is a central component of NRAO's mission. In FY14
and beyond, NIO will continue to pursue, develop, and manage partnerships and collaborations that
have the potential to lead to additional funding and/or benefit the Observatory mission to.enable
science, and serve the strategic interests of the nation. It is also expected that several viable new
collaborations will follow the "FASR model," in which NRAO will function as one of several institutional
partners by bringing its own unique scientific, technical, and managerial expertise to the planning, design,
construction, and operational phases of these new instruments.Some of the emerging projects that already enjoy NRAO collaborative participation and that will be

carefully examined by NIO for further integration and partnership opportunities follow.
VLBA Partnerships: The 2006 NSF Senior Review recommended that the VLBA be closed by FYI. I unless
funding partners able to support 50% of the array's direct operating costs could be found. This
partnership recommendation required that NRAO raise ~$3M/yr from non-NSF sources. Had NASA
not backed out of a $2M/yr contribution in exchange for spacecraft tracking services, this goal would
have been met. A January 201 I meeting brought together many VLBA stakeholders to evaluate the
-situationand solicit support. This meeting demonstrated that the VLBA is performing .-diverse, cuttingedge research of increasing scientific importance, particularly in astrometry and geodesy, and the
the VLBA operating as
instrument's international user community emphasized the importance of keeping.a I 0-antenna array, and pledged to help contribute directly to its operational support.
Since that meeting, several agreements for external funding have been signed, and more than $1.5M in
expected for FY I3.The USNO is providing $1.M/yr towards operating
annual support was received .is
costs in exchange for daily 1.5 hour observations using the Mauna Kea and Pie Town antennas for .rapid
determination of (UTI-UTC), a parameter .describing the spin phase of the Earth required for
maintenance of the GPS reference frame. One of three agreements recently signed with the Shanghai
Astronomical Observatory will continue to yield$ I00 K/yr, with the possibility of increasing this
contribution to at least $200K/yr beginning in FY I3 or 14. A partnership for $200K/yr over 5 years in
operations support from the MPIfR was signed March 2012, and a second $1.5M contract to provide a
"clone" of the VLBA's DiFX software correlator was signed April 2012 and is expected to .provide an
additional $100K-$200K per year for VLBA operations for several years. Over the tenure of this LRP,
NIO will continue to pursue possible partnerships with other organizations, including DARPA, NASA,
and the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). During the same period, VLBA
management will continue to promote support from its community for new development projects.

.-
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The financial challenges faced by the VLBA are not unique, and it is clear that the worldwide VLBI
community (including both astronomers and geodesists) needs to increase cooperation. A VLBI
roadmap will be developed early in the timeframe of this LRP to identify the most pressing technical and.
scientific problems...
Space Very Long Baseline lnterferometry: Russia's RadioAstron satellite is a self-contained, space-borne
astronomical VLBI station. It carries a .I
0-meter antenna, hydrogen maser, and P-,L-, C- and K-band.
radio receivers, and-was successfully launched from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan July 18,
201 1. The spacecraft continues to operate well and interferometric fringes have been detected at all
four of the spacecraft's .-astronomical .frequency bands. NRAO has long been a scientific partner in the
RadioAstron project, and during the tenure of this LRP, it is expected that under NRAO's normal peerreviewed proposal process GBT, VLA, and VLBA will continue to provide either VLBI observations
concurrent with,.or radio astronomical observations complementary-to, RadioAstron. Both the Socorro
DiFX correlator and the MPIfR software correlator are able to handle .-data on the space-ground
baselines.:.The.RadioAstron satellite was.not designed to store radio astronomical observations and must .downlink
the observational data to a ground-based VLBI recorder system. To .make maximum use of the satellite'son-orbit scientific mission, the Astro Space Center at Moscow's Lebedev Physical Institute has
expressed interest in establishing a second data downlink station for RadioAstron at our Green Bank
site. A multiyear usage contract with the Lebedev Physical. Institute that will operate the 43m antenna to
downlink RadioAstron data -is
being finalized, and will provide $2M/yr over 2.5 years in operational
support to NRAO, beginning June 20 13. Stipulating RadioAstron's ongoing scientific productivity as well
as the continued -on-orbit health of the spacecraft, this contract would be extended through the
mission's operational lifetime.
Frequency Agile Solar Radiotelescope (FASR): Earlier plans to develop a full FASR construction proposal
during FYI 2 were discouraged by NSF, and plans are to begin this activity in.FYI 3, a process that NIO
will facilitate. This will position the project well for funding consideration in FY1I4-15. If funding were to
be forthcoming in FY I .5-16, the project could be completed by the end of FYI19-20, commensurate with
the start of full operations for NSF's complementary Advanced Technology Solar Telescope.
International Spectrum Management
NRAO's spectrum management effort is the buffer between the user community and the wider world of
commercial radio communication. New astronomy instrumentation allows observations in an everincreasing swath of the spectrum just as commercial applications seek permission to exploit the radio
spectrum more widely and intensively for .their own purposes.
The

intersection

of

these

competing

interests

occurs

at

many

levels

in

many

venues.

For

instance,

NRAO filed comments with the FCC about the use of millimeter-wave radars to measure fluid and solid
material levels, leading to an offer by vendors to observe exclusion zones and height restrictions in the
vicinity

of

radio

telescopes.

NRAO

commented

on

the

use

of

millimeter

radar

to

detect

foreign

debris

on roads and runways and to avoid collisions in cars, and participated in tests of car radars at Kitt Peak.
But NRAO also explained to US manufacturers why the Chilean FCC equivalent would forbid their use
on a proposed fleet of robotically controlled mining vehicles near the ALMA site. Learning the rules and
intervening in such a wide range of environments requires a degree of attention to detail that is well
suited to the work of a national observatory.
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Indeed, representatives of several observatories and their national administrations - including,
importantly, NSF - have gathered each year since .1960 -inGeneva to coordinate spectrum management
activities at sessions of the International Telecommunications Union Radiocommunication Sector (ITUR). Owing to the depth of interests on its staff and its long history of engagement, NRAO is the major

source of astronomy's input to these sessions. The NRAO spectrum manager is Vice-Chair of IUCAF,
the international Scientific Committee on Frequency Allocations for Radio Astronomy and Space
Science that is jointly funded by IAU, URSI and COSPAR (www.iucaf.org).
Spectrum challenges to radio astronomy observations are multiplying and becoming more complex.
NRAO is deeply committed to continuing its spectrum management work and looks forward to the"

opportunity to make the case for the importance of radio astronomy observations in an ever more
crowded radio spectrum. -.
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APPENDIX A: RESOURCE PROJECTIONS
US FacilitiesOperations ($ in thousands)
FYI4Pjn

FYI5Pjn

FYI6 Pjn

NSF Guidance Budget- US (Non-ALMA) Operations

41,820

42,656

42,656

NSF Guidance Budget ALMA & NAASC(I)

37,932

40,858

40,858

Prior Year Carry -Over

2,622

947

1,898

Unallocated WFO

1,550

.1,575

1,575

USNO Diff X Correlator
USNO & Other VLBA Support
Overhead
Green Bank Visitors Fees

1,300

1,300

1,300

250

275

275

-

200

200

84,124

86,237

87,187

37,648

38,250

38,862

1,253

1,273

1,293

Maintenance

11,303

11,483

11,667

Operations

6,357

.

Total RevenuesSupporting Operations

200

PlannedExpenses($in thousands)(2)
Telescope Operations
Infrastructure Modifications & Upgrades

Spectrum Management
Management

6,459 :

6,562

355

361

367

18,380

18,675

18,973

Development Programs

7,1 60

7,275

7,391

Business
Development

375

381

388

49

50

R&D Support

48

Software Development

102

Technology Development

5,830

Management

ScienceOperations
Broader Impacts

.

104

106

5,923

6,018

804

817

830

11 ,966

12,157

12 352

.1,527

1,551

1,576

Observatory Time Allocation

193

196

199

Reference

708

719

731

Scientific Staff

1,454

1,477

1,501

Scientific User Services

6,230

6,329

6,431

Management
Administrative Services
Auxiliaries
Business
Services
Cost Pool

1,854

1,884

19,293

19,601

481

489

497

9,972

10,132

10,294

-511

8,212

Facilities
Management

1,914
19,915

-520

-528

-

8,343

8,477

1,139

1,157

1,176

Director s Office

6,944

7,056

7,168

AUI Fee&.IDC

3,066

3,115

Communications

529

537

Director's Office

1,526

1,551

Program Mgmt

427

434

Public Outreach

I,396

1,418

Total Expenses
Carry Over

3,165

•
.

546
1,576

441I
1,441I

83,01II

84,339

85,688

I,1I14

1,898

1,499

(I) Includes Canadian contribution
(2) Salaryactions planned in FY1I4,S

& 16 @ 2%
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APPENDIX B: MAJOR MILESTONES

SSR

OSO

_

Support

released.
Documentation associated with each NRAO call

_

_

___-_._Support

Scientific Staff

Archives
Data Access

DM

SW

X

X

X

During each CASA release cycle, updates to all
the online documentation and web-based
"recipes" for data calibration and imaging
published.
Publish basic resources to introduce radio
techniques to
the broader. astronomical
community.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

scientific workshops and conferences
Design and provide a short course in millimeter
astronomy, and a longer lecture course in
general radio astronomy

X

Postdoc monitoring implemented

X

REU program renewed "
Key materials from all collections available
digitally via the archives web pages and other
web resources.
ALMA archive data access via the existing NRAO

X

AAT

X

All- three

major NRAO

ALMA

Maintenance

X

Computing operational readiness review

X

automated

VLA

ODP

ALMA

flagging

X

."

of

and incorporated

RFI-affected

.

X

into the VLA's

X

Operations

online system

Development

Two initial production WCAs delivered to ESO
for integration into their Band 5 Cold Cartridge
Test Measurement System
Installation of a fiber optic cable between the
OSF and Calama Complete

GBT

Development

Development .

X

data

X
X

ALMA observatory fit for VLBI
VLBA

X.

sites in the US will

X

or

X
.

X

increase their long-haul network to support
I10+Gigabit/second over the national research
networks by partnering with regional educational
institutions

Excision

-

X

Off-site
OTO

X

for proposals updated.

A new spectral line visualization and modeling
-tool
released

Hardware

X

X

Synthesizers deployed at all VLBA sites
Replacement of legacy monitor and control
system and the aging computers on which it runs
completed.

X

New Cameras installed

X

X
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APPENDIX C: CDL CORE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND
EXPLORATORY

R&D

ACTIVITIES..

Low Noise Amplifiers
*

Production

of

InP

HFET

cryogenic

amplifiers

of

existing

design

employing NGST/JPL Cryo3 and HRL/WMAP transistors
* Providing repair services for amplifiers already fielded
(approximate number is approaching 1000)
* Design, development, and production of amplifiers using
Cryo3 devices for new receivers for ALMA, GBT, VLBA,
and other applications
.- _._.-

Millimeter and Sub-millimeterReceivers
* Maintain an ALMA Band 3/6 SIS mixer chip replacement
capability
* Develop an improved ALMA Band 6 front-end, including a balanced sideband-separating mixer with-4-12 GHz IF
*.Supply SIS mixers to the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) and
other users in the science community
.*Support and supply wideband low-noise sub-millimeter local
oscillators for mm/sub-mm receivers
Electromagnetics and Optics
. Design and producepassive electromagnetic components
(feeds, polarizers, OMTs,dichroics,.etc.)-for:radio
astronomy receivers
* Design optics for new receivers;such as.ALMA bands I.and 2Digital Signal Processing._____________________..
* Support and upgrade existing spectrometers and correlators
at the GBT and ALMA
* Upgrade ALMA correlator for VLBI capability as part of EHT
project
* Support DSP needs of PAPER project, such as distributed
real-time signal processing
HighlyIntegrated and Advanced Receivers
* Design and test -MMICs (including amplifiers and I/Q mixers)in collaboration with industry and academic partners
*-Design and develop highly integrated multi-chip MMIC
modules for more compact and stable receivers, including
W-band downconverters and balanced SIS mixers with 4-12
GHz IF
Dynamic Sp e ctrosc o p y L ab
* Expand and use PAPER array in-SouthAfrica to attempt
statistical detection-of EoR signature
* Participate international HERA consortium-and roadmap
" Monitor and expand Green Bank Solar-Radio Burst S Spectrometer instrument •- .
Phased Array Feeds
: :
.

*

Design

and

development

of

amplifiers

using

SiGe

HBTs

* Design and development of mm-wave amplifiers using
35nm lnPMMICs from .-NGST
*"Research on noise properties and noise limits in.
general on all devices, including those already being
studied (InP HFETs, SiGe HBTs), as well as rapidlyevolving CMOS, InSb HFET, and GaN HFET
"

technology.

* Develop balanced and balanced sideband-separating

SIS mixers for above 500 GHz (for ALMA bands
"9,10,1 -I)
*.Develop local oscillator sources for supra-THz mixers
* -Design and evaluate improved sub-millimeter
waveguide interfaces
. .
*" Develop wideband (3:I)
feeds and polarizers for future
receivers
* Develop feeds-and-optics for-TlHz receivers
* Develop wideband beamformers for phased array

feeds
* Develop new firmware and GPU algorithms for

science-specific applications, such as pulsar search
and timing
* Develop high-speed digital links for receivers to
central processing stations
* Develop wideband feeds and digital OMTs
* Develop digitization techniques (such as unformatted

digital links) to allow for compact, low-power, and
more stable receivers
* Develop techniques and components for more highly
integrated receivers (flexible thermal transitions,
cascaded LO distribution system, etc.)

.-

*•-Involvement.in Lunar Astrophysics program, including
DARE (Dar.k Ages Radio Explorer) mission-concept.

* Determine technical and cost viability of a 37-beam 1.4
GHz cryogenic PAF on the GBT with 25K noise
temperature per beam
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APPENDIX D: ACRONYMS

AA
AAS
ACS: .
ADMIN
AG
AGN
AIV
ALMA
ARC
ASKAP
AST

AU
AUl
BAO
BeSSeL
SBUD
CAP
CASA
CASPER
CCE
CDE
CDL
CDMR
CIS
CLOA

Antenna Article
American Astronomical Society n
- ALMA Common Software :
NRAO Administration Department
Antenna Group:
Active Galactic Nucleus, or Active:Galactic Nuclei
'Antenna ntegration and Verification
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
ALMA Regional .Center
Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder
NSF Division of Astronomical Sciences

AstronomicalnUnit
Associated Universities, Incorporated
Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
Bar and Spiral StructureLegacy Survey
NRAO.Budget Office
NRAO Contracts and ProcurementOffice R
Common Astronomy SoftwarerApplications
Center for Astronomy Signal Processing andElectronics
Common Computing Environments
Community DayEvents
Central DevelopmentLaboratory
Critical Design and Manufacturing Readiness Review
Computing and lnformation Services
CentralLO Article

CMB

Cosmic Microwave Backgroundt

CO

Carbon.

COM

NRAO Communications Office

COSPAR
COTS
CPU
CSA

Committee onSpace Research
Commercial Off-the-Shelf Software
Central Processing Unit
Cooperative Support Agreement

CVR

Central Variable Reference

DARE

Dark

DARPA:
DI

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Digital Infrastructure

DiFX
DM
DO
DRXA
DSO

Distributed FX Correlator
Data Management
Director's Office.
ALMA Data Receiver Article
ALMA Observatory software

Monoxide

Ages

Radio

Explorer

SNRAO

Long-Range Plan FY 2014-"20I6
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DSOC
DSP
EHT
EOR
EPO
ESA
ES&S
ESO
ETK
EVLA
FASR
FCC
FDMC
FE
FIR
FPGA
FTE
FY
F2F
GB
Gbps
GBT

Pete

V.'

Domenici-Science

Operations

Center:"

Digital Signal -Processing
Event Horizon Telescope
Epoch of Reionization
Education .and Public Outreach .
European Space Agency
NRAO Environmental Safety and Security
European Southern Observatory
Employee Timekeeping
Expanded Very Large Array
Frequency-Agile Solar Radiotelescope
Federal Communications Commission
Fiber Distribution Monitor and Control Module
.-Front End
Far Infrared
Field-programmable Gate Array
Full-Time Equivalent
Fiscal Year (October I through September 30)
Face-to-Face
Green Bank, WV
Gigabits per second
Green Bank Telescope

GHz

Gigahertz

GPS

Global Positioning System

GPU:
GRB
GSA
GUI
GUPPI
HBCU

Graphics Processing Unit
Gamma-ray bursts
General Services: Administration
Graphical User Interface
Green Bank Ultimate Pulsar Processing Instrument
Historically Black Colleges and Universities:

HBT

Hetero-structure Bipolar Transistors

:HERA

Hydrogen Epic of Reionization Array

HFET.

Heterojunction Field-Effect Transistor

:HI
H0
HR
HVAC
IAU
ICRF
IDC

Neutral Hydrogen
Hubble Constant
Human .Resources
Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
International Astronomical Union
International Celestial Reference Frame.
Infrared Dark Cloud

IF

Intermediate Frequency

IFP

Intermediate Frequency Processor

IGM
IPT
IR
ISM
IT

Inter-Galactic Medium
Integrated Product Team
Infrared
Interstellar Medium
Information Technology

-

ITAR
ITU-R.
IUCAF
JAO
JPL
K
Km/S
Kpc
LIGO
LISA
LLC
LNA
LO
LOFAR
LPR
LRP
LRU
LS
LSST
LUNAR
LWA
mas
M&C
MeerKAT
MHz
MIS
m
MFS
ML
mm
MMIC
MOU
Mpc
MPIfR
MPLS
MRI
MSI
pJy
NA
NAA
NAASC
NAIC

NANOGrav
NAOJ
NASA
NGAS
NIO

International

Traffic'

in.Alrms

- International Telecommunications Union - Radiocommunications
Inter-Union Commission on Frequency Allocation (IAU)
Joint ALMA Observatory
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Kelvin
Kilometers per second
Kiloparsec
Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory
Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
Line Length Corrector
Low Noise Amplifier
Local Oscillator
Low Frequency Array
LO Photonic Receiver
Long-Range Plan :
Line Repairable Unit
Laser Synthesizer
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
Lunar University Node for Astrophysics Research
Long-Wavelength Array:
milliarcseconds
Monitor and Control
Karoo Array Telescope
Megahertz
Management Information Services
meter
Master Frequency Standard
Master Laser
millimeter
Monolithic Millimeter-wave Integrated Circuit
Memorandum of Understanding
Megaparsec
Max Planck Institut fur Radioastronomie
Multi-Protocol Label Switching
Major Research Instrumentation
Minority Serving Institutions
micro-Jansky
North American / Not Applicable / Not Available
North American Array
North American ALMA Science Center
National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center

North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Next Generation Archive System
NRAO New Initiatives Office
NRAO I Long-Range Plan FY 2014 -20 6I

NM.

New Mexico

NOI
NRAO
NRQZ
ns
NSF
NWNH
OBS
OCA
ODP
OMT
OSF
OSO
OTO
PAF
PAPER
pc
PCAL
PHT
PI
PMD
PMS
PRD
PRL

Notices of Intent
National Radio Astronomy Observatory
National Radio Quiet Zone
nanosecond
National Science Foundation
New Worlds, New Horizons
Observatory Business Services
Office: of Chile AffairsObservatory Development Programs
Ortho Mode Transducer
ALMA Operations Support Facility
Observatory Science Operations
Observatory Telescope Operations
Phased Array Feed
Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reionization
parsec
Pulse Calibration Generator
Proposal Handling Tools
Principal Investigator
NRAO Program Management Department.
Pre-main-sequence stars
Photonic Reference Distribution
President's Request Level

PST

Proposal Submission Tool

Q

Fiscal Year Quarter
Research
& Development
Research Experiences for Undergraduates
Radio-Frequency Interference
Astro20 10 Radio, Millimeter, and Submillimeter Astronomy Panel
Subarray Switch
Santiago Central Offices
Spectral Energy Distributions
Silicon-germanium•
Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor
Square Kilometre Array
Supermassive Black Hole
Signal-to-Noise
Student Observing Support

R&D
REU
RFI
RMS
SAS
SCO
SED
Si-Ge
SIS
SKA
SMBH
S/N
SOS

SPO
SRP
SSR
STEM
sub mm
SZE
TAC
TB

"

Scientific Program Order
Science Review Panels
Science Support and Research
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
submillimeter
Sunyaev-Zel'dovich Effect
Time Allocation Committee
Terabyte
NRAO i Long-Range Plan FY 2014 -20I6

THz
TRS

Terahertz
Total Rewards Strategy

m
.
URSI

micrometer
.international Union of Radio Science

US

USNO

United

.- States

-United States Naval Observatory

UVML

University of Virginia. Microfabrication Laboratory

VAO
VLA
.- VLBA
VLBI
WCA- "Warm
WVRAZ

Virtual Astronomical Observatory
Very Large Array
Very Long Baseline Array
Very Long Baseline Interferometry:
Cartridge Assembly
-West Virginia Radio Astronomy Zone

z

Redshift

3D

Three Dimensional
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f

11C+

'Yj

NRAO Headquarters and North American ALMA Science Center

Associated
SUniversities inc.

National Radio Astronomy Observatory
520 Edgemont Road
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903-2475
434-296-0211
NRAO Technology Center
National Radio Astronomy Observatory
1180 Boxwood Estate
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903-4602
434-296-0358
NRAO - Green Bank
National Radio Astronomy Observatory
P. O. Box 2
Green Bank, West Virginia 24944-0002
304-456-2011
NRAO - Pete V Domenici Science Operations Center
National Radio Astronomy Observatory

P. O. Box0
Socorro, New Mexico 87801-0387
575-835-7000
NRAO/AUI - Chile
NRAO/AUI
Av.NuevaCostenera4091,Suite 502
Vitacura
Santiago
CHILE
+56-2-210-9600
The National RadioAstronomyObservatoryis a facilityof the National
Science Foundationoperated by AssociatedUniversities,Inc.

